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CHAPTER 1 

Introd uetion 

Complex algebras have proven very useful in presenting the modern day logician 
with a tool to approach a wide variety of problems in the field of algebraic logic. 
This dissertat ion is intended as an exploration of various approaches to the study 
of complex In particular we will take a look at the logical and semantic 
views of complex algebras, as well as logical games involving these algebras. 

This introduction aims to provide the reader with a cursory overview of the his
tory of algebraic logic and in particular those parts of the history that relate to 
varieties, logical games and complex (For an insightful analysis of the 
early development of algebraic logic we the reader to [AnH88'.) We round off 
the introduction with an overview of the work that is to be presented in this disser
tation. The rl~ader familiar with the historical development of these fields might do 
well to skip directly to this general overview. 

1.1. History 

Varieties and universal algebra. Before we launch ourselves into the history 
of universal it might be a good idea to quickly discuss the concept universal 
algebra. At r: resent this field of study, along with its sister field of algebraic logic, 
is one of the more active areas of research in modern mathematical logic with many 
implications to the fields of philosophy, natural language and computer science. The 
following quo:e, as stated in [BuS81], quite succinctly describes the field at hand. 

"One of the aims of universal algebra is to extract, whenever possible, 
the common elements of several seemingly different types of algebraic 
structufl~S. " 

From this vantage point the researcher can come to discover general concepts that 
quite often to a concise way of communicating such ideas, but also the level 
of abstraction lends itself to, sometimes surprising, application of results to 
disparate areas of interest. 

By the beginning of the twentieth century mathematicians were confronted with 
a wide variet:) of algebraic systems, including Peano's arithmetic of natural numbers 
and Schr6den algebra of binary relations, not to even mention the field of group 
theory. the study of rings, vector spaces, Hamilton's quaternians and Boolean alge
bra.."l. The attempt to unify the study of algebraic systems was undertaken 
by A . .\J. Whitehead in his work "A Treatise on Universal Algebra" [Whi98] and 
was focused on the study of systems of formal axiomatic reasoning about equations. 
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6 1. INTRODUCTION 

Another autlnr to touch on the topic of putting algebraic systems into a generalized 
framework is B. L. van der Waerden, in his book ":'vloderne Algebra" [vdW31]. 

However the coherent study of generalised algebraic systems is generally accepted 
to start with the work of Birkhoff (c.f. [Bir33] and [Bir351). In the first (fBir33]) 
of these work> Birkhoff explicitly introduces the modern notions of an algebra and 
a subalgebra. ~Bir351 includes the ideas of congruences, free algebras and varieties. 
In this paper l1e also proves the fundamental result connecting the study of varieties 
with the field of equational logic, often referred to as Birkhoff's Theorem. 

In their excellent book [MMT87] McKenzie, .Ylc~ulty and Taylor divide the fur
ther development of universal algebra into four periods. The first of these last up 
until 1950 and includes the above mentioned papers by Birkhoff. This introductory 
phase covers the introduction of the basic concepts of free algebras, the isomor
phism theorems, congruence lattices, and subalgebra lattices, along with the first 
use of this ll< 'W level of abstraction to generalize results from group theory 
[Ore351 and [Ore36]) and to analyse the lattice of clones on a two element set (c.f. 
[Pos41]). In this phase the first works of A. Tarski ([Tar31] and [Tar35]) studying 
the notion of a relational structure appears, which, as \ve will subsequently see, is 
a fertile field in the study of complex algebr&s. During this period lattice theory is 
expanded in the works of Birkhoff, Dilworth, Frink, von Neuman, Ore and Whitman 
to name a few. Another important result during this period comes from Stone on 
the representability of Boolean algebras in [Sto36]. 

During the second era, lasting until about 1963, the influence of mathematical 
logic, especiallY model theory, comes to the fore. The principal driving forces be
hind this period are A. Tarski and A. 1. :'vIaltsev, along with the wide array of young 
mathematicians attracted by the fame of their various schools. The main concep
tualisation of the model theory of first-order languages, or simply model theory, 
is expressed in Tarski's address to the International Congress of Mathematicians 
in 1952. Importantly, especially from an algebraic logic perspective, this period 
includes the publication of two seminal works by B. Jonsson and A. Tarski (c.f. 
[JoT5f and JoT52]) introducing the concept of a Boolean algebra with opera
tors. Other hi shlights of this period include the ultraproduct construction of J. Los 
(c.f. [Los55]): further developments on the ideas of free algebras in Poland and 
the ideas of A. L. Foster to extend the work of Stone on the represent ability of 
Boolean algebras to more general classes of structures. In [Gau57] i'\. D. Gautam 
also published an important work on the validity of equations in complex algebras 
that would lead to some fruitful research. 

The third p~riod sees the divergence of the fields of universal algebra and model 
theory and stretches from the early 1960's to the late 1970's. This era results such 
as the abstract, characterisation of the congruence lattices of arbitrary algebras by 
Gratzer and S,:hmidt (c.f. [GrS63]), Jonsson's study of congruence distributive va
rieties (c.L [J 6n67J as well as various ways of classifying varieties by the behaviors 
of congruence in their members, are presented. During this period several impor
tant books on the topics of the general theory of algebras were published. These 
include the bo)ks by Cohn [Coh65], Gratzer [Gdi68], Pierce [Pie681 and Maltsev 
:Ma173]. Due to the earlier work of Foster the important ideas of primal and func
tionally compl'3te algebras were introduced and studied during the early to late 60's. 
Out of these studies and the work of mathematicians like A. F. Pixley, H. Werner 
and R. "'IcKenzie grew an interest in discriminator varieties. As we shall see in later 
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1.1. HISTORY 7 

chapters the nxistence of a discriminator in a class of algebras simplifies a lot of the 
results we wish to express (c.f. [McK75]). For an excellent survey of this field we 
refer the reader to the monograph [Wer78] of \Verner. 

The final era, not directly relevant to this thesis, starts with the introduction of 
commutatorheory (c.f. [Smi76] and [HaH79]). Flowing from this theory were 
insights into varieties that satisfy congruence modularity as well as other strong 
.:\Ialtsev properties. The theory of tame congruences belong to this period as 
does the hierarchy of congruence ditributive varieties (c.f. [BIP821 and [BKP84]). 

Complex Algebras. Given any group G with universe G there is a natural way 
to lift the group multiplication '. on G to subsets A, B of G: 

A· B = {a· b: a E /1, bE B}. 

According to G. Birkhoff (c.f. [Bir48]) an early application of this idea originates 
from Frobenills, with the multiplication of subgroups. At that time any subset of a 
group was rebrred to as a complex, and the above mentioned "lifting" of operations 
gave rise to a calculus of complexes. 

The idea of lifting multiplication in group theory can be seen in such commonplace 
ideas as the ('oset construction. In lattice theory set of ideals of any lattice £ 
again forms a lattice, and if the original lattice A is distributive the meet and joins of 
our new structure turn out to be exactly the lifted meets and joins from L. Another 
general exam:)le derives from viewing the image of a function f as an operation on 
subsets. 

However Iwtural idea of lifting operations to subsets seems, it is important to 
note that these lifted operations do not always the same properties as their 
original coum erparts. ror example, the lifted group operations do not in fact again 
give us group operations. In contrast lifting the semigroup operation will again 
us semi group operations (c.f. [TaS67] for more on lifted semigroups). 

Of course 1 he power set of any set itself has a natural Boolean structure, if we 
take set theoretic union and cmnplementation 8...'3 the Boolean join and complemen
tation of our new algebraic structure, From an algebraic logicians perspective is it 
often natural to include these boolean operations in our standard signature from 
complex algebras, along with the other lifted operations. However, much work 
been done in languages that do not contain the underlying Boolean symbols, the 
structures arrived at via this perspective are often referred to as power 
power structucs or globals. For an excellent introduction to this field the reader is 
referred to [Bri93]. 

Given an axiomatisation of a particular of algebras an important question 
has been Whf ther an algebra in such a class can be presented as an algebra over a 
field of sets. Such an algebra is then referred to as a representable algebra. 
complex algebras fields of sets as their universe this is equivalent to 
whether an a gebra is isomorphic to some complex of an algebra. 

Prom Bool,;an algebras to fields of sets. As was later to be seen the study of 
complexes of :tlgebras has a very close link to the study of Boolean algebras. Boolean 
algebras have their origin in the works by G. Boole (c.f. [Boo54]) and A. de Morgan 
(c.f. [DeM4~']) concerned with a general analysis of thought. In these works both 
of the authon took a keen interest in the formalisation of the logic of propositions. 
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8 1. INTRODUCTION 

The further r3search of C. S. Peirce (c.f. [PeiSO]) and E. Schroder (c.f. [Sch95]) led 
to the format ion of the related field of lattice theory, which has had a impact 
on the develcpment of universal algebra. 

From our current perspective the most important work in the development of the 
theory of Boolean algebras comes from the result of M. H. Stone demonstrating 
how any Bodean algebra is isomorphic to some field of sets (c.f. [Sto36]). This 
representatiol of a Boolean algebra by a field of sets is one of the earliest examples 
of representadon algebras and hence a close link to the study of complex algebras. 
(For an in dt pth survey of Boolean algebras the reader is referred to [Sik64] and 
Chapter IV of [BuSS1].) 

Algebras O.f relations. Another field, adjacent to the study of Boolean algebra, 
that is related to our study here is that of relation algebra. This field evolved out of 
the study of '"he properties of binary relations on sets. The origin of this field can 
be traced back to the late 19th century and the works of de lVlorgan ([DeM64]), 
Schroder ([Sch95j) and Peirce ([PeiS3l). However the modern definition of a rela
tion algebra has its roots in Tarski's axiomatisation of the calculus of relations (c.f. 
[Tar41]). :Kot long hereafter the first formal definition of relation algebras, as the 
expansion of i Boolean algebra, appears (c.f. [JoT 4S]). 

Since Tarsb.!'s calculus of relations could derive essentially all of the known results 
about sets of relations it was natural to ask whether this axiomatisation was com
plete. In [Lyn50] we start seeing the first connections between the representabil
ity of structures and their (finite) axiomatisability, and in this paper R Lyndon 
showed that there exist non-representable relation algebras. In 1964 J. D. Monk 
(c.f. [Mon64,) used Lyndon's work [Lyn61]) to show that there is in fact an 
infinite class ,)f non-representable relation algebras with a representable ultraprod
uct. This then demonstrated that the class of representable relation algebras (RRA) 
was in fact net finitely axiomatisable. In [JoT52] Jonsson and Tarski demonstrated 
that all prop3r relation algebras can be represented over the class of generalised 
Brandt groupoids. 

From Kripl~e semantics to modal algebras. The introduction of relational seman
tics, also kno'vIl as Kripke frames, for certain modal logics by S. Kripke in :Kri59] 
was fundamental in the move toward a more coherent study of such logics. E. J. Lem
mon and D. Scott, in their famed monograph [LeS77j (written in 1966), extended 
Kripke's wor1 to cover a wide class of modal logics; to such an extent that they were 
led to conjecture that every modal logic was complete with respect to its relational 
semantics. This was however refuted a few years later by K. Fine (c.f. [Fin74]) and 
S. K Thomafon (c.f. [Tho74]). 

:\Iaybe it \\ as the intuitiveness of Kripke's approach that lent it such popularity, 
in contrast to the earlier algebraic semantics introduced by J. C. C. McKinsey and 
A. Tarski (c.f [McT41] and [McT4S]). It took the complex algebraic perspective 
to bring thes(~ approaches together. In particular the complex algebras of Kripke 
frames turn cut to be modal algebras (the algebraic counterpart of modal logics). 
In facL by a result of Jonsson and Tarski in [JoT51], every modal algebra is a 
subalgebra of a complex algebra of some Kripke frame. 

For a surwy of the algebraisation of logics we refer the 
monograph [BIPS9] by W. J. Blok and D. Pigozzi. 

to the excellent 
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1.1. HISTORY 9 

From complex algebras of relational strudures to BAOs. The above mentioned 
result for modal algebras is in fact only a special case of the result by Jonsson and 
Tarski. Kripk~ frames turn out to be a special class of relational structures. As was 
clearly demonstrated by Jonsson and Tarski (c.f. [JoT51]) the complex algebras of 
relational stn ctures are in fact nothing but Boolean algebras with operators. This 
is closely related to a result by J. F. A. K. van Benthem (c.f. [vBe80]), proven from 
a model- theoretic perspective, that if the of Kripke frames for a modal logic 
is elementary then it is validated by its canonical frames. 

Complex alJebras of groups. As early as the works of yIcKinsey and Tarski, and 
Jonsson and Tarski the of complex algebras of groups was discussed. In partic
ular these complex algebras give rise to an important class of representable relation 
algebras calle'} group relation algebras (GRA). As mentioned above [Mon64] ad

the qnestion raised by Tarski as to whether RRA is finitely axiomatisable. 
In this paper :'vIonk not only shows that RRA is non-finitely axiomatisable, but also 
that group relation algebras are non-finitely axiomatisable. The situation is in fact 
far worse thall this. In 'McK70 R. yIcKenzie showed that no finite set of axioms 

, . 
can be added to any axiomatisation for representable integral relation algebras to 
axiomatise GRA, i.e. GRA is not finitely axiomatisable over representable integral 
relation algebras. Later, in the work [Com86] of S. D. Comer, connection be
tween the conplex algebras of polygroups integral relation algebras as well as 
connections to multi-valued loops is evident. (We refer the reader to [AGN97] for 
even more rec ent results on GRA.) 

Cylindric algebras. The field of cylindric algebras, closely related to the theory of 
first order lan2;uages, has also led to the development of many tools and insights into 
the study of 1 he represent ability of algebras. Especially important to us since the 
relation algebras of Tarski and Jonsson turn out to be related to cylindric algebras. 
For a compre:lensive survey of this question and many others relating to cylindric 
algebras the reader is referred to [HMT71] and [HMT85]. 

Logical Games. In the study of structures from a model theoretic perspective 
the use of formalised games have come to playa very important role. In particular 
the use of back-and-forth games have proven successful in studying and understand

questions relating to the represent ability, axiomatisation and decidability of 
classes of structures. (The reader is referred to Chapter 3 of \V. Hodges' 

book [Hod94] for an excellent model theoretic survey of such games.) 

A first important contribution in this line appears in the work of A. Ehren
feucht [Ehr61] in which such games are used to show certain required conditions for 
the elementary equivalence of structures, extending work originally done by Fraisse 
[Fra52]. Such games are thus often referred to as Ehrenfeucht-Fralsse games. 

A closely connected for our purposes is that of the method of step-
by-step canst 'uction used by R. Lyndon in [Lyn50~ (with corrections in [Lyn56]). 
In cons';ructions the objects to be represented are constructed one by one in 
a possibly infinite sequence of steps. As is demonstrated clearly by R. Hirsch and 
I. Hodkinson, in their book 'HiH99', and in the article [HMV99], by Hodkinson, 
.\Iikulas and 'Jenema, type of construction can easily be viewed as a two player 
game. [HiH~191 also contains an excellent historical introduction and justification 
for the use of these, and similar, games in setting of relation algebra. 
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10 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.2. General overview 

\Ve now tum to an overview of the specific theory to be covered in this disserta
tion. The reader will find that each chapter is presented as a conceptual unit with 
Chapters 2 and 3 providing us with respectively the theory and underlying 
paradigm on which Chapters 4 and 5 are based. The theory discussed in Chapters 4 
and 5 is then applied to a few case studies in Chapter 6. Each of the latter chapters 
are concluded with a short section describing open problems or avenues for further 
research relati ng to the theory covered in that chapter. 

Preliminaries. We start off with an overview of the basic theory underlying 
complex algebras, and games. Chapter 2 is a cursory introduction to fields 
such as cardinal arithmetic, model theory, category theory and the main universal 
algebraic conslructions and results that will be used in later chapters. The theory in 
Chapter 2 should be well known to graduate students from the fields of logic, model 
theory and uriversal Most proofs are omitted, except where there are no 
standard references. 

Chapter 2 i: Iso demonstrates the notation, mainly model theoretic and category 
theory based, which we will use for the rest of this work. .\lost of the notational 
conventions m;ed are in the style of [HiH99] or taken from R. Goldblatt's approach 
(c.f. [GoI89] ,1l1d [Go199]). 

Polymodal logics and their semantics. The material covered in Chapter :3 
will be very f6miliar to modal logicians. In Chapter 3 we demonstrate the categor
ical connecti01S between modal logic, K ripke frames and algebraic semantics. We 
introduce the standard notions of the Lindenbaum- Tarski construction and the re
lated ideas of canonical models and frames in the general setting of n-ary modal 
logics, in mos t cases following [GoI99]. The interaction between a logic, its rela
tional semantics and algebraic semantics can be viewed as a paradigm triangle. As 
this triangle seemingly has a plethora of notational conventions, we try to present 
this body of "ork in a uniform way by sticking close to a mixture of categorical and 
model theoretic notation. 

In the last section of Chapter ~) we introduce the concepts of canonical and 
(strongly) complete logics. We then use the characterisation of these logics to moti
vate the defin tions of canonical, complex and complete varieties. 

Complex algebras and varieties. Chapter 4 focuses on the beautiful by 
Pine [Fin75], van Benthem 'vBe80] and Goldblatt [GoI89] connecting relational 
structures and canonical embedding algebras. and in this way showing us how to 
determine wh,m a logic is canonical. In the lead up to this result we introduce the 
model theoretic concepts of saturated models and good ttltmfilters which are crucial 
to prove this result. We present this result in the style of Jonsson (c.f. [J6n89]). 
(This expositJon is intended as a complete and contained initiation into the 
deep theory Lnderpinning this result and still make it accessible to 
students. ) 

Apart from the obvious applications of this result to algebraic logic we also use 
it to prove th~ famous Kiesler-Shelah Theorem and deduce several criteria for the 
semantic chancterisation of universal and existential classes. 
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1.2. GENERAL OVERVIEW 11 

'vVe conclude Chapter 4 by elaborating on the hierarchy formed by canonical, 
complex and (:omplete varieties and prove a few new (c.f. Theorem 4.3.17 p. 85), 
and not so new, results about complex varieties using the tools at hand. We also 
introduce the reader to the work of N. D. Gautam on the preservation of equations 
between an a gebra and its complex algebra (c.r [Gau5 7]) and to some results 
on discriminator varieties that are useful in the study of boolean algebras with 
operators. 

Complex algebras and logical games. As we have mentioned, the question 
of representability of certain cla:.;;ses of algebras is closely tied up with the construc
tion of complpx algebras. In Chapter 5 we explore this area using game theoretic 
techniques, i.f'. representation games. 'vVe set up a generic game in the style of 
[HMV99] to check the representability of a structure over an equational class of 
algebras. The approach described takes on a less general form than that of [HiH99], 
but lends itself to more concrete examples. 

'vYe then proceed to demonstrate how these games can be used to axiomatise 
certain classet of structures. 'vYe conclude Chapter .5 with a discussion on two modi
fications of th'3 original game presented by [HMV99] that extends their application 
to certain clas~es of partial algebras and to representations over products of algebras. 

Case studies. In the final chapter of this dissertation we apply some of 
results and techniques presented to certain classes of algebras. In particular these 
algebras are elther subvarieties of groups or are well-known classes of expansions of 
groups (e.g. Boolean rings and algebras). 

Semilattice.'; and bands. In this case study we will look at an application of the 
theory of preserving equations, discussed in Chapter 4, to a subclass of semigroups 
called rectangular bands. We then present a result by P. Jipsen giving a finite ax
iomatisation (If the variety generated by the complex algebras of rectangular bands, 
c.r [JipOl]. 

Semigronps. In [Rei96" P. J. Reich studied the class of complex algebras of semi
groups. In this short case study we present some further comments and results 
relating to this class of algebras. 

Boolean als,ebras and rings. In this section we take a look at the varieties gen
erated by complex algebras of boolean rings and boolean algebras. These varieties 
are respectively referred to as hyperboolean algebras (HBA) and hyperboolean rings 
(HBR). 

The first important result we prove is that the varieties of hyperboolean algebras 
and hyperboe.lean rings are not term definitionally equivalent, although HBA is 
interpretable m HBR. 

We also investigate whether H BA is finitely based. \Vhile this is still an open 
problem, we give a list of equations such that for any algebra A of the HBA similarity 
type and of size S 24 , the equations hold if and only if A HBA. In conclusion 
we observe th-it HBR has an undecidable equational theory, whereas for HBA this is 
still an open problem. (Most of these results were originally published in rSchOOI.) 
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12 1. INTRODUCTION 
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CHAPTER 2 

Preliminaries 

For the purpose of this dissertation we will assume the reader is familiar with 
the general tlteory of universal algebra as well as a basic understanding of Boolean 
Algebra..'3 (BA). For a more detailed account of these topics we refer the reader to 
[BuS81], [MMT87] and [Sik64]. (An updated version of "BuS81] is currently 
available on the Internet at http://www.thoralf.uwaterloo.ca/ualg.html.) Notation
ally we will follow [HiH99] as closely as possible. 

2.1. Set Theory 

A familiaricy with the basic notions of set theory is assumed. We will use the 
standard not ons of membership I subset (r,::), finite subset (r,::u..I) , union (U), 
intersection (Ii), difference (\), products of sets (X x Y. Il\EA X A) and (direct) powers 
of sets (XA). We define the disjointl.tnion, l:!:IAEA X-\, of sets X-\, to be the set 
UAEA (X-\ x {.\}). We denote the collection of all subsets of a set X by P(X), also 
called the pO'UJer set of X, and the collection of all finite subsets by Pu;(X). Ordered 
tuples will bf presented between angle brackets. e.g. . .. ,Xn-I/. For a more 
complete intr,)duction to set theory we refer the reader to [Jec78]. 

DEFINITION 2.1.1. A set Al is said to have the finite intersection property if for all 
xo, .r!, ... ,Xn-l E 1VI and all n w, .Xo n Xl n ... n Xn-l f. 0. 

2.1.1. Cardinal Numbers. 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the notions of ordinals and cardinals 
and their arithmetic. We will however recall a few definitions and results that are 
directly relattd to results presented in later chapters of this dissertation. 

We will denote the cardinality of a set X by IX I and define addition, multiplication 
and exponentiation of cardinal numbers in the standard way. If IX I ::; /'i, for some 
cardinal /'i, we \vi11 say X is of power /'i,. \Ve will use the Greek w when referring 
to the sma.lleft infinite cardinal. 

For any ca.·dinal /'i, its successor is written as /'i,+. The Generalised Continuum 
Hypothesis (C CH) states that 2". 

We recall tle following results of cardinal arithmetic. (v\le denote the greater of 
two cardinals A and /'i, by max ( A, K,).) 

13 
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14 2. PRELI:VIINARIES 

LEMMA 2.1.~~. Let "') A, f.1. be cardinals and X be a set. 

(i) If A 2': 1.1.' and A 2': '" then"" A"" A A and ",A 2A. 
(ii) (",A)JL = ",A./". 

(iii) If IXI '" then IP(X)I = 2". 
(iv) If A. K; 2: J) then A-+- K; = >.. K; = max(>.. /'\). 
(v) If A 2': (.I.' and n < w then An = A. 

(vi) If IXI = A and A 2': w then IPw(X)1 = A. 

PROOF. (i): C.f. [Dev93] Corollary 3.7.8 and Theorem 3.9.3. 

(ii): Let X, Y and Z be sets such that K; = !XI, A WI and f.1. = IZI. \Ve need 
to find a fundion ~f : c,y'Y)Z X YxZ that is bijective. Take;' to be defined as 
follows, for y E Y, z E Z and f E (XY)Z, let 

1(f)(y. z) = f(z)(y). 

Thus ~/(f) E X Yxz . 
Let f, 9 (XY)Z be such that f =I g. Then for some y E Y and z E Z it must be 

the case that f(z)(y) =I g(z)(y) so 

1(J)(y, = f(z)(y) =I g(z)(y) = 1(9)(Y, z). 

Hence ~( is in, ective. For any h E X YxZ define j,,(z) = h( _, z) then clearly fh(Z) E 
X Y and hence fh E (XY)z. Furthermore -y(Jh) = h making ~( surjective. 

(iii): C.f. [Dev93] Lemma 3.9.1. 

(iv): C.f. [Jec78] (6.1). 

(v): \Ve prove this by finite induction. Trivially Al A. So let A k = A. Since A 
is infinite >.k-' 1 = Ak . A max(Ak, A) = Ak A, where the second equality follows 
from (iv). 

(vi): Let X be a set such that IXI A. Then, for any nEw, X at most >. 
subsets of size n. Thus A ~ IPw(X)1 ::; J) x A ::; A2 = A, where the final equality 
follows from I iv), D 

Let 0' > 0 be a limit ordinal. A set X 0' is said to be bounded in 0' and only 
if. there is a J < 0' such that X ~3, we say X isunbo'Unded in 0' otherwise. 

~ow let A be a limit ordinal, and let .31.,. . • . .. , with E; < A, be an increasing 
sequence of ordinals in 0'. \Ve say this sequence is cofinal in 0' if. and only if, the 
set {.3~ : ~ < A} is unbounded in 0', The cofinality of 0', denoted cf 0', is the least 
limit ordinal \ such that there is an increasing A-sequence that is co final in 0'. 

LEMMA 2.1.3. for any infinite cardinal K;, K;cf" > K;. 

For a proof of this result we refer the reader to [Jec78] (Corollary 4). 

THEOREM 2.l.4. FOr any infinite cardinal /'\, cf 2" > /,\, 

PROOF. Sl ppose cf 2" ::; K;, Then by letting A 2", we 

Acf )' Acf2"'::; A" = (2")" 2"'" 2" = A. 

But this cont'adicts Lemma 2.1.3 and hence the result follows. 

This theorem and its proof is taken from pev93' (Theorem 3.9.7). 

D 
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2.2. STRCCTURES 15 

2.2. Structures 

2.2.1. Syntax. 

By a signature L R I±J F we mean a fixed set of relational symbols Rand 
functional sY'frLbols F (also called operation symbols), where each symbol a E L has 
an associated arity ar(a) E w. We assume ar(r) 2:: 1 for eachr E R. 'When R = 0 
we call L a flmctional signature and conversely when F = 0 we call L a relational 
signatuTe. A t,ymbol f F, with ar(J) 0, is called a constant symbol. 

The first 0 rder language associated with a signature L is constructed by form-
terms ane formulas from the symbols of the signature in the usual way, using 

count ably many variables {xo, :r1, .... :rn }), the boolean connectives V,-' and 
quantifier]. The symbols -1, ---'>, +-+, V are defined by their usual abbrevia-
tions. vVe will generally write L for the language as well as the signature. We call 
a language functional if its signature is functional and relational if its signature is 
relational. W(' define (atomic) formulas and sentences in the usual way. 

2.2.2. Semantics. 

Each signature L ha.'3 an associated class of L-structures, where an L-structure is 
an object of the form M = (IY1, (aM: a E L)), for some non-empty set M (called 
the domain 0,' universe of l\tI). For a E L, aM is the interpretation of a in M 
a relation or function on At! with the appropriate arity, or an element of Af when 
a is a constant symbol. \Ve generally drop the superscript and write a for aM if 
confusion is ullikely. \Ve will talk about a structure if the signature L is clear from 
the context. 

vVhen refer to structures we will generally use boldface letters (e.g. M, N, 
etc.), whilst sl andard lettering will be used for the associated domains of structures 
(e.g.M, iV, ,~tc.). We will associate a structure's domain with itself allowing us 
to write m E M instead of the more correct mEAl. If L = It I±J F we abuse 
our notation ~;omewhat and write M (AI, RM, FM) instead of the more correct 
M (M, (rM E: r E R), (fM : f E F)). 

A relationa' L-structure is an L-structure where L is a relational signature. An 
L-algebra is a1 L-structure A = (A LA) with L functional where, for each a E L 
and each ar( a)- tuple Q, a(Q) is defined. We also refer to an L-algebra as an algebra 
of type L similarly for relational L-structures. vVe generally use U, V for relational 
structures and A, B for algebras. vVhere we refer to classes of structures we use 
script lettering, e.g. K. 

Given an L-algebra A we can define an associated relational L'-structure U, where 
L' = {RJ : f E: L}, with 

Ry (xo, Xl,·· . ,Xn-l, y) iff fACto, Xl, ... ,Xn-l) y, 

where ar(J) n, i.e. Ry is the graph of f. We also occasionally write r(;f) for 
r(xo,· ... xn) and r(;r, y) for r(xo, ... , Xn--l, y) where ar(r) n + 1. (Note that 
where conveni 3nt we will use the abbreviation "iff" for the phrase "if, and only if" .) 

Structures M: and N are said to be similar if they have the same signature. If L is 
a sub-signatuT<; of L', i.e. L t:;::; L', then we write 1\11L for the L-reduct of ~I obtained 
by forgetting t he interpretations of symbols of L' \ L. An expansion of an L-structure 
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16 2. PRELIlYilNARlES 

M is a structure N in a larger signature, of which M is the L-reduct. Note that 
lVI and N have the same domain. For any set Y c;;: :NI let L(Y) be the signature 
with constant symbols m added to L, where m E Y. \Ve denote by My the obvious 
expansion of M to this new signature L(Y), where mM = m. When required we 
may write (M, mo, .. ,mA, •.. ) for the expansion My, where Y {mo, ... , mA) .. . }. 

2.2.3. Models and validity. 

For an L-formula (p(;z;J with Ji. an n-tuple, an L-structure M, and g E M n , we write 
M <b(g) and say that g satisfies dJ in ~L if dJ is true in M under the assignment 
h, where h( x,) = ai for i < n. By <P = <P( XO, Xl, ... , X n - d we generally mean a set 
of formulas <P with free variables among Xo, Xl: ... ,In-I. \Ve write M f:= <P if, and 
only if. for all assignments h each formula dJ E <P is true in M under h. 

a thear'I I T we mean a set of sentences in a language L. For an L-structure M, 
we say M is h model of T if M f:= T. The set of all sentences (J such that M i= (J is 
called the theory of M and written Th M. 

THEOREM 2.2.1 (Compactness Theorem). A theory T has a model if, and only if, 
every finite sltbset of T has a model. 

For a proof of this theorem refer to [ChK77] Theorem 1.3.22. 

For a set ~ = <P(xo, Xl, ... ,;Tn - d of L-formulas we say M realises <P if, and only 
if, there is sone g E l\,;!n so that M f:= ¢(g) for every dJ E <P. <P is satisfiable in M 
exactly when lVI realises <P. vVe say <P is finitely satisfiable in M if each finite subset 
of <P is satisfiable in M. 

\Ve say <P is consi8tent if <I> is satisfiable by some structure. A formula (j) is 
consistent wi:h a theory T if, and only if, there is a model M of T which realises 
{<t>}. We say (I> is consistent with T if, and only if. T has a model which realises <1>. A 
set of formulas <I> is satisfied in T exactly when <I> is consistent with T. Accordingly a 
set of formula;; <I> of L consistent with a theory T is satisfiable in M when M f:= TU<I>. 

PROPOSITION 2.2.2. T be a theory and let <P = <I>(xo, .rl,"" In-d. T has a 
model which .)atisfies <I> if, and only if, every finite subset of <I> is satisfied in T. 

PROOF. The forward direction is trivial. let us assume that each finite subset 
of <P is satisfi,lble in some model of T. Consider an expansion of the signature with 
constant symbols co, ... , enol and let S TU<I>(co, ... , Cn-l)' Since any finite subset 
of T U <P(xo, ... ,xn-d has a model, every finite subset of S must have a model in 
the expanded signature. Hence, by compactness. S has a modeL and the reduct of 

this model to our original signature realises T U <P. 0 

2.2.4. Derived structures and morphisms. 

:NI and N be similar structures with signature L = R l±I 

DEFINITION 2.2.3. By a homomorphism h from M to N we mean a function h, 
where h : M --+ N, with the following properties. 

For eac! r E R with ar(r) = n..J- 1 and mo, .... Inn E M if rM(mo, ... , m n ) 

then TN h(mo), ... , h(mn )). 

(ii) h(fM(mOl"" mn-l)) = fN(h(mo), ... , h(mn-I)), for f E F, with 
ar(f) = nand mo, ... , mn-l E M. 
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2.2. STRUCTURFB 17 

DEFI='JITION 2.2.4. By an embedding of ]\;1 into N we mean an injective homomor
phism h : J\t1 ----* N which satisfies the following strengthening of (i). 

M ) (i)' ead r E R with ar(r) = n + 1 and rno, ., rnn E M then r (mOl"" rnn 
if, and (nly if, rN(h(rno), .. , , h(rnn )), 

If JI S ani h is the inclusion map, we say that ]\;1 is a substructure of N, or that 
N is an extension of M, written M ~ N. 

An isomorohism is a surjective embedding. M and N are said to be isomorphic, 
written M ~ N, if there exists an isomorphism between M and N. 

0iote that lor algebras the notion of substructures agrees with that of s'ubalgebras, 
defined in tlw normal way, 

2.2.5. Ideals, filters, ultraproducts and ultrapowers. 

\Ve use L Bt, = {V, rv, a)} as the signature for Boolean algebras where B is a Boolean 
algebra if it is an LBA-algebra which satisfies the standard Boolean identities. We 
take 11 "'( and define 1\, the boolean conjunction, in the usual way. 

DEFINITION 2.2.5. Let B (B, V, "', a)) be a Boolean algebra. 

• A filter F over B is a subset F of B such that F is closed upwards (i.e. if 
t ::::: s E F then t E F) and closed under 1\ (if s. t E F then s 1\ t E F). 

• A filter, F is said to be proper if F:f B and non-trivial if :;2 {11}. 
• For any b E B let [b) = {c E B : c b}, [b) is called the pr'incipal filter 

generated by b. Any filter not of this form is called non-principal. 
• An ultrc,filter is a filter that is not strictly contained in any proper filter. 

dual concept to that of a filter is an ideal and is defined as follows. 

DEFINITION 2.2.6. Given a Boolean algebra B (B, V, "", a)). 

• An idea,' I over B is a non-empty subset I of B such that I is closed downwaTds 
(if t ~ s E I then t I) and closed under V (if s. t E I then s V t E F). 

• For any element b B the ideal (b] {c E B : c ::; b} is called the pTincipal 
ideal ge.1.erated by b. 

\Ve generally use script letters, such as 
when referring to ideals. 

or g, when referring to filters and I 

It is easily seen that by complementing elements of a filter we get an ideal and 
VIce versa. 

DEFINITION 2.2.7. Let B (B, V, "', a)) be a Boolean algebra and G <;;:; B. vVe 
say has the fin'iteinteTseciion propeTty if for any finite subset X of G we have 
!\X :f o. 

By taking the upward closure of finite meets of elements of a set with the finite 
intersection property we then make such a set into a proper filter. Formally this 

us the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2,2.8. Let B (B, V, "", q be a Boolean algebm and G B such that G 
has the fin'itt intersection properly. Then theTe is a proper filter 9 over B s'lLch that 
G g. 
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18 2. PRELIlVIINARlES 

\Ve say a f Iter F extends a filter 9 if 9 s: F. We refer the reader to [Jec78j 
Theorem 12 for a proof of the following result. ()Jote that this result requires the 
use of Zorn's Lemma.) 

THEOREM 2.:~.9. Every proper filter over B can be extended to an ultrafilter. 

There are ~everal ways to characterise ultrafilters, the most important of which 
are listed in the theorem below. 

THEOREM 2.:UO. Let, be a filter over the Boolean algebra B. Then, is an ultra
filter over B f, and only if, one of the following conditions hold: 

(i) For any a E B exactly one of a and rva belongs to ~(, or 
(ii) [: rj:. , arid for any a, bE B a V b E ,if, and only if, a E , or b E ~( 

We refer the reader to [BuS81] Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.13 for the proof of 
this result. 

PROPOSITION 2.2.11. Let A and B be Boolean algebras and h : A ------) B a homo
morphism. If F is an ultrafilter over B then h-l[Fj is an ultrafilter over A. 

PROOF. Lft F be an ultrafilter over B. 
First we sh)w that h-l[Fj is a filter over A. For any a. bE F if b ;::: a E h-I[F] 

then a . b = o. Since h is a homomorphism h(a) . h(b) = h(a . b) = h(a). Whence 
h(b) ;::: h(a) (: F and so, since F is a filter, b E h-I[F] as required. So consider 
a. bE h-I[F] then clearly h(a), h(b) E F. Hence h(a· b) = h(a)· h(b) E F. But then 
a·bEh-I[F] 

~ow let a f: A. Since F is an ultrafilter over B either h(a) E F or rvh(a) E F. 
If h(a) E F, then a E h-l[F]. Otherwise if h(rva) = rvh(a) E F, then rva E h-I[Fj. 
So assume th,lt a, rva E h-l[F], then [: = h(a) 1\ h(rva) E F contradicting the fact 
that F is a proper filter, 0 

Let A be a'lY non-empty index set and let F be an ultrafilter over the Boolean 
algebra (P(A ,U, -,0, A). We say F is an ultrafilter over A. 

DEFINITION :~.2.12. Let L = F I±J R be a signature and M)" A E A, be L-structures 
with (possibl:r different) domains AI),. We can define an equivalence relation '~ 
over the product !vI = IT),EA !vI)" by 

g ~ Q iff P. E A : a), = b;..} E F 

where g, Q E AI. Let U = {gl F : g E ;II} be the set of all equivalence classes 
in jI modulo~. \Ve can now define an L-structure U with domain U, called the 
ultraproduct of the M), over F, by interpreting the L-symbols in the following way . 

• For f E F, we let fU (aol F, ad F . ... ,an-I! F) = fM(ao, aI, ... ,an-I)1 F, 
• and for r E R, we specify that r U (aol F, all F . .... ami F) if, and only if, 

p. E A : rM:-(ao(A), alP.), ... , am(A))} E F, 

where ar(J) == n, ar(r) = m + 1 and ai EM for all i. We write (IT)'E.'\ M)')IF or 
simply ITF M), for such an ultraproduct. 

If all the J\;[), are isomorphic to some structure M, then the ultraproduct over F 
is called the 11,ltrapower of Mover F and written ITF M or just MAl F. 
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2.2. STRUCTURES 19 

PROPOSITIOl'l 2.2.13. Let M be an L-structure and MA / F an ultmpower of lVi. 
Then the map h : M MA / F defined by m f-7 m/ F, where m = (m, . .. , m, ... ), 
'is an embeddmg. 

The embedding h in the above proposition is often referred to as the diagonal 
embedding. 

DEFINITION ~~.2.14. Let K:. be any of L-structures. The class of all ultraproducts 
of members of K:. is denoted P uK:., while the class of all ultra powers of members of 
K:. is denoted by P wK:.. 

2.2.6. Elementary classes. L-structures M and N are said to be elementarily 
equivalent, wIitten M N, if 

M (j iff N l:::: (j 

for all L-senttmces (j. 

The following theorem relating ultraproducts to first-order formulas turns out to 
be fundament al to the solution of many problems in model theory, universal algebra 
and algebraic logic. 

THEOREM 2.2.15 (Los). Let M A; for A A, be a collection of L-struct'ures; F 
be an ultmfil.'er over A and rp o(xo) .... xn~d a formula of L. Then, for any 
ao·· ... an~l E I1.1' M A, 

I1.1'lV1A dJ(ao/F, .... an·dF) 

iff 

{A E A: lYIA F Q>(ao(A) .... an~I(A))} F 

The reader is referred to [Hod94] Theorem 9.5.1 for a proof of this result. \Ve 
then get the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 2.2.16. Por' any structure M and any ultmpower MA / F of M 

M == MA/F. 

DEFI,\IITION 2.2.17. A class K:. of L-structures is called an elementary class if, and 
only if, there exists a theory T such that K:. is exactly the class of all models of T. 

The readel might wonder how elementary equivalence and elementary classes 
match. By the use of the Los Theorem we get the following characterisation of 
elementary casses. (For a proof of this result we refer the reader to [ChK77] 
Theorem 4.1.12(i}.) 

THEOREy[ 2.2.18. K:. is an elementary class if, and only if, K is closed under ultra
products and elementary equivalence. 

This chara~terisation gives us a link between algebraic properties and syntactic 
properties. W,3 can however give a purely algebraic characterisation of elementary 

This result, generally referred to as the Keisler-Shelah Theorem, is presented 
in Chapter 4 (c.£. Corollary 4.2.5 p. 79). 

DEFINITIO,\l 2.2.19. An elementary map from jJ to N is a (possibly partial) map 
e : M --7 N such that for every L-formula lP(xo, ...• Xn~l) and a-tuple g EiVJn, we 
have M F lP(g) iff F rp(e(g)). The map e is said to be an elementary embedding 
if it is total. 
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20 2. PRELHvIINAlUES 

DEFI~ITION 2.2.20. N is an elementary extension of M. written M ~ N, if M N 
and the inclm ion map is an elementary embedding. M is referred to as an elementary 
substructure (If N. 

It is easy to see that M ~ N implies M :; Nand M == N. In fact it turns out 
that for any infinite cardinal at least the cardinality of the signature of N there 
exists an elementary submodel of N of that power. (For a proof of this famous 
model theorelic result we refer the reader to [ChK77] Theorem 3.1.6. and [Hod94' 
Corollary 3.1 5.) 

THEOREM 2.2.21 (Downward Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem). Let L be a first order 
lang1wge and A an L-structure. Then for any set X of elements of A and cardinal 
A s'uch that I £..,1 + IX I ::; A :; IAI there exists an elementary substructure B of A 
such that X,s a subset of the universe of Band B is of cardinality A. 

Clearly it f<)llows that any infinite algebra A has subalgebras of all infinite powers 
less than IAI. the signature of A is countable. 

2.3. Relational structures 

\Ve now dElve a bit more into the theory of relational structures. In particular 
we focus on,ome natural ways of mapping between relational structures, and of 
constructing t1ew relational structures from old ones. 

DEFINITION 2.3.1. Suppose U = (U, RU) and V (V, RV) are relational structures. 
A map ~f : U V is called a bounded morphism from U to V if for all r R with 
ar(r) = n 1 the following conditions hold. 

zig: rU(xo, ... , xn) implies rVb(xo), ... , for all xo,··., Xn E and 
zag: rV(yl)"" Yn-l, l(u)) implies there exists J:o,···· Xn-l E U 

rU(xo, .. ,Xn-l,U) and ~((xd =,1Ji where Y'i E ranb) for all i < n. 
such that 

For any class K of relational structures, we denote by HbK the class of 
tures isomorphic to bounded morphic images of members of K. 

struc-

The denotLtions zig and zag refer to the forwards and backwards nature of these 
conditions. 10gether they form a zig-zag between the two relational structures. 

DEFINITION 2.3.2. Let U = (U, RU) and V (V,RV) be relational structures with 
U ~ V. We ~ ay U is an inner substmcture of V if the inclusion map from U to V 
is a bounded morphism. 

Observe that to prove that U is an inner substructure of V it is enough to show 
that the inclusion map satisfies zag, since zig will be satisfied by default. 

U nfortunat ely the use of the term inneT substructure has become standard. In 
leau of the previous definition of bounded morphisms a more natural term would be 
bounded subs-:ructures, which motivates the notation Sb defined below. 

DEFINITION 2.3.3. For any class K of relational structures, we denote by SbK the 
class of all st.·uctures isomorphic to inner substructures of K. 
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2.4. ALGEBRAS 21 

As the reader may have noted the notation used above SU!!.Jrests that these def-
initions are ill some way dual to the (algebraic) constructions of homomorphisms 
Hand subalgebras S. The question is thus what relational construction is dual 
to the (direct) product of algebras. As we will later demonstrate the dual idea is 
that of disjoint unions of structures. (These "dualities" will be made precise in 
Lemma 3.l.W p. 38.) 

DEFINITION 2.3.4. Let A be some index set and {U A : A A} a collection of 
relational stnctures. The disjoint union U of the structures U A has as universe 
U = I3IAEA [1>. and relations defined by 

where A E A, ar(r) = n + 1 and Ui [f>.. for i :s: n. In particular r U (uo, ... ,un) 1: \0 
iff. for all i n, Ui E U>.. for a fixed A. 

For any K of relational structures, we denote by UdK the class of all struc-
tures isomorphic to disjoint unions of members of K. 

2.4. Algebras 

Similarly to the definitions presented above we can define an extension of the idea 
of homomorphisms for algebras. 

DEFINITION 2.4.1. Suppose A (A FA) and B = (B. FB) are algebras. A map 
~! : A B is called a bounded morphism from A to B if for all f E F with 
a1'(1') n thf following conditions hold. 

zig: f is a homomorphism, and 
zag: fB(b ll , ... , bn - i ) = /(a) implies there exists ao, ... , an-l E A such that 

fA(ao, . . , an-I) = a and ,(at) bi where bi E ranh) for alli < n. 

For any K of algebras, we denote by HbK the class of all algebras isomorphic 
to bounded morphic images of members of K. 

DEFINITION 2.4.2. Let A = (A, FA) and B = (B, FB) be algebras with A ~ B. 
\Ve say A is en inner subalgebm of B if the inclusion map from A to B is a bounded 
morphism . 

.:\ote that lemoving the zag condition from the above definition of inner subalge-
bras would us with the standard definition of a subalgebra. 

2.4.1. Term Algebras. One fundamental way to construct an algebra is by 
taking a set of variables and then the language of the algebra to generate 
all "legitimat e" strings that can be formed using the symbols in this language. 
This so-callec term algebra together with congruences, the algebraic counterpart of 
equivalence r,;lations. play an important role in capturing essence of classes of 
algebras, as will become clear in the 

DEFINITION 2.4.3. Let X be a set of variables and L a functional signature. The 
.set of terms of type L over X, denoted Term(X), is the set such that 

(i) Xu {J L: ar(f) = O} ~ Term(X), and 
(ii) if f E l., with ar(f) > 0, and :ro, .... Xar(J)-l E Term(X) then the "string" 

f'(;ro, ... ,Xar(f)·-d E Term(X). 
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22 2. PRELL\lINARlES 

:\Tote that a more precise notation would be Termr(X), but in general the language 
L will be clear from the context. 

DEFI='IITION 2.4.4. Given a functional signature L and a set or variables X, if the 
set of terms (,ver X is non-empty we define Term(X) = (Term(X), LTerm(X)), the 
term algebra I)J type L over X, by 

JTerm(X) ('y. x) 
, :""0,"'" n-l 

for J E L, ar(f) = nand XO, ... , Xn-l E X. Term(X) is sometimes referred to as 
the absoluteh Jr'ee algebra oj type L over X. 

2.4.2. Congruences on algebras. Another natural way to form new algebras 
is from old ones using the quotient algebra construction. In such an algebra the 
universe is rn ide up by dividing our original algebra into separate classes using an 
equivalence rdation. As we shall see, for this construction to make sense, we need 
these equival'~nce relations to respect the fundamental operations of our algebra. 
This type of ,~quivalence relation is called a congruence and defined as follows. 

DEFI='IITION 2.4.5. Let A be an L-algebra and let e be an equivalence relation on 
A. Then e is a congruence on A if () satisfies the following property for each J E L, 
with ar(f) = n and elements ao, , .. ,an-I, bo,· . " bn - 1 E A, 

The set oj 'XU congruences on an algebra A is denoted ConA. For () E ConA, Ale 
is the set of ail the equivalence classes ale = {b : (b. a) E e}, for a E A. 

It can be shown that ConA forms a complete lattice (c.f. [BuS81] Theorem 5.3). 
Thus we som~times refer to ConA as the congruence lattice of A. 

To constru·~t our quotient algebra we then only need to specify how the functions 
of our language are interpreted over the equivalence classes of our original algebra. 

DEFI='IITION 2.4.6. Let A be an L-algebra and e E ConA. The quotient algebra oj 
A bye, dencted Ale, is the algebra with universe Ale and for each J E L, with 
ar(f) = n, 

where ao, ... an-l A. 

vVe conclude this section with a result from [BuS81] (Theorem 3.5). 

THEOREM 2.4.7. Let B be a Boolean algebras and e a binary relation on B. (}!s a 
congnJ.ence i/ and only if, 

(i) [I Oi.5 an ideal, and 
(ii) aOb iff 0 vb E (/0. 

For this reiSon we call an ideal I a congruence ideal over, a Boolean algebra, B 
if, for some congruence 0 over B, I = fJIO. 
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2..1. ALGEBRAS 23 

2.4.3. Subdirectly irreducible algebras. Given an algebra A we may ask if 
there are sorre "foundational" algebras we can deconstruct A into. The quest for 
these general building blocks in the field of universal algebra led Birkhoff to consider 
certain special products. 

DEFI~ITION :':.4.8. \Ve say call an algebra A the subdirect product of a set of algebras 
{A>. : A E A} if the following conditions hold. 

(i) A is a subalgebra of IT A,,) and 
(ii) iT>. (A) = A,\, 

where 71). is the Ath projection function. 
An embedding h : A IT A>. is called a subdirect embedding if h(A) IS a 

subdirect projuct of the A).. 

We are the 1 ready to define these "building blocks". (\\1e denote the composition 
of two maps .1' : X ---+ Y and g : Y ---+ Z by g 0 f.) 

DEFI~ITION 2.4.9. An A is subdirectlyirreducible if for every subdirect 
embedding h : A ---+ IT A>. there exists a A E A such that 71,\ 0 h : A A>. is an 
isomorphism. 

Before we get to clarifying why these algebras form our required building blocks 
we a ch.lracterisation of sub directly irreducible algebras in terms of ConA. 
This characterisation ends up being one of the most useful criteria of distinguishing 
sub directly irreducible algebras. (A proof of the following result can be found in 
[BuS81] Theorem 8.4.) 

THEOREM 2.1.10. An algebra A is subdirectlyirreducible if, and only if, A is trivial 
or therei.s a minim7lm congruence in ConA \ {()}. where () is the trivial congruence. 

In CasE where A is a nontrivial subdirectly irreducible algebra it turns out 
that this minimum congruence is unique and all nontrivial congruences lie above 
it. \Ve refer to these minimum congruences of subdirectly irreducible algebras as 
monoliths. We sayan algebra A is simple if the monolith is equal to the top element 
of ConA, i.e. IConAI 2. 

The next theorem is due to G. Birkhoff (c.f. [Bir44]). For a proof of this theorem 
we the reader to [MMT87] Theorem 4.44. 

THEOREM 2. t 11 (Subdirect Representation Theorem). Even) algebra A 'is isomor
phic to a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible algebras. 

2.4.4. Free algebras. As subdireetly irreducible algebras provide us with the 
fundamental structures t.o construct algebras from so are free algebras the funda
mental struet ures that capture the equational properties of algebras, as will be made 
precise in the sequel. 

DEFI~ITION 2.4.12. Let K be a class of algebras. B an algebra and X a subset of 
B that generates B. We say that B has the universal mapping pmperty over K 
faT X if, and only if, for any A E K and every mapping f : X A, there is a 
hornornorphifm h: B A that extends f (i.e. f(x) = h(x) for any x EX). B is 
free oveT K f,)r X if B the universal mapping property over K for X. B is free 
in K for X if additionally we have B E K. 
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24 2. PRELIlViiNARlES 

If an algebl a B is free in a class K for X then we sometimes refer to B as being 
freely gene rat ~d by X in K. We say B is an infinitely-generated free algebra in K if 
IXI 2:: w. 

THEOREM 2.-U3. Let K be the class of all algebras of a language L! and X a set of 
variables. Th,?n Term(X) is the free algebra in K over X. 

We refer th~ reader to [MMT87] Lemma 4.116 and Theorem 4.117 for a proof of 
this result. 

DEFINITION :~.4.14. Let A be an algebra and e E ConA. e is fully invariant if for 
any endomorphism h: A ----+ A, (a, b) E e implies (h(a), h(b)) E e. 
LEMlVIA 2.4.1.>. Let K be a family of algebras and X a set of variables. The congru
ence edX) on Term(X)! defined by 

edX) = n{e E Con(Term(X)) : Term(X)/e E SK}, 

is fully invariant. 

LEMMA 2.4.11). Let X be a set of variables X and e a fully invariant congruence on 
Term(X). T!~enfor any p,q E Term(A) 

Term(X)/e F P = q iff (p, q) E e. 

For proofs nf the lemmas above we refer the reader to [BuS81] Lemma 14.4 and 
Lemma 14.7. 

2.5. Classes of algebras 

2.5.1. Class operators and varieties. 

DEFI:-.IITION :~.5.1. A class operator is any map defined on all classes of algebras or 
all classes of relational structures. For a class operator O. we say that a class K is 
closed under 0 if OK ~ K. 

To distinguish class operators from other morphisms we generally write them in 
in boldface. ~o far we have already come across a few class operators, such as P u , 

P w, H b, Sb and U d. In the sequel we will also need the following class operators. 

DEFINITION :~.5.2. Let K be a class of algebras. 

(i) By HK we denote the class of all homomorphic images of K. 
(ii) By SK v'e denote the class of all isomorphic copies of subalgebras of K. 

(iii) By P K we denote the class of all isomorphic copies of (direct) products of K. 

~ote that f,)r any class K we always include the empty product in P K and hence 
P K will alwa."s contain the trivial algebra. 

DEFINITION :~.5.3. A variety is a class K of algebras, such that K is closed under 
H. Sand P. 

It should be clear that the intersection of a class of varieties is again a variety, 
and that the dass of all algebras of type L forms a variety. Consequently it follows 
that for any class K of L-algebras there is a smallest variety containing K, i.e. the 
intersection o' all varieties containing K. 
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2.5, CLASSES OF ALGEBRAS 25 

DEFI::-JITION 2,5.4. Let K be a of algebras, By the variety generated by K, 
V(K) in symbols, we mean the smallest variety containing the class K. A variety V 
is finitely gen:rated if V V(K) for some finite class K of finite algebras. 

The following important result was first proved by A, Tarski in [Tar46]. 

THEOREM 2.),5 (HSP Theorem). Let K be some class of algebras. Then 

V(K) HSPK. 

We refer the reader to the proofs in [BuS81] (Theorem 9.5) and [MMT87] 
orem 4.131). 

But clearly using this result and Theorem 2.4.11 the subdirectly irreducible mem
bers of a varil~ty characterise the variety, 

COROLLARY 2.5.6. Let V be a variety and Si(V) be all the subdirectly irreducible 
members ofV. Then V = V(Si(V)), 

2.5.2. Equational Classes, Varieties and Free Algebras. 

DEFI::-JITION 2.5.7. Let K be a class of algebras and X a set of variables, F,dX) 
denotes the free algebra in V(K) with free generating set X. 

Earlier we mentioned how the term algebra and congruence constructions in some 
way capture ~he essence of classes of algebras. \Ve now have the tools at hand to 
make this comment more precise. First we link free algebras and quotients of the 
term algebra. 

THEOREM 2,5,8. Let X be a set of variables and K a class of algebras. Then 
F,dX) SP,I( and FV(JC)(X) ~ F,dX) Term(X)/O,dX). 

We refer the reader to [MMT87] Corollary 4.119 for a proof of the above theorem. 

In the stud y of universal algebra equalities have always formed an important part 
of the study of classes of algebras. Hence the following definition. 

DEFI::-JITION 2.5.9. We define an identity is to be an expression of the form p = q, 
where p, q E Term(X). 

A class V <)f algebras is an equational class if there is a set of identities I: such 
that V = K, 'vhere K is the class of algebras satisfying I:. 

DEFINITION 2.5.10. vVe say that an equational class V is finitely based if there is a 
finite set of identities L; such that V is the class of algebras satisfying 

vVe now show how identities, algebras and congruences relate. 

THEOREM 2.5.11. Let K be a class of algebras and p, q E Term(X). Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(i) K F p q, 
(ii) F,d_Y) p q, and 

(iii) (p, q) E 9,dX). 
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26 2. PREUMINARlES 

For a proof of this theorem we refer the reader to [BuS81] Theorem 11.4 and 
[MMT87] Theorem 4.127. 

Thus the free algebras are closely linked with the equational theory of a language. 
In fact G. Bi 'khoff (c.f. [Bir35]) showed how that equational classes and varieties 
are different view of the same concept. (A proof of the following result can be found 
in [BuS81: Theorem 11.9.) 

THEOREM 2. :>.12 (Birkhoff). K is an equational class if, and only if, K is a variety. 

As we would now expect free algebras and varieties are closely linked. (For a class 
of algebras K we denote by Eq(K) the class of all equations satisfied by K.) 

THEOREM 2.5.13. Let V be a variety and X a set of variables, with IXI 2': w. Then 

V = V(Fv(X)). 

PROOF. Bv Theorem 2.5.11 Eq(V) 
V HSPV :=~ HSPFv(X). 

Eq(Fv(X)). Thus by the HSP Theorem 
o 

2.5.3. Quasivarieties. In many cases, especially while studying representations 
of algebras, v.e will relax the homomorphism requirement needed for varieties. Such 

are called quasi varieties and defined as follows. 

DEFI:-.;'ITION 2.5.14. A quasivariety is a cla..'3S of algebras closed under S, P and P u. 

DEFINITION 2.5.15. Let P and q be terms. A quasz-identity is a formula of the form 
(Po qo 1\ ... Pn~l = qn-l) --+ (p = q), where Pi and qi are terms. fori < n. 

A of algebras K is called quasi-equational if it can be a'<:iomatised by quasi-
identities. 

THEOREM 2.5.16 (Maltsev). K is a quasi-equational class if, and only if, K is a 
quasivariety. 

THEOREM 2.5.17. K is a quasiva'riety and only if. K SPPuK. 

We refer be reader to [BuS81] Theorem 
theorems. 

for a proof of the previous two 

2.5.4. Universal classes. \Ve say a formula is in pTenex form if it consists of 
a string of q.mntifiers followed by a quantifier formula. A formula is called 
universal if it is in prenex form and it only contains universal quantifiers. 

DEFINITION 2.5.18. An elementary class of algebras is called a universal class if it 
can be axiomatised by universal formulas. 

A proof of the following result can be found in [BuS81] (Theorem 2.20). 

THEOREM 2.5.19. Let K be a class of algebr·as. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) K is a'Lnwersal class, 
(ii) K is clo oed under Sand P u) and 

(iii) K SP uK', for some class of algebms K'. 
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2.6. CATEGORIES 

2.6. Categories 

In this dissertation we also use some basic notions of category theory. The idea of 
categories was first introduced by Eilenberg and :'vIae Lane as a way of relating sys
tems of algebraic structures and systems of topological spaces in algebraic topology. 
Through the work of modern day mathematicians such as Jonsson, Goldblatt and 
Davey these 1.echniques have found a wide range of application in algebraic logic. 
(\Ve refer the reader to McL95] for an accessible text on category theory.) 

DEFI~ITION :2.6.1. Let f be a morphism A. B. for some sets A and B. We call 
A the domair. of f, written Dom(J), and B the codomain of f, written Cod(J). 

A category is an object of the form C (Obj, Arr) where Obj is a non-empty 
class. called t . .le objects of C, and Arr is non-empty collection of morphisms between 
elements of Obj, called the arrows of C. Furthermore Arr must the following 
conditions. 

• For all J. 9 E if Cod(J) Dom(g) then there must exist some arrow h in 
C where h : Dom( f) ---+ Cod (g) and h = 9 0 f. 

• For all J. g, h E Arr, where Cod(f) Dom(g) and Cod(g) = Dom(h), we have 
(f 0 g) 0 h f 0 (g 0 h). 

• For each object A there must exist an identity morphism IdA: A. ---+ A, with 
IdA E AlT. 

Let A (ObjA' ArrA) and B = (Objsl Arrs) be two categories. A functor F from 
category A to category B, written F : A ---+ B. assigns to each A. E ObjA an object 
FA E Ob.is and to each arrow f E ArrA an arrow F f E ArrB, satisfying the following 
conditions. 

(i) Given f : A B we have F f : FA ---+ F B, F preserves doma'ins and 
codomains. 

(ii) For any FIdA IdFA , i.e. F preserves identities. 
(iii) If CodU) Dom(g) then F(g 0 f) = Fg 0 F f, i.e. F preserves composit'ion. 

By a contmvar'iant functor we mean a functor which reverses arrows, i.e. a mor
phism betwef n two categories A and B as above, but which satisfies condition (ii) 
and the following modified versions of conditions (i) and (iii). 

(i)' Given f : A ---+ B we have F f : F B FA. i.e. F reverses domains and 
codomains. 

(iii)' If Cod(f) Dom(g) then F(g 0 f) = F f 0 Fg, i.e. F reverses composition. 

As with class operators we use boldface to distinguish functors from other mor
phisms. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The Paradigm Triangle for Complex Algebras 

From any structure U we can construct the complex algebra CmU (defined 
low), by taking the power set of U as its and then lifting the relations 
and functions on U to functions on subsets of U. So complex algebras are simply 
expansions of Boolean algebras. In fact, as we shall see in the sequel, they form part 
of a very interesting class of expansions of Boolean algebras called Boolean algebras 
with operator;; (BAOs). 

For a coun'.able propositional language the traditional semantics assigns truth 
values (true or false) to each propositional structurally we can thus see 
semantics as t'eing represented by the countable Boolean algebra 2W. In this chapter 
we will rever~e this process and study the associated with BAO structures 
and then describe the relational and algebraic semantics associated with them. In 
particular we NiH see that complex algebras give us the concrete algebraic semantics 
of such a logic and are related to the relational semantics in a well behaved manner. 
If a logic is 'well behaved", i.e. is characterised by, its relational and algebraic 
semantics, thm we get the following "paradigm" triangle (c.f. [BG095] for the 
introduction (If this concept). (The arrows denote the generic names for the fields 
studying the 1 elationship between these three views of logic.) 

Relational 
Semantics 

Algebraic 
Semantics. 

FIGURE l. The Paradigm Triangle 

3.1. Boolean Algebras with Operators 

Since the pl'rspective in this dissertation is more algebraically orientated we first 
formally introduce the class of algebraic structures that we are interested in and 
then work backwards to the (modal) logics associated with them. This particular 
class of structures was first introduced by Jonsson and Tarski in [JoT51], and is 
currently one of the most widely studied expansions of the of Boolean algebras. 

29 
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30 3. THE PARADIGM THIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

3.1.1. Pn1iminaries. 

Recall that an atom of a Boolean algebra B is an element a E B \ {if:} such that 
b t a for all b E B \ {I[)}. Intuitively we can say that the atoms of a Boolean algebra 
are the smallest elements in the algebra. 

DEFINITION :U.1. Let B (B, v, "', Q)) be a Boolean algebra. 

• An operator f 1 with a'r(J) = nEw is a function f : -+ B such that: 
(i) f i.:; normal: for any bo,.··, bi-J, b;+1,"" bn - 1 E B 

f(bo, ... , bi -- h 0, bi~1' bn-d i[. 

(ii) f i., additive: for any b, b', bo, ... , bn - 1 E B 

f(bo• ' .. ,bi-I, b Vb', bi+1, bn-d = f(bo)·· .. bi - 1 , b. bi+1, bn- d 
V f(bo, . .. ,bi - 1, b', bi+1, bn-d 

• A boolean algebra with operators (BAO) is an expansion (B, V, "', 0, F) of B 
with sigIlature L BAO = LBA U F where F is a set of operators on B. We call B 
the Bool;an reduct or Boolean part of (B, V, "'. i[. F). 

• vVe deno';e the subclass of BAO whose Boolean reducts are complete and atomic 
by BAOeL

• 

• vVe call .c completely additive if for any Bo, . , . , 1 ~ B 

V {f(bo, ... , 

where ar(J) = n. 

~ote that feT a given signature LSAO the associated class of algebras form a variety. 
Also observe that such a variety is finitely based if and only if, the set F of operators 
is finite. HowE,ver, the subclass BAoca does not form a subvariety of BAO. 

PROPOSITIO]'; 3.1.2. Let f be an operator on B, with ar(J) = n, and bi E B, for 
i < n. Then, for any i < n, 

if ()i ~ b~, then f(bo) ... , bi ) ... , bn-d ~ f(bo),·" b~) ... , bn-d, 

where b: E B. 

LEMMA 3.1.3. Let B E BAoca and f, with ar(J) n, an operator in the signature 
ofB. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) Let a E il.t(B) and bo, ... ,bn- 1 E B such that f(bo . ... , 1) 2: a. Then there 
exist ao,· .. ,an-1 E At(B) such that f(ao, ... ,an-I} 2: a and ai ~ bi for i < n. 

(ii) f is com,?letely additive. 

PROOF. (i) -t (ii): Let Bo,... 1 ~ B. 
If for anyi < n Bi 0 then V Bi = C Hence f(V Bo, ... , V Bn-d = [: since f is 

normal. Now V{f(bo) ... , bn-I)} = V0 (. So we can assume Bi i 0 for i < n. 

Let V Bi = ('i' vVe need to show that V {f(bo, ' .. ,bn - I ) : bi E Bd = ... ,cn-d· 
~ow bi ~ Ci for all bi E Bi . Hence f(bo,· .. , bn-I) ~ f(co,.·· ,cn-d and so 

V {f(bO, .··) bn-d : bi E Hi} ~ f(V Bo,··., V Bn-d· 

From the remark above we know there exists a unique set C ~ At(B) such that 
f(V Bo, ... , V Bn - 1 ) = VC. Let c C then c ~ f(V Bo, ... V Bn-d. From (i) 
it follows that for any i < n there exists Ci At(B) such that ~ V Bi and 
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3.1. BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS \VITH OPERATORS 31 

f(co, ... ,Cn-J ~ c. Since Ci E At(B) and the represention of VB; by atoms is 
unique there exists some bi E Hi such that Ci < b; for i < n. Thus there exist bi E Bi 
such that c:::: f(co, ... , cn·-d :s; f(bo, .. .. bn-d. It follows that 

f(V Bo,· .. , V Bn-d :s; V {f(bo, ... , bn-d : bi E Bi}. 

) --+ Let a E At(B) and bo, ... ,bn- 1 E B such that f(bo, ... ,bn-d ~ a. 
every bi there exists Ai <;;;; At(B) such that VAi bi. Assume that for 

any ai E Ai {(ao, ... , an-I) 1. a. Since f is completely additive f(bo, ... , bn-I} = 
V {f(ao, .. . , : ai E Ai}. \Ve let 

A {a' E At(B): there exist ai such that a' :s; 

Then VA f(bo, ... , bn - 1 ) ~ a. But by assumption a 1:. A contradicting the fact 
that f(bo, .... bn - 1) has a unique representation as a join of atoms. 0 

Given a signature LBAO we define L Str to be the relational signature associated 
with the non·boolean symbols in LBAO , i.e. LStr {Rf : f E LBAO \ LBA }, and Str 
to be the class of Lstr-structures, where ar( R f) ar(f) 1. 

3.1.2. Mapping between classes of structures. 

In this section and the rest of the chapter we will let LSAo be some fixed language. 
Here we consider different ways of mapping between BAO, Str and BAOea

. The 
proper setting for such a study is with the use of elementary category theory. We 
will assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts of a category and functors 
between cate~ories as introduced in Section 2.6. 

Note that BAO forms a category under BAO-homomorphisms, Str form', a cate
gory under bJlmded morphisms and BAoea forms a category under complete BAO
homomorphisms (i.e. homomorphisms which preserve complete joins). 

From BAO to Str. Here we introduce a way of defining a morphism from BAO to 
Str or, as we shall later see, how to generate the relational semantics given a logic 

the "Correspondence Theory" arrow in Figure 1). 

DEFINITION 3.1.4. We define a map Uf between the categories BAO and Str in the 
following way 

• For B (B, v, "', 0, F) a BAO where LBAO \ LBA . We define a LStr-

structure Uf(B) = (Uf(B), (RYf(B) : f F)) where Uf(B) is the set of all 
ultrafiltcrs on the Boolean reduct of B and for each f E F, with aT(!) = n, 

) : bi E Qi for i < n} <;;;; F, 

where Qi E Uf(B) for i < nand FE Uf(B) . 
• For A. B E BAO and h : A ---+ B a BAO-homomorphism we define the map 

Uf(h) : T)f(B) ---+ Uf(A) by 

Uf(h)(Q) h-1[Q], 

where Q E Uf(B). 

\Ve call Uf(B) the ultrafilter extension of B. 
For a class K of BAOs we define UfK {Cf(B): B E K} and for a class H of 

BAO-homoffi<)rphisms we define UfH {Uf(h): h H}. 
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32 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

Van Bentham ~vBe79] calls UfCmU the ultrafilter extension of a Kripke frame 
U. Here we will use this term in a more general sense to apply to any algebra, not 
only those of the form emU (defined below). In [Go189] Goldblatt refers to Uf(B) 
as the canonical structure of B. 

PROPOSITION 3.1.5. Uf is a contravariant functor from BAO to Str 

PROOF. It should be clear that Uf(B) E Str for any B E BAO. 

Let 9 E Cf(B) and h : A B a BAO-homomorphsm. We need to show that 
h- 1 [9] is an ultrafilter. Since each ultrafilter of a Boolean Algebra is determined by a 
homomorphism into the 2-element chain, there exists a homomorphism g : B ----+ 2 
such that 9 = h-1[{1}]. Then 

Uf(h)(9) 1[9] = h· 1g- 1[{1}] (g 0 h)-I[{l}J. 

Hence Uf( h) I Q) is the ultrafilter determined by the composite homomorphism go h. 

vVe still rwed to show that, for any BAO-homomorphism h, Uf(h) is a bounded 
morphism*. To that end let A, B E BAO and h : A B be a BAO-homomorphism 
and f F with ar(f) = Ti. 

zig: \Ve a-sume that R~f(B) (90, ... ,9,,-1, F) holds and that it is not the case that 

R~f(A)(Uf(h)(9o), ... , uf(h) (Qn ... d, Uf(h)(F)). Thus we can see that there must 
exist ai E Uf{h)(9i), fori Ti, such that f(ao, ... , an-I) ¢:. Uf(h)(F). Then, by 
the definition of Uf(h), h(1(ao, ... , an-d) ¢:. F Hence f(h(ao), ... , d) ¢:. :F 
where h( ai) c: 9i, contradicting our assumption on Rt(B). 

zag: Let nt(A)(Qo, ... , ,Uf(h)(F)), for gi Uf(A), i < n, and E Uf(B). 
By assumption 9o, ... , 9n-l ran(Uf(h)) it follows that there exist some g: E Uf(B) 
such that Uf(h)(9i) = 9;, for i < n. By Proposition 2.2.11 it follows that h- 1 [9:] 
is an ultrafilter. Since 9i h- 1 [9n and 9i is a maximal filter, it follows that 
h-1 [g:l gi, for i < n. 

Consider any n-tuple (bo, ... ,bn-1l with b! E 9;, fori < n. Note that b E 
h[9i], since ~;I <.:;: h(h- 1[9m h[giJ. Then h 1.{bdJ <.:;: 9i for eachi < n. Hence 
{J(ao, ... , an-I) : h(ad bi} {J(ao, ... , a71-d : ai E 9i}. Consequently 

{h(f(ao , ·.· 1 an -1)) : h(ai) = bi} <.:;: {h(f(ao, ... , an-d) : at E 9i}. 

But h is a homomorphism, whence h(1(ao, ... , an-d) /(h(ao), ... , h(an-d) and 

so f(bo, ... )'71-1) E {h(f(ao , ... , an-d) : ai E 9d. By our assumption on Rt(A) it 
follows that {h(f(ao , ... ,an-d) : ai E 9J <.:;: F. Thus f(bo, .... bn - 1 ) E and so 

RUf(B) ((>1 (> "L) . d f .~o' ,. '~n-l,.r as reqUIre . 

This prove.,; that Uf is a well defined map between BAO and Str. To see that it is 
in fact a contravariant functor we first take a look at the identity map ld : B ~ B, 
for B E BAO. Since {Id(b) : b E 9} = 9, by definition Uf(Id)(Q) = g. 

To conduce we need to show that for A. B. C E BAO and BAO-homomorphisms 
h : A Band g : B C we have Uf(g 0 h) Uf(h) 0 Uf(g). Hence consider 
the following calculation 

Uf(h) 0 Uf(g)(Q) F iff {h(a) : a E F} <.:;: Uf(g)(Q) 

iff {goh(a): a F} <:;:: 9 
iff Uf(g 0 h)(Q) F. 

o 
"C-f Definiti,m 2.3.1 (p. 20) for the definitions of a bounded morphism, zig and zag. 
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3.1. BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS WITH OPERATORS 33 

From Str 10 BAoca
. From Str we can now define a morphism to complete and 

atomic BAOE, thus setting up the framework for generating algebraic semantics 
from relatioll3J semantics (c.f. the "Duality Theory" arrow in Figure 1). 

DEFINITION 3.1.6. We define a map Cm between the categories Str and BAOca in 
the following way . 

• Let U == (U, (rU :r E LStr )) be in Str. For LBAO = LBA I±I {I,. : r E LStr}, 

we define an LBAo-structure CmU = (P(U), v. "', C U:mU : r E Lstr )) where 
P(U) is the set of all subsets of U and for each r E LStr , with ar(r) = n + 1 
and arCFr) = n, 

f:mU(x) = {y E U: rU(xo, ... ,Xn~l'Y) with Xi E Xd 
where X = (Xo, Xl, ... ,Xn~d E P(ut and i < n. 

• For U, V E Str and a bounded morphism I : U -----+ V we define 
Cmb) : Cm V -----+ CmU by: 

Cmb)(X) = l~l[Xl 

where X E P(V). 

CmU is called the full complex algebra of U. A subalgebra of any full complex 
algebra is reft~rred to as a complex algebra. 

For a class K of structures we define CmlC = {CmU : U E K} and for a class H 
of bounded morphisms we define CmH = {Cmb) : I E H}. 

Note that 'Nhere confusion is unlikely we will write r CmU instead of f:mU . 

PROPOSITIO:>J 3.1. 7. Cm is a contravariant functor from Str to BAoca
. 

PROOF. It is easy to see that for any set U any Boolean algebra of the form 
B = (P(U), v. "', iC) is complete and atomic. Hence any expansion of B, in particular 
a BAO with Boolean reduct B, will be complete and atomic. Before we can say that 
Cm maps to BAoca we first need to show that r Cmu is an operator. 

Normal: By definition 

rCmu (Xo, ... ,Xn~l) = {xn : r U (xo, ... ,xn) where Xi E Xi fori < n}. 

Clearly if Xi = 0 for somei < n then rCmU(Xo, ... , Xn~l) = 0. 
Additive: Let Xn E rCmU(Xo"",XUX'"",Xn_d, for X,X',Xi ~ U, where 

i < n. TheIL there exists an x E X U X' such that rU(xo, .... x, ... ,xn), where 
Xi E Xi for i < n. Consequently we either have Xn E r Cmu (Xo, ... ,X, ... ,Xn~l) or 
Xn E r Cmu (Xo, ... ,X', ... ,Xn~l)' whence 

Xn ::: r Cmu (Xo, . .. ,X, ... ,Xn~d U rCmu (Xo, ... ,X', ... ,Xn~l)' 

The converse follows by a similar argument. Hence 

rCmu (Xo, ... ,X U X', ... ,Xn~d = r Cmu (Xo, ... ,X, ... ,Xn-d 

U ·rcmU()<o, .... X', ... , Xn~l)' 

Next we prove that, for any bounded morphism ~( : U -----+ V, Cmb) is a BAO
homomorphifm, i.e. we prove that 

Cm( y)(rCmV(Vo, ... , Vn~l)) = rcmu(Cmb)(Vo), .... Cmb)(Vn~d) 

where r E Str and ar(r) = n + 1. 
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34 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

Now 

Cm(~')(f'Cmv(\I,' 11. \\) _~,-l['rCrnV(Tf Ii ., 0, .. ·, n--l) -! \'0, .. ·,V n -1 

= {U E U : r V (VOl' .. , Vn-l, ((u)) for Vi E v,} 

and 
rCrnU(Cm(~ )(Vo), ... , Cm(r)(Vn- 1)) = rCmUb-l[vo],.... 1 [Vn - 1]) 

= {U : rU(uo, ... , Un-I'U) for Ui 

Note that Ui E [vd implies that (CUi) E vi. So if rU(uo, ... ,Un_l,U) as above 
then by zig it follows that r v b(uo), ... , I (un - d, ~! ( u) ). 'Which then us the 
right to left inclusion. 

For the left to right inclusion observe that if rV (vo, ... ,Vn-l, ((u)) then by zag 
we can deduce that there must exist ·Uo, ... ,Un-l E U such that rU(uo, ... , Un-I, u), 
where Vi. Thus the left to right inclusion must hold as well. 

The following calculation shows that Cm preserves complement. 

{'U : ((u) E "'-'X} = {u: (eu) rt X} 
= ",{u: ((u) EX} 

To show that Cm preserves arbitrary joins, and hence is a complete BAO-homo
morphism, we note that the inverse image of a function preserves arbitrary unions. 
I.e. for a fun'~tion ~f : U V \\lith X ~ P(V) 

l[UX: = Ub-1:X]). 
Thus Cm is h well defined map from Str to BAOca

. 

It is ea'3y 10 see that for any set X, Id- 1[X] = X and hence Cm(Id)(X) X. 
To show that Cm reverses composition of morphisms let U, V, W Str and let 
~( : U V and 8 : V W. Then 

Cm(r) 0 Cm(6)(X) (-I [6- 1 [Xl] 
{u : ~((u) E 6- 1 

} 

{u: 6beu)) E X} 
(6 0 ~()-l[)( 

Cm(6 0 ~()(X). 

CompletEly Additive: Let a E At(B) and bo, ... , bn - 1 E B. definition 
a {y} for some y E U and bi ~ U for i < n. So y E f;?rnU(bo, ... ,bn_d and 
thus by definition there exist Xt E bi , i < n, such that rU(xo, ... ,Xn_l,Y). So 
Y E f;?rnU({Xl}"",{Xn_l}) where Xi E At(B), for i < n. Hence 

f~mU( {xo}, ... , {xn-d) ~ {y} 

and so by Pr')position 3.1.3 B is completely additive. 

D 

vVe can however also make sense of the complex algebra construction over classes 
of algebras. is done by considering a class of L-algebras as a class of 
structures, \\ LStr {R j : f E L}, with ar(R j ) = ar(f) + 1 and for each 
algebra A, 

Rt(ao, ... , an) iff fA(ao, .... an-I) = an 

(i.e. Rt is tfe graph of fA). The following definition accomplishes the same thing 
without the detour of viewing the algebras as structures. 
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:3.l, BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS WITH OPERATORS :35 

DEFI='IITION 3.1.8. Let K be any class of L-algebras, where L F. Vie define a 
map em on K: in the following way. 

• Let A = (A, FA) be in K. For LSAO LSA \±J F we define an LSAo-structure 
CmA = (P(A), V, "",0, FernA) where P(A) is the set of all subsets of A and 
for each f E with ar(f) = n, 

fCmAU() {y E A : fA(xo, .... xn~d = y with Xi E Xi for i < n}, 

where X = (Xo, XI, ... ,Xn~l) ~ p(A)n. 
• For A, B E K and a bounded morphism h : A B we define the BAO-

homomcrphism Cm(h) : CmB CmA by 

Cm(h)(X) h~l[X], 

where X E P(B). 
CmA is called the full complex algebm of A. 

For a class K of algebras we define CmK = {CmA : A E K} and for any class 1t 
of homomorphisms we define Cm1t {Cm(h): h E 1t}. 

Clearly the proof above easily extends to classes of algebras. 

PROPOSITION 3.1.9. Let A and B be algebras. If ~f is a bounded morphism from A 
to B then Cm(h) : CmB ----t CmAis a BAoen homomo'rphism. 

Prom BAO"a to Str. Lastly we define a morphism that we will later use to relate 
algebraic semantics back to relational semantics (c.f. the -'Duality Theory" arrow 
in Figure 1). 

DEFINITION 3.1.10. vVe define a map At between the categories BAOen and Str in 
following way: 

• For B == (B, V, rv, ID, F) a BAoea where F = LSAO \ LSA ' vVe define a 
structur'~ At(B) (At(B), (R:t(B) : f E F)) where At(B) is the set of all 
atoms 0" the Boolean reduct of B and for each J E with ar(f) = n, 

R:t (B)(f2., c) iff f(f2.) ~ c, 

where f2. E At(Byn and c E At(B). 
• For A, B E BAOen and h : A ----t B a complete BAO-homomorphism we define 

At(h) : At(B) At(A) by 

At(h)(b) a iff h(a) ~ b, 

where b E At(B) and a E At(A). 

We call At(B) the atom structure of B. 
Given a class K of complete and atomic BAOs we define AtK = {At(B) : BE K} 

and for a cla-,s 1t of BAOen-homomorphisms AUt = {At(h) : hE 1t}. 

LEMMA 3.1.11. LetA,B E BA, h: A B a Boolean homomorphism, a At(A), 
b At(B) and h(a) ~ b. Then, Jar any x E A, h(x) ~ b implies x ~ a. 

PROOF. Assume that h(a) 2: b, h(x) 2: b and x 1:. a. :Now a is an atom of A and 
thus x /\ a = IJA

. But h is a homomorphism and hence h( x) /\ h( a) = h( x /\ ~B. 
assumption h(:1:) ;::: band h( a) 2: b so IDB = h( x) /\ h( a) ;::: b contradicting the 

fact that b is an atom of B. D 

PROPOSITIO:~ 3.1.12. At is a contmvaTiant functoT from BAoen to Str. 
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36 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

PROOF. Clearly, for any B E BAOca
, it follows that At(B) E Str. Now let 

A. B E BAOm and h : A B be a complete BAO-homomorphism and J E F with 
ar(j) n. 

To show that At(h)(b) is defined for any b E At(B), note that VAt(A) = 1 
and h is complete, we have V{h(a) : a E At(A)} 1;:: b. However b is an atom, so 
it follows by complete distributivity that b ::; h( a) for some a E At( A) 

Let a, a' E At(A) and b E At(B). By the lemma above if h(a) band h(a') ;:: b 
then a a'. Hence At(h) is a well defined function. 

However w.; still need to show that, for any BAOca-homomorphism h, At(h) is a 
bounded morphism. Note that for any b E At(B) it follows that h(At(h)(b)) ;:: b. 

zig: Let R~t(B\bo, ... ,bn - 1, y), for some bo, . .. , b,,-1 E At(B) and Y E At{B). 
From the remark above and the fact that f is order preserving it follows that 

By assumpticn fB(bo, ... ,bn-d ;:: Y so 

h(JA(At(h)(bo), ... , At(h)(bn-d)) = fB(h(At(h)(bo) .... ) h(At(h))(bn - 1))) ;:: y. 

But by the dpfinition of At( h) this implies that 

fA(At(h)(bo), ... ,At(h)(bn-d) = At(h)(y). 

Hence R~t(A)At(h)(bo), ... ,At(h)(bn- 1 ). At(h)(y)) as required . 
.\t(A' 

zag: Let 9 = At(h) and assume that Rj ) ... , an-I, g(b)), for b E At(B) and 
00, .... an -1 E ran(g). vVe will show that there exist bo, ... ,bn -- 1 At(B) such that 
g(bi ) at for i < n and R~t(B)(bo, . .. ) bn - I , b). 

By definiti,)n Rf(ao, ... , an -1, g(b)) is equivalent to f(ao •.... an-l) ;:: g(b) and 
since h is a h)momorphism it follows that 

[(h(ao), ... , h(an-d) = h(j(ao .... ) an-I)) ;:: h(g(b)) ;:: b. 

Hence by Lemma 3.1.3 (p. 30) we can find bi h(a'i), bi E At(B), for i < n such that 

f(bo,. '" bn- 1 ) ;:: b. But this is equivalent to g(bi ) = ai and R~t(B)(bo, . .. ) bn - i , b). 

conclud,~ we show that At preserves the identity map and reverses composition. 
Let B E BAoca and consider the identity map ld : B --+ B. Clearly ld(b) ;:: b, for 
any b E At(B), and so At(Jd)(b) = b. 

Assume A B.C E BAoea and h : A Band 9 : B C are complete 
BAO-homomorphisms. \Ve need to show that At(h 0 g) = At(g) 0 At(hl But 

At(h) 0 At(g)(c) ~ a iff h(a) > At(g)(c) 

iff g(h(a)) ?: c 

iff At(goh)(c) = a. 

where the sec ond line follows by the fact that BAO-homomorphisms are order pre
serving. 0 

Observe that Df restricted to principal ultrafilters on complete and atomic BAOs 
is equivalent 10 At. Showing us that the At construction from BAoca to Str is related 
to the Df construction from BAO to Str. 
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3.1. BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS WITH OPERATORS 37 

Completin!1 the picture. This now allows us to find a morphism that will relate 
to the "Algebraic Logic" arrow in Figure l. I.e. we can now construct a complete 
and atomic (3AO CmUfB if we are given some B E BAO. Throughout the rest 
of this chapter, and in fact the next, we will spend a lot of effort analysing this 
construction. 

DEFI:'-J"ITION 3.l.13. Let B be some Boolean algebra with operators. We define 
Em = CmU" and call EmB the canonical embedding algebra of B. Let K be a 
class of BAOs, we define EmJC = {EmB : B E JC} and for a class H of BAO
homomorphi~;ms EmH = {Em(h) : h E H}. 

vVe follow Go189] in referring to EmB as the canonical embedding algebra. 

Clearly Em = CmVf and hence Em is a composition of functors. Then Em 
is itself a fUllctor between the categories BAO and BAoca

. (For more results on 
functors and the category of functors we refer the reader to [McL95] Chapter 8.) 
Thus we get lhe following commutative diagram, which, in the sequel, we will relate 
back to the paradigm triangle introduced at the beginning of this chapter. 

em 
Str ( BAOca 

~At~ 
BAO 

FIGURE 2. A categorical view of the Paradigm Triangle 

Along the way we have also seen how we can turn any BAO into a complex algebra. 
However there is much more to this picture, as Jonsson and Tarski showed in their 
seminal work [JoT5l]. 

THEOREM 3.l.14 (Jonsson and Tarski Representation Theorem). Any Boolean al
gebra with o'[>erators can be embedded into a complex algebra. In particular, given a 
BAO B, the ITpresentation function rep: B ----+ CmUf(B) defined by 

rep (a) = bE Uf(A) : a E ,} 

is an embedding of B into EmB. 

We refer the reader to the original proof in [JoT5l] Theorem 3.10 and the more 
direct proof in [BDVOl]. 

vVe now re~urn to the dualities mentioned in Section 2.3. To that end we require 
the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.l.15. Let V, VA' V, E Str and A, AA' B E BAO, where A E A. 

(i) If V is an inner s'ubstructure of V, then CmV is a homomorphic image of 
CmV. 

(ii) If V iSL bounded morphic image of V, then CmVis a subalgebra ofCmU. 
(iii) If A is ,L subalgebra of B, then Uf(A) is a bounded morphic image of Uf(B). 
(iv) If B is a homomorphic image of A, then Uf(B) is a inner substructure of 

Uf(A) . 
(v) Cm( 131 u A) ~ TI (emU A)' 

AEA AEA 
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38 3. THE PARADIGM TRlANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRA.S 

PROOF. For the proofs of (i) to (iv) we refer the reader to the proof of Corollary 
3.2.5. in [Go189]. 

For (v) let It be the map Vr l:!:J U.\ defined by 
.\EA 

I} 

where t E i\ and 71/. E V r • Clearly It is a bounded morphism and hence, by (i), 
Cm~(c : Cml:!:J \EA V.\ ----+ Cm U i is a homomorphism. the we can now define 
a homomorphism h : Cm( l:!:J U,X) TI Cm U.\ by 

.\EA 'xEA 

h(X)()") Cmb'x)(X) 

To show trat h is surjective first observe that, since Cm([) is itself surjective, for 
any Y,X E CmU,X we can find a Z,X E Cm(l:!:J.\EA V,\) that Cmb)(Z,X) Y,X. Let 
Y,X E Cm U,X for all )., E A then clearly there such that 

h(lJZ.\) = (Cm([o)(Zo), ... , Cm(I'\)( ... ) (Yo, ... , Y'\l ... ). 

'xE.\ 

~ow assume that h(Y) = h(Z) then, for any ..\) E Y, it follows from (*) that 
:r: E Cmh)J(Y) = Cm([,X)(Z) l;l(Z). Hence ..\; E Z showing that Y ~ Z. 
By a similar '1rgument we get Z ~ Y and hence h is injective. 0 

As a reference to the reader we collect the most important results on class oper-
ators below. For two class operators 0 0 and 0 1 and a K we write 0 0 :; 0 1 if 
OaK ~ OIK. 

LEMMA 3.1.16. 

(i) P w ::; P u . 

(ii) PwUd ~; PuUd ::; HbUdPu' 
(iii) CmSb ~; HCm. 
(iv) CmHb ::; SCm. 
(v) CmUd = PCm. 

(vi) VfH ::; Sb Vf . 
(vii) UfS ::; HbVf. 

(viii) PuCm 'S; SCmPu' 
(ix) PwCm ::; SCmPw . 

The first r(~sult (i) follows directly from the definition P w . (ii) follows by (i) 
and Lemma ·U.24 (p. 76). Results (iii) through (vii) follow directly from Lemma 
3.1.15. For (\'iii) and (ix) we refer the reader to Theorem (p. 80). 

3.2. Polymodal Logic 

vVe now h", ve the basic concepts we require to start looking at the language and 
logic associated with a class of BAOs. In essence this section introduces the "Logic" 
part of the Paradigm Triangle, c.f. Figure 1. The definitions and results in this 
section rely heavily on those originally presented in [Go199], but been adapted 
to our currellt notation. (We recommend [GoI99] to the as an excellent 
survey of the field of polymodal logics.) In the literature polymodal logics are also 
referred to at' multi modal logics. 
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3.2. POLYMODAL LOGIC 39 

3.2.1. Language. 

A natural way to extend propositional languages is to add so called modali
ties to the s.gnature. These modalities are used to express concepts like poss'i
bility/necessi~y, eventually/henceforth or -it is permissible/it ought to be. ~ormally 
the symbols <> and 0 are used in formal languages to denote modalities and referred 
to as the diamond and box modalities. The concepts are also assumed to be dual to 
each other in the following way 

Eventually we require languages that have multiple modalities. We will thus index 
our modalities with ordinals /3 and present them in the form and' with the 
understanding that they are duaL i.e. 

In standard propositional languages we are normally limited to a countable set of 
propositional variables. We will however consider a more general scenario here in 
that we assume a (possibly uncountable) infinite set of propositional variables P,.p 
where TJ < ~ for some infinite ~. vVe denote the set of variables associated with ~ by 

q> ~ = {P1) : Tl < O· 

Let 0:: and I; be ordinals. The modal language L~(cx) is generated by q>~, the usual 
boolean conn·~ctives and the diamond modalities {(:3) : ,3 < a}. The set of formulas 
l/J of LE,( ex) is given by 

where 1] rangi~s over ordinals less than t; and :3 over ordinals less than 0::. The other 
boolean connectives 1\, ->, and +-+ are taken as the usual abbreviations, with 
defined byw = -.(3) 

~ote that ~he definition of 1/' above restricts the modalities (3) to only one ar
gument. We thus call the languages L~(a) unary modal languages. The standard 
modal language is then Lw(l) and modal languages with hvo modalities, e.g. tem
porallogics, [re L,A2). For a comprehensive survey of modal languages we refer the 
reader to the recent book [BDVOl] by Blackburn, de Rijke and Venema. 

vVe will sei' later that these modalities are related to operators in the language 
of BAOs. However we have not limited ourselves to unary operators for BAOs and 
hence it can he expected that we will have to consider modalities of arbitrary finite 
arity. Let 2:: be a set of symbols and let each a- 2:: have an associated arity. 
ar(a-) n. \Ve then define the polymodal language L~(L) associated with some 
ordinal t;. The formulas1jJ of LI:,(2::) are specified by 

,I, "= P I W •• 1) : I wo VWl I (a-) 

for T/ < t; and a- E L. The box modality of arity ar(a-) dual to (a-) is defined by 

[a-] (1/'0, ... ,War(a)-l) = -.(a-)(-,.wo, ... , -'War(aJ-l). 

given formulas rP and X you can construct a new formula w where ;j) c:= V X), 
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40 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

3.2.2. L01~ic. 

Generally ,vhen we look at formal languages we are interested in special subsets of 
such languagf~s. In particular we are interested in subsets that only contain theorems, 
i.e. subsets tl1at only contain "true" formulas. Such a subset will be referred to as 
a logic and iE formally defined as follows. 

DEFINITION 3.2.1. Let ~ be some ordinal and I: a set of functional symbols. A 
subset A of L~(I:)-formulas is called a logic if the following conditions hold: 

(i) A contans all propositional tautologies of the language L~(I:) and 
(ii) A is clmed under the inference rule of It/Iodus Ponens, i.e. 

if I}; ,I}; ---+ rf> E A then (j) EA. 

The member:, of a logic A are called theorems and we write r-,\ 0 to denote that w 
is a theorem of A, i.e. I}; E A. 

For the folowing sections we will assume that I: and'; are fixed and that we are 
working with some particular logic A in L~(I:), with its own associated propositional 
calculus. All formulas will be assumed to come from the language L~(I:), unless 
otherwise stated. In general we will just write L(I:) instead of the more correct 
L~ (I:). If the logic A is clear from the context we will drop the superscript and write 
r-A simply as r-. 

vVe now kr ow what theorems are. If we however wish to know what "truths" we 
can deduce from some given set of formulas this idea is insufficient. \\'e thus extend 
the use of r-. 

DEFINITION 3.2.2. If r U {I};} is a set of formulas, then w is A-deducible from r, 
denoted r r-u, if there exist finitely many 00, ... ,(j)n-l E r such that 

r- (r/Jo 1\ ... 1\ rf>n-l) ---+ lj), 

if n = 0 this reduces to r-1jJ. On the other hand lj) not being A-deducible from r is 
denoted by r ~~. 

This now allows us the tools to describe whether a set of formulas in a formal 
language is C)mpatible with a logic. I.e. we want to know when a set of formulas 
does not leac to a contradiction (i.e. .-l). Such sets are called consistent and are 
formally defilled as follows. 

DEFI:-.JITION 3.2.3. Let r be a set of L(I:)-formulas. r is said to be A-consistent if 
r Ii L while a formulaljJ is A-consistent if {0} is A-consistent. 

r is said tel be A-maximal if it is A-consistent and any set of formulas containing 
r is A-inconsistent. 

An example of a A-consistent set is the empty set 0. ~ote however that 0 is not 
A-maximal since 0 C {T}. 

Before cominuing we first make two trivial observations about A-consistent sets. 

PROPOSITIOi'l 3.2.4. Let r be a A-consistent set of formulas. For any formula w 
(i) if lj) is l\-deducible from r then r U {'lj)} is A- consistent, and 

(ii) if r i= 0 then either r U {0} or r U {-.0} is A-consistent, but not both. 
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3.2. POLY:VIODAL LOG[(~ 41 

PROOF. \i\e will only prove the first part since the second follows easily from (i). 
Let r be a A-:::onsistent set. Assume that!/) is A-deducible from r and that ru{u'} 
is A-inconsistl~nt. Since r is consistent it follows that there exists a finite (possibly 
empty) seque'lce of formulas 90" .. ) 1 E r such that 

f- (1)0 1\ ... 1\ q)n-l 1\ -7 .L 

But sincel/.J is A-deducible from r there another finite (possibly distinct) 
sequence of f(·rmulas Xu, ... 1 Xm-l E r such that 

f- (Xu 1\ ... 1\ Xm-d --+ 

From which we can deduce, by using the propositional calculus, that 

f- (Xo 1\ ... 1\ Xm-l 1\ --+ ..t 

and so 
f- (Xo 1\ ... 1\ :\:m-1 1\ (/)0 1\ ... d --+ ..t. 

Thus contradicting our assumption that r is A-consistent. o 

vVe will soon see that A-maximal sets of formulas playa very important role 
in later constructions since they encode all the "relevant" properties of a given 
logic. \Ve no\" take a look at some specific properties satisfied by maximally 
consistent sebi. 

PROPOSITlOl\ 3.2.5. Let A be a logic and r a A-maximal set of formulas then: 

(i) r is clos~d under modus ponens, 
(ii) A ~ r, 

(iii) for all formulas e'itherlj; E r or E r, and 
(iv) for all formulas 1}) and dJ, 1/, 1\ cb E r 'if, and only if, w E rand q) E r. 

PROOF. Let r be a A-maximal set of formulas. 

(i): ASSUIn!: thati' and "It' 9 are elements of r. Then by definition 1> is A-
deducible fron r and hence by Proposition 3.2.4 r u {il>} is A-consistent but since 
r is A-ma..xirr1.11 r u {1>} r. 

(ii): definition all -1jJ E A are A-deducible from r and so by a similar argument 
as above r u ~Ij; } r and hence A ~ r. 

(iji): LetlJ' be some formula. As was shown in Proposition 3.2.4 either r U {l/'} or 
r u { --ow} are J \-consistent. Hence by the maximality of r either r u {1/J } or r U { -'If! } 

is a subset of r. 
(iv): For the forward direction we assume that for some formulas 0 and 1> that 

w 1\ (/) E r. Sillce r is A-consistent we know that 

A contains all propositional tautologies hence (0 1\ Q) 
W E r. Simila>ly cb E r. 

Ii) E A ~ r. Thud by (i) 

For the backward direction we assume that cb E r. Hence IlI./J 1\ dJ ..L. So 
I- Ii) 1\ cb from which the results follows by (ii). 

o 

In essence this proposition shows us what we have already suspected, i.e. that a 
A-consistent s,;t of formulas locally mimics the behavior of the logic. In some sense 
it is "closed" nnder the logic. 
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3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR C01VIPLEX ALGEBRAS 

It is howev'~r not obvious whether we always have such maximal sets. The follow
ing lemma gives us an important clue as to when we can expect A-maximal sets to 
exist. (Observe that if Ii -.t there will at least exist some A-consistent sets.) 

LEMMA 3.2.6 (Lindenbaum's Lemma). Let f be a A-consistent set of formulas then 
there exists a A -maximal set f' such that f ~ f'. 

PROOF. V\ e will prove this lemma by constructing a transfinite ascending chain 
of A-consistellt sets and then show that the limit of this chain is in fact A-maximal. 
Let f be a A- consistent set of formulas and 

WO,W1, ... , w1)) ... , T] < t; 

be a transfinite enumeration of all formulas in the language LE.C2.'.). We define an 
ascending chhin of sets of formulas by 

fo 

if this is A-consistent 

otherwise 

f 1) = U fA if T] is a limit ordinal 
A<1) 

Finally we le1 f' = U f1). 
,/<E. 

We first prove, by transfinite induction, that each f'7 is A-consistent and hence 
[' is consistent. The base case follows from the fact that [ is A-consistent. If [1) is 
consistent it follows directly from Proposition 3.2.4 that [1)+1 must be A-consistent. 

Let us assume that 7] is a limit ordinal and that [1) is inconsistent. Then there 
exists a finite sequence of formulaswo, ... ,Wn -1 in [1) such that 

f- CWo /\ ... /\ lUn - d ---) -.t. 

By the com;truction of [1) and the fact that we are dealing with an ascending chain 
of sets there must exist a fA' with A < T], such that Wo, .. . ,Wn-1 E [A' But this 
would mean that [A is inconsistent and hence contradict our induction hypothesis. 

Claim: For each formulaw exactly one of W or -'w is in [I. 

Letw be s< lme formula, then there exists someT] < t; such thatljJ =w1)' Thus by 
construction~itherljJ E r 1)+ 1 or -'w E ['/+ 1· :'oJ ow assume that bothljJ and -'w are 
in [' then from propositional calculus we know that f- (w /\ -,w) ---) -.t which would 
make r' incollsistent and thus lead to a contradiction. 

To conclude we show that any set of formulas that properly contains r' must be 
A-inconsistent. Let '-II be a set of formulas that properly contains r. Then there 
must exist some formulaw E W such that W ¢:. [. But then by our previous claim 
-'1.}) Ere Wand f- (0/\ -'w) ---) .1 which proves that W must be A-inconsistent. 0 

Well-behaved logics. When studying logics. and modal logics in particular, it is 
important to know how such a logic responds to substituting some formulas for other 
formulas in a particular theorem. 

DEFINITION 3.2.7. LetljJ and dJ be formulas and P1) be a propositional variable. We 
denote the formula obtained fromljJ by uniform replacement of P1) by dJ as W[P1) f--+ <pl. 
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3.:3. RELATIONAL SE~[ANTICS 

When conwnient we ,>\'ill sometimes use the shorthand w [p +---t 

WPrlO f--7 00]'" [P1)".1 f--7 <Pn-l], where E = (P1)Ol'" ,Prln-l) and p. 

43 

for the formula 

) ... ,0rJn-J· 

A logic whne substitution is well-behaved is called uniform, formally defined as 
follows. 

DEFINITION 3.2.8. A logic A is called unifor'm if it is closed under the rule of uniform 
substitution, i.e. if 1j; E A and X f--7 <p], then X E A) where p (PrJO)'" 'PrJn-J 
is a sequence of propositional variables ;-nd 0 (<po) ... ) J is a sequence of 
formulas. 

:'\ote that in contrast to the definition above some authors only consider a set 
of formulas t() be a logic if it is already closed under uniform substitution (c.f. 
[BDV01]). 

It should be clear from the definition above that uniform replacement is well 
behaved with regards to the logical connectives ...L -', V and the modality (o) 

PROPOSITION 3.2.9. Let E = (PrJo 1 ' •• 'P1)n-J be a sequence of propos'itional variables, 
(j) (00) ... , 1) a sequence of formulas and a E with ar(a) n. Then for any 
formulas x, <Po, ... , 

(i) P1/i [E f--7 ~~l = <Pi, where i < n, 

(ii) f--7 dJ' = 

( iii ) -, (w [E f--7 

(iv) (6Vx)[Pf--7 =6[pf-; v f-; .tl, and 

(v) (a)(wo , ... ,wn-dlE = (a)(wo[E f--7 ) ... , wn-l[E f--7 ~]). 

Lastly we define two particular classes of well-behaved logics that will become 
important latnr in this chapter. Note how conditions K and N bear a particular 
resemblance to the operator conditions of additivity and normality. 

DEFINITION 3.2.10. A logic A is called normal if it contains the following schema 

K: (a) (I?'O, .. ) 0 V X, ... , 1/'ar(a)-d 
(a) (l)Jo, ... ) 0,··· ,l)Jar(a)-d V \a)(wo,···, X"" ,War(al-r), 

N: (a)(1fJo,· .. , ... ,1fJar(a).-l) 1., 

and satisfies the Monoionicity rule, i.e. 

Mono: if (j:--+ X E A, then 
(a)(wo ... ) ... ,l)Jar(a)-r) -7 (wo, ... ) X, ... , ) E A. 

3.3. Relational Semantics 

Before we continue we would just like to make the reader aware that we are about 
to introduce two specialised concepts of satisfiability. To differentiate them from 
the standard llotion of satisfiability (F), defined in Section 2.2.3, we will use the 
symbol II- when referring to satisfiability in this context. 

As mention,~d at the beginning of this chapter each logic A has an associated 
relational sem'1ntics, c.f. Figure 1. introduction of these semantics for unary 
modal languages is attributed to Kripke (c.f. [Kri59]) and accordingly quite 
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44 3, THE PARADlGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

often referred to in the literature as Kripke semantics, (~ote that there are strong 
antecedents of Kripke's work in [JoT51].) 

This original semantics of a unary modal language associates "possible world" 
models with such a language. A formula VP is considered true at a particular world 
if there is a wurld, reachable from the current one, where p is true, i.e, p is currently 
possible, Let us analyse this idea from an algebraic perspective. There seem to 
two main con,~epts underlying this type of semantics, Firstly we can view the set of 
all worlds as 1he universe of a relational structure where its single (binary) relation 
encodes the idea of which worlds can be reached from other worlds. Hence the 
reference to t ~e relational semantics of modal logics. (The relations we are talking 
about are oft'~n referred to as accessibility relations.) Secondly each propositional 
variable has a related set of worlds at which it is true, thus we have a mapping, 
called a valudion, that to each propositional variable assigns the set of worlds at 
which it is true. single (binary) relation encodes the idea of which worlds can be 
reached from other worlds. (Such relations are sometimes referred to as accessibility 
relations.) Hfnce the reference to the relational semantics of modal logics. 

"Ve will now proceed to extend the above mentioned concept of relational models 
to polymodallanguages in the style of [GoI99]. 

DEFINITION ),3.1. A model for a polymodallanguage L~CL') is a pair M = (F, VI 
where F (IV, (R; : CJ E 2::)) is a relational structure (also called a frame), with 
ar(Ra) = ar(.T) + 1, and 

P(W) 

is a valuation function assigning a subset V(P11) of W to each propositional variable 
Prp where TI < ~. We say M (F, V) is a model on the frame F. 

mentioned V(P1/) is thought of as the set of worlds where P1) is true. For 
convenience we will write Rf':, for (R-: : CJ E 2::), By a model M (W, R¥!, V) we 
mean the mo,:lel :NI = (F, V) on the frame F (TV. RD. 
DEF!)!ITION :t3.2. Let M (W, R¥!, V) be a modeL '.;Ve then define the satisfaction 
relation is true at a world w in M", denoted M, w II- inductively &'3 follows 

:NI, w If- P1/ 

:NI, w lye 1-

:NI,111 If- ---,1L' 

M,111 If- .1J V ¢ 

M:, w If- (CJ)(1Jo, . .. , ) 

where n a.r(cr). 

iff M, W lye 0 

iff M, wl-I/J or M, W If- (JJ 

iff for some wo, .. , ,Wn--l E vV, 
R~(wo, . , . ,Wn-l, 111) and 

M, Wi II- for all i n, 

DEFINITION 3.3.3. Let M = (W, Rf'!, V) be a model. A formulaw is true in the 
model:N1. denoted M If- if it is true at all the worlds of M. i.e. 

NI 1f-0 iff :NI, w II- I)) for all w W. 

A set of formulas r is true in the model M, in symbols M If- r, if for each formula 
IL' r. M If- ,I). 
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:3.3. RELATIONAL SEMA:-.1TICS 45 

DEFINITIO:-.1 :~.3.4. Let F (W, Rt) be a frame. A formulal/) is valid in the frame 
F, written FI- if 

MIl- 1/J for all models M = (F, V) on the frame F. 

Similarly to the definition for models, a set of formulas r is valid in the frame 
denoted F II- r, if for each formula 4' E r, F II-

DEFINITION :3.3.5. Let K be a class of models (or frames) and r U {l/J} a set of 
formulas. \Ve' say a formula 1jJ is a semantic consequence of rover K, denoted 
K II-r if for all models M from K and worlds w in M whenever M. w II- r we 
have that M, w il- If r 0 we simply write K II-

\Ve are particularly interested in when a class of frames (or models) matches with 
some logic, i.c. given a logic is there a class of frames in which precisely all the 
formulas in the logic are valid. (This subject is often referred to as cOTTespondence 
theory in the literature, c.L [vBe84].) Hence the following two definitions. 

DEFINITION (,.3.6. (Soundness) Let K be a class of frames (or models). A logic: i\ 
is 80und with respect to K if I-Ib implies M II- 0 for all lV1 from K. 

Equivalently we could have required that 1-0 implies K II-

DEFINITION ~).3.7. (Completeness) Let K be a class of frames (or models). A 
logic A is 8tn ngly complete with respect to K if for any set r u {0} of formulas, 
K II-rILl implies that r I-ljJ. A logic: A is (weakly) complete with respect to K if 
K 11-0 implies that I-

Note that (weak) completeness is the special case of strong completeness where 
the set r is empty. Hence strong completeness implies (weak) completeness. 

To get back to more syntactic issues for a while let us look back at A-consistent 
sets of formul.ls. In some respect we would expect consistent sets of formulas to 
at least contain formulas that are satisfiable, thus providing us with another link 
between a logic and its relational semantics. In fact we get much more than that. 

LEMMA 3.3.8. A logic i\. is strongly complete with respect to a class of struct'ures K 
and only if every A- consistent set of formulas is satisfiable in some U E K. A 

is complete wzih respect to K if, and only if, every A-consistent formula is satisfiable 
in some U E r:. 

PROOF. Frc,m the remark above it is only necessary to prove the result for strong 
completeness finee the result for eompleteness will follow by letting r 0. 

Suppose that A is not strongly complete with respeet to K. Then there is a set of 
formulas r u { 0} sueh that K II-r l/J and r Ii But then r U { -.w} is A- consistent, 
but not satisfiable in K, 

vVe assume -;hat r U {1jJ} is A-consistent, but not satisfiable in K. It then follows 
from the definition of II-r that K II-r -.1/.;. Hence by strong completeness r I-
But then r U i 0} is A-inconsistent contradicting our assumption. 0 

3.3.1. Characterising logics by relational structures. 

Now we knew what it would mean for a class K of models (or frames) to char
acter'ise a logic A, the logic would have to be sound and complete with respect to 
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46 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

!C. Can we hJwever, given a logic A, construct some canonical class of models (or 
frames) to characterise A? We will see that the question for models has a definite 
answer but not so for frames. 

Canonical models and frames. To construct such a model it is sufficient to show 
that each A- (:onsistent set of formulas [ is satisfiable (c.L Lemma 3.3.8). 

We first restrict ourselves to a language L(2:) without any modalities (i.e. 2: = 0). 
Let [ be A-consistent therL as was shown in Lindenbaum's Lemma (c.f. 3.2.6), l' 
is contained in some A-maximal set ['. (Note that by definition this [' is unique.) 
Could we noy" construct a model which has A-maximal sets as worlds, i.e. the 
set of worlds W {[I: 1" is A-maximal}, and where [ would be satisfiable at [I? 
For this to b~ true each formulaw E [ must be satisfiable at the world r'. As was 
shown in Proposition 3.2.5 we already know that [' would respect all the boolean 
connectives. ]f we thus just take care of which propositional variables are true at a 
world, we could make [ satisfiable at the world ['. In particular we want all Pry [ 
true at ['. we have seen this is the functionality provided by a valuation, it 
tells us whicL propositional variables are true where. So, for the set of worlds Hi' 
consisting of ').ll A-maximal sets, we define 

V(Pry) = {[' E W : pry E r'}, 

where r; < (. Note that we have made it equivalent to say that a formuiai/J is an 
element of [' and that ·w is satisfiable at ['. 

However this is not enough as we want to deal with languages that include modal
ities, i.e. languages where 2: i- 0. So let us assume thatw (a) (I/Jo, ... ,l/Jar(!T)~d, 
for a E 2:, is an element of some A-consistent Then II> is obviously an element of 
r', the A- maximal set containing [, and we would expect it to be satisfiable at 
world ['. Tht· question is now which, if any, worlds should be related to r' so thatw 
is satisfied. If we take a look back at the definition of satisfiability we see that r' must 
be related to those worlds in which the are satisfiable. By construction we would 
expect Wi to be satisfiable at a world \[I'; if E \[I~. Hence Ru(\[Io, ... : \[Iar(u)~l' r) 
should hold if, and only if, we know that (a) ... ,Il!ar(u)~d E [, forUJi E \[I'i and 
i < ar(a). 

We conclude this section with a number of formal definitions and results which 
aim to make ,~oncise what we have been discussing. 

DEFINITION 3.3.9. Given a logic A in the language L~(2:), we define the canonical 

A-fmme to b(; the frame, CanFE(A) (CanFE(A), R~anF«i\)), with universe the set 
of all A-maximal sets and, for each a E 2: with ar(a) n, 

RCanF,(A) (,T, ,T, [) 'ff {( )(' .) 
!T ' 'l'O, .. ·,'I'n-I: 1 a 'WO"",U)n-l : E \{I, for all i < n} ~ r, 

where \[1o: ... , \[In~l E CanF~(A). When E, is clear from the context we write 
CanF(A) instead of CanFE(A) 

By the canonical A-valuation we mean a valuation V on CanF(A) such that 

V(Pry) = {w E CanF(A) : Pry E w}, 

for rt < E,. 
Finally we define the canonical A-model, denoted CanM(A), to be the model 

(CanF(A), V:, where V is the canonical A-valuation. 
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3.3. RELATIONAL SEMANTICS 47 

Observe that we follow the algebraic tradition here in direct images to 
define R". This definition is convenient for our current approach in that it mirrors 
the definition of Df presented earlier. For an alternative definition of R" 
inverse image') we refer the reader to [GoI991. 

LEMMA 3.3.1J. Let A be a 'no'T7nal modal logic and IY E LBAO \ LBA with ar(IY) = n. 
For any W E CanF(A) we have that: 

(i) For any worlds WO, ... ,Wn-J E CanF(A), R,,(wo, ... , Wn-l,W) 'if, and only if, 
for all formtLlas0 0 , ... , ! [IY]( 'l/)o, ... ,ILln - l ) E W implies E Wi for some 
i < n. 

(ii) Suppose (IYI(IUo, ... , 1/JaT(,,) .. d E w. Then there exi8t wo, ... , Wn-l E CanF(A) 
such that R,,(wo, ... , W n -!, w) and Wi E Wi for all i < n. 

PROOF. We will prove the forward implication of the first part. For the second 
part we refer the reader toBDV01]. 

and that (lbo) ... , 1) E w. To arrive at a Suppose HAwo,.,., W n -!, w) 
contradiction we assume that 
by Proposition 3.2.5, we have 
follows that (7)(1~!0, ... , 

¢; Wi for all i < n. Since each Wi is A-maximal, 
Wi for each i < n. As R,,(wo, . .. ,Wn-l, w), it 

1) E w. But w is also A-maximal, which implies that 
(wo, ... , d = -'(0'1 ¢; w. 0 

vVe can now make concise the notion that membership in a world is directly related 
to satisfiabilil y at that world. 

LEMMA 3.3.11. Let A be a normal logic and w E CanF (A). Then for any formula v' 
CanM(A), W If- J) iff/}) E w. 

PROOF. Let M (W, R'E" V) be the canonical model CanM(A). We prove this 
lemma by induction on the form of If IL' Pry (the base case) the result fol
lows by the definition of the canonical valuation. The Boolean cases follow from 
Proposition 3 So we assume that!j' (IY)(00, ... ,Wn-l). 

For the forward direction observe that M, w If-w if, and only if, all i < n there 
exist Wi such that R"Cu.!o, . .. , Wn-l, 711) and M, Wif-1Ui' By the induction hypothesis 
R,,(wo, ... ,W,-l,W) andl/Ji E Wi, for i < n, which, by the definition of R,,) implies 
that 1jJ Ew. 

For the backward direction assume 1i' E w. vVe want to show that M, W If
Thus we mUbt find worlds 'Wi such that R,,(wo, ... , 'Wn-l: w) and M, Wi If- for 
i < n. By tLe induction hypothesis it is enough to show that there exist 'Wi such 
that R,,(wo, ... , Wn-l, w) and ~}i Wi, fori < n, but this is exactly what the second 
part of Lemma 3.3.10 guarantees. 0 

\Ve were looking to show that A would be complete with respect to its canonical 
model, we however get even more than that. 

THEOREM 3.3.12. Every normal modal logic A is strongly complete with respect to 
its canonical model CanM(A), i.e. for any set of formulas r u {w} 

CanM(A) w implies r 1-11,. 

PROOF. Bv Lemma 3.3.8 it is enough to show that each A-consistent set is sat
isfiable in CanM(A). Let r be any A-consistent set of formulas. By Lindenbaum's 
Lemma (c.f. 3.2.6) there exists a A-maximal r' '2 r and from the previous lemma 
CanM(A), [' II- r. 0 
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Finally it i~; an easy step to show the canonicity of this construction. 

COROLLARY 3.3.13. Any normal log'ic A 'is character'ised by its canonical model 
CanM (A), i. E. fOT any fOTmula~' 

CanM(A) If- wijJ t-w. 

It immediately follows that, for any normal logic A and formula 

CanF(A) If- U) implies t-w, 

however the converse does not hold (c.f. [Go199] Theorem 5.3.5 for a counter 
example). 

The corollary above us a precise way of relating logics to models. Coming 
back to the Paradigm Triangle, it shows us how the "Correspondence Theory" arrow 
from the "Logic" block to the "Relational Semantics" block works. 

Logics gem rated by Telational stTuctuTes. To complete this section we take a look 
at how to define a logic given a class of frames (or models). set of formulas that are 
valid (or true) in this of frames (or models). 

DEFINITION 3.3.14. For any model (or frame) M we define the logic generated by 
the model (01 frame) M to be A(M) {w: M If- ?j)}. 

This definil ion is in fact jumping the gun. vVe seem to already be assuming that 
such a set of formulas is a logic. This is in fact true, but we get even more. 

PROPOSITION 3.3.15. M be a model and F be a frame then 

(i) A(M) is a nOTmal logic and 
(ii) A(F) is a normal unifoTm logic. 

PROOF. LEt 0' E E with n. 

(i): The fact that all propositional tautologies are in A(M) follows immediately, 
since the satisfaction relation respects -, and V. 

Modes ponens: see that A(M) is closed under modes ponens, let 1jJ and 
If) -+ dJ be ill A(M) and ¢ ¢:. A(M). Then there exists a world w E M such 
that M, w IT rP and, since 'l/J -+ ¢ E A(M), M, w If- -'Ij} V $. Hence M, W If- -,~) 

contradicting'l/J E A(M). 

K: To arri\ e at a contradiction we assume that there exists a world w such that 

M,wIY (,T)(WO,''''cDVX, .. ·, d-+ 
\a'/(wo, ... , cD, .... wn-d V (0') (wo, ... , x,···, 41n-d· 

Consequently it must follow that M, W if- (a)(wo, .... $ V X, ... , Wn --l) and that 
IV!. w IY (a)(71o, ... , rP, ... , 1) V (O')(wo,.·., X, .... u\,-d. Thus there exist worlds 
11)0,···, Wn-l ~:uch that R(J(wo, ... , wn-d and M, Wi If- d;VX. From the consequent it 
follows that for all wb, ... , 1 where R(T( wi), ... ,W~!_l) M, w; IY dJ and M, w~ IY X· 
Hence M, w~ ,pi if; V X leading to a contradiction. 

The backward implication follows from a similar line of reasoning. 

N: The pre of follows an argument similar to that presented for K above. 

Mono: Lel d; and X be formulas such that cD -+ X E A(M). Assume that 

M IY (WQ, ... , -+ \O')(wo, ... , X,··· ,wn-d· 
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3.4. ALGEBRAIC SEMANTICS 49 

Then by a similar argument as for K there must exist a world Wi such that 
M. Wi If- 0 and M, Wi IY X, contradicting M, Wi If- 0 ---t X· 

(ii): Let F = (W, R~) be a frame. The proof that A(F) is normal is in essence 
the same argllment as for A(M). 'We thus only prove the uniformity of A(F). 

Uniform: Let 7jJ E A(F), V be a valuation and let X = 0lPry f----+ w]. We need to 
show that X E: A(F), i.e. F If- X. vVe do this by defining a new valuation VI such 
that V'(Pry) = V(pdpry f----+l/J]). Since V is only defined for propositional variables Pry 
we need to exsend V to arbitrary formulas W. We do this by inductively defining V 
as follows. 

• IfIiJ = ¢ V X then V(7jJ) = V(¢) u V(X). 
• If'ljJ = .1 then V(7jJ) = 0. 
• Iflb = -"b then V(7jJ) = W \ V(¢). 
• Ifw = (o)(¢o, ... , ¢ar(O")-d then 

V(7jJ) ,= {w: R;(wo, ... , war(O")-l, w) and Wi E VClbi) for all i < ar(a)}. 

We will show that for M = (W, R;, V) and M' = (W, R~, VI) 

(*) M'lf- ¢ implies M If- Q)[pry f----+ w]. 

Then since th.~ antecedent holds by assumption, A(F) will be uniform. 

Claim: M', W If- Pry implies M, W If- Pr/[Pry f----+ w] for any formula 7jJ. 

The claim (an be proven by induction on the form of lb. Here we will only prove 
the case whelel/J = (a) (7jJo, ... ,l/Jar(O")-r). Assume that Mi, w f-- Pry, Note that 
Ii' = Pry [Pr/ f----+ w] and hence W E V I (Pry) = V (Pry [Pry f----+ 7jJ]) = V (ljJ) . Thus from our 
extension to the definition of V there exist Wi E VV, for each i < ar( a), such that 
M, Wi If-Wi and so M, W If- 'l/J as required. 

:'-Jow we are ready to prove (*). This proof proceeds by induction on the form of 
Q). The claim :1bove establishes the base case. 

So let 0 = (7)(001"" cPn-d, where ar(a) = n, and assume that M/, W If- ¢ for any 
w E W. Hence there exist Wi E W, for i < n, such that R;(wo, ... , Wn-l, w) and 
M ', Wi If- 0i. Thus by the induction hypothesis M, Wi If- 0;[Pry f----+ 7jJ] for eachi < n. 
Since Q)[pry f----+ w] = (a)(00lPry f----+ 7jJ], ... 1 0n -dp1/ f----+w]), with the use of Proposition 
3.2.9, it folIo¥. s that M, W If- ¢[pry f----+l/J]. 

The proofs :'or ¢ = ¢o V cPl and ¢ = .1 follow along similar lines as that used below 
and will not be presented here. 

Lastly consider ¢ = -'cPo and assume M/, W If- 0. Then Mi, W IY ¢o, whence 
W tf. V'(Q)O). By definition V'(¢o) = V(¢o[Pry f----+ 1iJ]), so W tf. V(Q)o[Pry f----+ 7jJD. Hence 
M, W IfL Q)o[Pry ---tl/J] and so M, W If- -,0[P,/ f----+ w]. Thus the result follows. 0 

Clearly any normal logic A is sound and complete with regards to a class K 
if A(I() = A. This then completes the bi-directionality of the "Correspondence 
Theory" arrow of the Paradigm Triangle (c.f. 1). 

3.4. Algebraic Semantics 

vVe now tum to the arrow of the Paradigm Triangle where we try to find an 
algebraic structure B, or class of structures, that closely corresponds with a logic A. 
In extension (If the work of Boole relating propositional logic to Boolean algebras, 
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,50 3, THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

this section demonstrates how to relate a modal language to some BAa, following 
the examples of [Go199] and [BDVOl]. The intuitive idea is that the underlying 
order in the Boolean part will relate to the underlying truth ordering of the logic, 
each modality will correspond to a different operator and propositional variables 
will behave s,)mewhat like projections. 

Let B ;B, v. "'-', (, I.;) be a BAa and1/; be an L~(I.;)-formula with variables 
P'IO' Prn' ... , l' The formulaw then induces an n-ary operationlj;B on B defined 
inductively a, follows. 

P~ ( ao, ... , an-I) 
B' ) -.L (ao, ... , an-l 

( ~4) ) B ( ao 1 • • • 1 an - 1) = 

and, for a E I.; , 

((a) ... ,v>ar(<Tl-l))B(ao, .... an-d = 

a(!fJ1f( ao •... , an-d, ... , UJ!(<T)_l (ao, ... 1 an-d)· 

DEFINITION 3.4.1. A formula!fJ is valid in B, written B If- if the function 1jJB is 
constantly equal to 1. If K. is a class of BAas, then K If- w if B If-w for all B E K. 
If r is a set (If formulas, then B If- r if B If-1/; for aU!}) E r. 

If we treat the propositional variables in a formula I}) as variables ranging over 
elements of B, and the logical symbols v, "1, and (a) as naming the BAa symbols 
V, "', 0 and a, 1jJ can be considered a term in the language of the BAa B. This 
induces an equivalence between logical formulas and BAa equations. A formula '!jJ 

is valid in B if, and only if, B satisfies the equation Jl", in symbols 

B If-if; iff B f= = Jl). 

Each BAa equation is of the formu; (j) and is satisfied in B if B !f-1jJ We 
can thus see that for a set of formulas r the class of algebras 

{B : B If- r} 

forms an equational denoted V (r), also called the vaTiety genemted by r (c.L 
Theorem 2.5.12). Using the HSP Theorem (c.f. p. 2.5) we can see that V(r) IS 

closed under H, Sand P, i.e. these operations preserve validity of formulas. 

3.4.1. Characterising logics by algebras. 

Similarly to Section 3.3.1 we want to find some "canonical" algebra, or class of 
algebras, that characterise a logic. I.e. we want an algebra B such that B II- "lb if, 

and only if, ~ But before we do this we introduce an algebra related to the whole 
language LE,CE). 

DEFI;"JITION 3.4.2. Let ~ be an ordinal and take 2:: to be a set of functional symbols. 
The fOTm~Lla algebra oveT <PE, is defined to be the algebra (Form(<P~), v, "'-', (. 2::), 
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3.4. ALGEBRAIC SE.::vlANTICS 51 

denoted Form(<I>~), where Form(<I>~) is the set of all formulas of (2::;). The inter-
pretation of t'le symbols V, rv and [: are defined by 

while for each I]' 

where I}; , (J), , ... , 

",FW 

I/; VF dJ 
()F 

w V dJ and 

with ar(l]') = n, we define 

F( , 
I]' '/Po, ... , (Wo, ... , 

E Form(<I>~) and F Form( <I>,~-). 

It is easily·;een that Form(<I>~) is isomorphic to Term(<I>{), as defined in Defini
tion 2.4.4 (p. 22). 

The Lindenbaurn-Tarski Construction. Let A be some logic in the language L~(2::;). 
\Ve are lookiLg to construct an algebra B such that, for any formula I/; E Lt;(2::;) , 
f- Ii' if, and only if, B If-w. From our definition of (algebraic) validity'IjJ is valid in 
B if, and only if,I/;B is constantly equal to There might of course be several such 
formulas. We would however expect that should always satisfy this requirement. 
Is there then fame way in which we can identify all the formulas in A with T? From 
propositional calculus we know that f- 1jJ if, and only if, f- 1/' . But ~ also 
induces an eq:livalence relation ~ over formulas from L~('2:') in the following way 

where liJ, d> E L{(2::;). The reflexivity of follows from the fact that if> ~ dJ is 
a propositional tautology, symmetry from the fact that f- dJ!/J if, and only if) 
f- I/) +-7 d> and -.ransitivity from the fact that if f- dJ +-7 -wand f- '1jJ +-7 X then f- if> ,...c, x. 

If ~ turns out to be a congruence then Form( <I>{) I~ will be an algebra with 
universe consisting of equivalence modulo~. Looking at the equivalence 
classes moduli) l.e. 111/'11 forI/; E Form(<I>~), we see that 

l/J E II II iff I v! +-7 -

and hence 

W E IITII iff f- lb. 

Clearly we would want II_~II = (B. If we assume that the universe of B should be 
Form(<I>dl ~ how should the other Boolean operations be defined? The intuitive 
choices for VB and '"VB should be clear, !llI)!1 VB !I(J)II = III}; V dJll and 11 1/;11 = il-,wl. 
It would be nice if, for each I]' E 2::;, we could define 1]'(llwoll, ... , II) to be 
I (I]') (IPO .... , )11, but a has to be normal and additive. In this will 
not be the ca.~e. 

Let us take a look at what conditions are necessary to make I]' normal, where 
ar( 1]') = n. For I]' to be normal we require 

II,···, III/;n-lli) = (). 
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52 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

Thus far our definition then implies that 

0'( 111/)0 II, .... 

II (a) (wo, .... 

Hence if '- (O'1j!i+ 1, ... , ) +-,; 1- the result would follow. But 
this is exactly what N guarantees (c.f. Definition 3.2.10). Similarly K guarantees 
the additivity of a and hence motivates us to make the following definition. 

DEFINITION :~.4.3. Let A be a normal modal logic. We define a binary relation ~A 
between formllias by 

I}J cP iff ~:\ w ~ 0 

and say thell and cP are equivalent modulo A. 

We then show that is not only an equivalence relation but also a congruence: 

PROPOSITION 3.4.4. Let A be a normal modal logic. For any set <j).!; of propositional 
letters is I], congruence on Form ( <j)~). 

PROOF. "\e have to prove that the equivalence relation 

(1) 

(2) 

and 

(3) (1)0 

if; implies -,(/> ~:\ 

implies <7>0 V (1)1 

... ,<Par(a)-l ~A ] implies 

(0')( rPo, ... , 

satisfies 

) . 

We prove (2) and (3), the proof of (1) is quite similar to (2) and can be found in 
[BDV01: .5.12. 

(2): Suppose that ~Al/JO and 01 ~:\ w]: then by definition f- cPo +-,;l/Jo and 
~ .. (/>1 "'-+li'1· From the propositional calculus it follows that f- 00 V 1.>1 +-,;~)o V or 
equivalently that 00 V 1.>1lj,O V 

(3): We will demonstrate this fact for the case where ar(O') 2, the general result 
can be provell by a similar argument. Suppose that 0o ~.\~'O and cPl . Thus, 
by the definition of , f- cPo +-+ and f- cP] ~ Wj. Using K we can see that 

~ (a) (<Po V Uo, <PI Vif;d +-+ ((O')(¢o, ¢d V 

("sing propositional calculus we can deduce that 

By assumptie,n f- 4)0 cPo and f-1}J1 -'t (/> 1. Hence we can show that f- (/>0 V .--'t (/>0 

and ~ 01 Vw -'t 61. Then, using Mono, 

f- (a) VWO,Ol V lL>d -'t (a)(60,01 V 

and 
f- (a) rPl V 

Hence it follows that 

(O')(¢Ol ). 
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3.4. ALGEBRAIC SEMANTICS 53 

Putting (*) alld (**) together we get I- (a)(wo,liJI) ----7 (a) (<1)0, 4>1)' By an analogous 
argument I- (0)(4>0, (/JJ) (a)(~)O,l/Jl)' whence 

I- (a)(1>o, 4>d +-+ (a)( wo, wd· 

Giving us (a)(4>o, 4>d (a) ~)1) as required. 

\Ve are now ready to define our so-called "canonical" algebras. 

DEFINITION 3.4.5. Let A be a modal logic and <1),; the set of propositional variables 
in LtJ'f.:'). Th!' Lindenbaum- Tarski algebra of A, denoted LT;(A), is defined to be 
the algebra (Form(<P,;)/~A' v, f'V, 0::, with operations V, "-', 0:: and a E E defined 
by 

a(1I 

111bll V 114>11 
II 
0:: 

11,···,llwaT(rJ)-lID 

lilt' V <1)11 
= II-,wll 

I~II 

I, (a)( Wo:·· . ) Wnr(rJ)-I)l:. 

When ~ is clear from the context we write LT(A) instead of LT,;(A) 

Before we Cin prove a characterisation theorem for normal uniform logics using 
the Lindenbaum-Tarski construction we need the following lemma. 

LEM:'1A 3.4.6. Let a E 1>0,' .. ) 1>71-1 be E-formulas and let PrIG)' .. , <P~, 
where ar( a) n. Then for any logic A 

( 111>0 II) ... , 111>71-111) = II W lE r-+ Ii 

wheTe E = (p,)(p ... 'PTJn-l) and 1!. (CPo)' . ) 4>71-1) . 

PROOF. We do this proof by induction on the form of The base cases where 
W = Pry and l/J .l follow directly from Proposition 3.2.9. for V follows in a similar 
fashion to -'. 

The followiIlg calculation proves the case wherelb = 'x. 

"LT(A)( II ' II II' II) u; 90 , ... , 9n-I "'-'XLT(A) (111)01 , ... ) 1071-111) 
rv II X 1> r-+ 1>111 (induction hypothesis) 

The cases f(lr V and 
with ar( a) = It and ~) 

1I'(xrp r-+ 4>])11 
lI'Ib[E ~ 1!.l ~ (by Prop. 3.2.9) 

follow similar arguments. For the final case we let a 

(aHxo, ... ,Am-I) then 

Ii,LTCA) (111)0 II .... , liOn-III) 

((a)(xo, ... , Xm_I))LTfA\II4>oll, ... ) 114>71-111) 

a(x~{r(A)(1 1I)""II4>n-ll1),.·.,X~:~~)(II1>oll) ... : II)) 
Ilxo[E II,·· .: IIXm-dE r-+ ~] II) (induction hypothesis) 

II (a) ) ... ) Xm-dE r-+ 1!.])I! 

where the last line follows from Proposition 3.2.9. o 
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54. 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRl\.S 

vVe are nov. ready to prove the main result of this section, which relates a logic 
A to a particular algebraic semantics, c.f. the "Algebraic Logic" arrow in Figure L 

THEOREM 3.4.7. Let If; a formula and A a normal uniform logic then 

!/; iff LT(i\.) If-

PROOF. Let p and cp be as in Lemma 3.4.6 and letw be some formula. For the 
forward direction aSSUITle that f-A 'l/J. Since A is closed under uniform substitution 
we have f-A VJiE ~ and so by Lemma 3.4.6 

~ II = Ilv>11 1. 

For the backv.ard direction we assume IiA Since by Lemma 3.4.6 

~)LT(A)(IIPrlO II, ... , IP1)n-. II) ~ E] II = II 
and Ilwll i: 1 we have LT(i\.) IrAIf;. 

Logics generated by algebras. As with relational semantics we now reverse direc
tion and take a look at logics generated by algebras. 

PROPOSITIOt-; 3.4.8. Let K be a class ofBAOs then {w : K If-tb }is a normal uniform 
logic. 

PROOF. Let i\. = {'liJ : K II--!/;}, i.e.ljJ E i\. if B II-- w for all B E K. It should 
be clear that, since the validity relation interprets .. and V by connecting them 
with their related Boolean symbols, all propositional tautologies are contained in A. 

In the sequd we assume X, wand Wi to be formulas with variables P1]O)'" 'P'ln-l 

and that B if any algebra in K. For the remainder of this proof we will use the 
shorthand g for the sequence (ao) . .. ) an-I). 

Modes Ponens: Assume that B II-- d> and B II-- d> ---"lb. Then for any ai E B, for 
i < n, dJ(g) 1 and 'Vcp(g) V!/J(g) = 1. Since 

",cp(g) V If; (g) = ~ Vw(g) = w(g) 

it follows that V)(g) 1 and so B II-- '0. 
K: Consider any ai E B withi < n. Since 0', with ar(O') m, is an operator it 

follows that 

O'(W~ (g)) ... , d>B (g) V XB (g) ... )If;~-I (g)) 

0' (.!J~ (g) ... ) <fyB (g), ... )W~_l (g)) V O'(w~ (g), ... , XB (g), ... ,1f'1~-1 (g) ). 

Thus, using the interpretation of V and .. in B as defined before, 

((0') (wo .. ... d> V X, .. . , ) --+ 

(0') ... ) ¢, ... , 

and 

((0')(00, .... Q, ... ) d V (0')(1£>0,"" X"", Wm-l) ---" 

(0' ) ('lbo, ... , d> V X, ... , 

Combining the above two results it follows that 

B II- (0')(1./;0 .... ,1> V X,,,,, 1) f-t 

B 
(g) = 1 

. B . 
)) (g) =1. 

(0') ('l,b01 ... , ... ,Wm-I) V (O')(~Ol"" X"", 1)' 
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3.4. ALGEBRAIC SEMANTICS 55 

N: Similarl:i to the case for K, N follows from the fact that for any operator a, 
with ar(a) 'n, 

a(v)~(g), ... , V,.,. ,tb:-1(g)) V. 

Mono: As;;ume B II- ¢ --+ X and ar(a) m. Thus for any ai B, i < n, 
V X(gJ 11. Consequently (j)(g) :::; X(g). By Proposition 3.1.2 it follows that 

a(wo(!~), ... ,¢(g), ... ,Wm-l (g)) :::; a(~)o(g), ... , X(g), ... , 1 (g)), 

rva(w() , .. , q), ... ,Wm-d(g) V a(-~)o,· .. ,X,· .. ) 1) 11, from which it 
follows that B II- (a) .. ,</J, ... ,lJlm-d' (a-)(wo , .. ·, x,···, d· 

Uniform: We need to show that if ¢B(g) - Jl for all ao, ... , an-l E B then 
(g) 1 for all ao, ... ,an-l E B. We will only prove this for the L 1('L) 

case, i.e. where our language only contains one variable. 

prove this we show that 

(*) ¢[p f-t w]B(a) = q)B(wB(a)) 

for any a E B. Then, if we assume that ¢B(a) = :1 for all a E B, the result follows. 
(1\ ate that in the general case (*) becomes 

(4)[PriO f-tw()j" .. , [Prln-l f-t 1{'n_l:)B(a) = 4>B(w~(a), ... ) l(a)), 

where the formula ¢ has n variables.) 

We prove (,,) by induction on the form of (j). The base case follows easily from 
Proposition 3.2.9 and the fact that pB(a) = a. 

4> -,4>11. Consider the following calculation 

((,dJo)[p f-t1b])B(a) (-'(<Do[P f-t ))B(a) 

""'(<DolP f-t Ib]B(a)) 

("'" (dJCI£,B(a)))) 

( .<b(w))B(a), 

the firs1 line follows by Proposition 3.2.9 and the third line follows from our 
induction hypothesis. The cases where 0 <D 00 V 01 and dJ (dJo, ' .. , ¢n-l) 
follow similar ;trguments. Thus (*) follows and hence the closure of A under uniform 
substitution. D 

Observe that the above proof can be used to show that the set 
normal uniform logic for any BAO B. 

. B II- 1Jl} is a 

DEFINITION 2 .. 4.9. For any BAO B we define the logic generated by the BAO B to 
A(B) {It!: B II-w}. For a class of BAOs K we define A(K) {Ul: K H- 4J}. 

In using Theorem 3.4.7, it is easy to see that normal uniform logic A is 
of the form A(B). 

complet'~ this section recall that earlier we noted the isomorphism between 
Form(<p';) and Term (<p.;-), the absolutely free algebra of type 'L over <P~. Conse
quently the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra LT(A) turns out to be a very important 
algebra in the variety V(i\): logic i\ is the free algebra in V(A). 

THEOREM 3.4.10. In the variety V(i\), LT(i\) is the algebra on the set of gen-
erators 
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.56 3. THE PARADIGM TRlANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

PROOF. Ckarly the algebra LT(A), as defined above, is generated by the set 
Iq>d. Let A be an algebra from V(i\) and f a function 11.p<,;11 A. We define the 
map h : LT(i\) ----- A by 

h(II~II) ~A(f('1pryO II)" ., f(IIP'In-lll)), 

where Pry" for i < n, are the propositional variables occurring in From the 
definition of 1. it should be clear that h(l!pryJ) f(llpryJ)· :\fow if IliPll 114>11 then 
f--- (f) +--+ (J). Since A E V(A), A If---iP f--) d; and so lilA = dJA from which we can infer 
that h is well-defined. 

We will show that h respects all operators a E The cases for the Boolean 
operations can be proved using similar arguments. Consider any operator a, with 
ar(a) = Tn, tLen 

h(a(llwoll,·,·,li 111)) 
h( II (a) (iPo, ... , IJ II) 

= ((a)(wo, ... , l))A(J(IIP1)oll,···, f(liPryn-l 'I))) 
= a (iPt (f( Ilp7)O I', ... 1 J'IP1)n-lll))· ... , lb!_l (f( I'pryo Ii l' , •• fl,Pryn-lll))) 

a(h(lll.boll),···, h(llwn-II!))· 

we can conclude that h is a homomorphism and hence LT(A) is the free algebra 
required. 0 

This result and its proof is modelled on [GoI99] Theorem 5.2.1. 

3.5. !<'rom relational to algebraic semantics and back again 

To complet e our triangle we only have to show how relational and algebraic se
mantics interlct. From our preliminary studies in Section 3.1.2 we already know 
how to construct BAOs from relational structures, and vice versa. The question is 
just whether, if at all, these mappings, i.e. Cm and Dr, preserve validity. First we 
show how Crr does in fact preserve validity and then go on to show how Df preserves 
canonical constructions. 

3.5.1. Preserving validity. 

\Ve are interested in seeing which formulas are preserved by Cm, i.e. given a frame, 
F (lV. RD, for which 1/J does F If--- w coincide with CmF If--- w? To productively 
look at this question we first reformulate the definition of satisfaction. 

Recall that the universe of CmF consists of subsets of VV. Is there some way in 
which we can af:lsociate subsets of H/ with our relational semantics? Given a formula 
lj) the obvioU:3 subset to look at first would be the subset of worlds at which w is 
true. also called the truth set of formally defined as follows. 

DEFI~ITION 3.5.1. Let M (T'V, Rtf, V) a model and w some formula. The truth 
set of I1J in ]\;1, denoted '!j!M, is defined by 

wM {w E W: M,w If--- '(j}}. 
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The satisfaction relation for models then amounts to 
truth sets 

following properties of 

M 1T/ , 

P" = v "pry), 

...LM (/), 

(3.1 ) (-,~)M W \WM, 

('t/J V (j))M ibM U (j)M and 

( (0'-)(11;0, ... ,~ar("')_l))M (TCmF (V)~, ... , 

where M is a model on F. 

Hence It' is valid in a frame F if, and only if, wM ~F TM for any model M 
based on that frame. It should come as no surprise then that validity ofu' in F 
can be checked by looking at the term function CU) )CmF 

THEOREM 3.5.2. Let W be a formula with variables among 
let F be some frame. Then for any model M on F! 

, ... ,Pryn-l E <J)E and 

(0)CmF(pM .... pM) wM. 
\. " 110' '71n-l 

PROOF. The proof follows by a straightforward induction on the form of As 
demonstration we will do the case for V. Let F, M and P'IO' ... ,Pryn-l be as in the 
statement of t he theorem and .!jJ = (j) V X. Then 

(cb V X)CmF(]:;;; .... lP~~_J (4))CmF (p;;;, ... ,P~-l) U (xfm[F] (p;;;, ... ,P~-l) 

(ind uction hypothesis) 

(fourth line in (3.1)). 

From here it is easy to prove that the validity of any formula is by 
Cm. (The following corollary and its proof is modelled on that presented in [Go1991 
Corollary 5.3.:~.) 

COROLLARY ::.5.3. For any forrnulau) and frame F 

F II- !L, 'iff emF II- UJ. 

PROOF. Le10 be a formula and F (W. R) some frame. If F If .1/; then M If 0 
for some modd M on F, hencel/;M i= vV. By Theorem 3.5.2 it follows that CmF(1!» 
is not constaIdy equal to 11, so CmF It 

Conversely, ifljJ is not valid in CmF then for some X o) .. . , X n - 1 P(W) 

CmF(1j))(XO, ...• X n - 1) i= W. 

So we let M he the model on F having P~ Xi, for i < n. 
implies that u· M i= Wand hence F If o 

In essence this corollary shows us that complex algebras capture the idea frame 
validity. But :omplex algebras are also important from the that they 
provide us with concrete algebraic structures related to a logic. On the abstract 
side we have proved (c.f. Theorem 3.4.7) that a logic A is complete with to 
its Lindenbauln-Tarski algebra LT(A). If we can represent Lr(A) concretely, as a 
complex algebra, then this would turn Theorem 3.4.7 into a theorem 
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with regards to complex algebras. In fact we already have the tools to prove such a 
result, i.e. the Jonsson-Tarski Representation Theorem (c.f. Theorem 3.1.14). 

3.5.2. Canonical frames and "canonical" algebras. 

vVe know that the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra (Le. the "canonical" algebra) char
acterises the logic associated with it (c.r. Theorem 3.4.7). However the same cannot 
be said of the canonical frame associated with a vVe have also seen that the 
map Uf genef;l,tes a frame (or relational structure) from any algebra. vVhat is then 
the significance, if any, of the frame Uf(LT(A)) for a logic A? 

If we look Jack at Proposition 3.2.5 we notice that in a sense A-maximal sets 
satisfy all the properties required of filters. In fact if A = Form ( <p~) we might even 
expect a A-Il1:Lximal set to be a filter over the formula algebra Form(<P,;). Hence 
the following result. 

THEOREM 3.D.4, Let A be a logic. Then CanF(A) ~ Uf(LT(A)). 

PROOF. Ccnsider the function h : CanF(i\) Uf(Form(<P';)/~ld, defined by 

h(f) {jIiPll: dJ E f}. 

We will prove that h is an isomorphism between CanF(A) and Uf(LT(A)). 

First we show that h is well defined, i.e. for any A-maximal set f, h(f) is an 
ultrafilter. 

Filter: Ilwll E h(f) and I,~III :; 1I<p11· Take any X E f such that IV)II Ilxli' 
It is easy to show that 

I'xll :; lIiPll iff ~ X -> dY. 

Hence, by Preposition 3.2.5(ii), X -> dJ E f. So by 3.2.5(i) iP E [. Thus 1I<p1I E h(r). 
Similarly, by ~;.2.5(iv), it follows that if 1I<b1l , IliPll E f then 1,0AdYil E h([) and hence 
IIwll A IdYll E "(r). 

Ultrafilter: To see that Q is a proper filter we observe that 

II = I[ iff ~ lj) f--7 L 

If I[ E h(r) there exists some VJ E [ such that lI'wll = C Hence --'- is A-deducible 
from r which contradicts the consistency of f. From 3.2.5(iii) it easily follows that, 
for any either IIwl! E h(f) or "'Ilwil E h(r), but not both. 

Next we de:nonstrate that h is in fact bijective. 

Surjectivity: Q E Uf(LT(A)) and define 

[g {1jJ: 11'011 E Q}. 

It is easily seEn that h([g) = g, but is [9 A-maximal? First we show that [g is A
consistent. A~isume that is not A-consistent, then there exist ... ,i!'n-I E [9 

such that 
f- (~Jo A ... A d ---+ .i. 

Since IIwo II, . . .. 1 I! E 9 and 9 is a filter IIlbo I A ... A 

I171Joll A ... A II il~'o A ... AWn-III 

II! E g. But 

II II 

contradicting 9 being a proper filter. Hence [9 is A-consistent. 

To see that it is maximal assume that there exists some l}; 1: [g such that [9 U {lb } 
is consistent. Sincew 1: [g it is easily seen that!w!! 1: g. Hence ""111;'111 E 9 and 
thus 11-00\1 E g, so by definition E f g . But ~w A'lJJ .i contradicting the 
consistency of r 9 U {1j; }. 
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3.6. CANONICAL AND COMPLETE LOGICS AND THEIR CHARACTERlSATlON 59 

Injectivity: )Jow take f, \f! E CanF(A) such that there exists some lb E \f! with 
1/) 1- f. If h(f) = h(\f!) then 11-011 E h(f) and, since 0 1- r, it must be that E f. 
SO II II "-' Iwll E h(f), contradicting h(r) being an ultrafilter. 

To concludl> we show that h is a homomorphism. Let (J E I: with ar( (J) n. 

A ' t} , oCanl<'{A) I,T, ,T, "f ,T, ,T, C C F (A) \iXT d h ssume lat 1. La \ 't' 0, ... , 't',,) or 't' 0, ... , 't' n '- an 1\.. 've nee to s ow 
t RCf(LT(A)l (h() I ( '. blat (]' \f!o , ... , t Wn-d, I.e. 

{O'LT(A) (li1/10 II, ... , 111) : 111L';!1 E h(\f!i)} ~ h(\f!,,). 

So we look at some O'I;r(A)(llljJoll, ... ,II1['n~lll), where 11(1);11 E h(w i ) for i < n. 
Observe that from Ild}il! E h(\f!;) it follows that 1['i E \f!i' Thus by our assumption 
above \0') .. ,1jJn-d E \[In' The required result then follows from the fact that 
O'LT(A)(llwoll" ., II¢n-lll) 11(0')(00,'" ,li'n-dll· 

[J 

3.6. Canonical and complete logics and their characterisation 

In conclusicn we introduce the classes of canonicaL complete and strongly com
plete logics and use the techniques we have derived earlier in this chapter to find 
algebraic criteria to characterise them by. For more on the classes of algebras asso
ciated with these logics we refer the reader to Section 4.3. 

3.6.1. Canonical logics. 

As was mentioned earlier, c.f. Section 3.3.1, not all the formulas of a logic are 
validated in it3 canonical frame. \Ve do however know that the Lindenbaum-Tarski 
algebra does not suffer from this malady. Can we then use the previous result linking 
algebras and frames to eliminate this discrepancy? 

DEFINITION ::,.6.1. A logic A in a language LE,(I:) is said to be ~-canonical if A is 
valid in CanF,(A). A is said to be canonical if A is ~-canonical for all ~ .2: w. 

So we can see that A is ';-canonical if, and only if, CmUf(LTE,{A)) If- A if, and only 
if, EmLTE,(A) If- A. But if a variety were to contain all the canonical embedding 
algebras of LTE,(A), for t.; .2: W, then we can translate this logical question into a 
question about algebras. In fact the criteria we are talking about is even more 
powerful than we might expect. 

THEOREM 3.( .. 2. A variety V contains all the canonical embedding algebras of its 
infinitely-generated free algebras if, and only if, the variety is closed under canonical 
embedding alg;bras, i.e. EmV ~ V. 

PROOF. Gi'len an algebra A E V, let F be the free algebra in V generated by 
a set X of cardinality IAI + W (the existence of such an F is due to Birkhoff; c.f. 
[BuS81] Theorem 10.12). Then any onto map from X to A can be extended to a 
homomorphism from F onto A. But then from Lemma 3.1.15 it follows that Uf(F) 
is an inner SUi)structure of Uf(A). Hence, again by Lemma 3.1.15, we know that 
CmUf(A) EmA is a homomorphic image of CmUf(F) EmF. So if EmF E V 
then V will contain EmA by the closure of varieties under homomorphic images. 0 

Thus we carl say that the discrepancy between the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra 
and canonical frames does not exist if the logic is canonical. 
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60 3. THE PARADIGM TRIANGLE FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAS 

(The proof ofthis result is modelled on that presented in [Go199] Theorem 4.1.2.) 
vVith the use of this result we can thus restate the question about canonical logics 
algebraically. 

COROLLARY 3.6.3. A logic A is canonical if, and only if, the variety V(A) is closed 
under canoni,;al embedding algebras. 

This also motivates the following definition. 

DEFI:-lITION :3.6.4. Let V be a variety. vVe call V a canonical variety if V is closed 
under canonkal embedding algebras. 

In the next chapter we will continue looking at closure of classes under canonical 
embedding algebras and extract criteria for when a variety is canonical. Such criteria 
on V(A) woul'] then capture when the formulas of A are valid in its canonical frame. 

3.6.2. Complete logics. 

We define the class Str(A) of all structures that validate a logic A by 

Str(A) {F: F II- A}. 

vVe say a log:c A is complete if it is characterised by some class ftC of structures. 
Since K Str(A) we can restate this definition in the following way, a logic A is 
complete if, and only if, Str(A) characterises A. in the previous section we wish 
to obtain an algebraic characterisation of complete logics. 

THEOREM 3.1;'5. A logic A is complete if, and only if, V(A) = V(CmStr(A)). 

PROOF. A be a complete logic. By Corollary 3.5.3 CmStr(A) V(A), since 
for any ¢ E A if F II- ¢ then CmF II- (/) and hence CmF E V(A). Consider any~) 
and c/J such that CmStr( A) F (I/; = c/J) then, by the equivalence of equations and 
formulas, CmStr(A) II- 7/J +---t 0. It follows from Corollary 3.5.3 that Str(A) 11-1jJ <---i< c/J. 
Since A is a c.)Inplete logic A I-!j; +---t whence V(A) (IJ) = 1j'J). 

Assume V(:\) = V(CmStr(A)). If I- w then V(A) (Ii; = Jl). It follows that 
CmStr(A) = Jl) and so, by Corollary 3.5.3, Str(A) II-
assume that Str(A) II- '/'. Then CmStr(,\) II- Hence V(A) F 
~-w. 

The above;heorem then motivates the following definition. 

conclude we 
Jl) and so 

o 

DEFI:-llTION :\.6.6. Let V be a variety. We call V a complete variety if there exists 
a class K of snuctures such that V V(CmK). 

~ot all logics are complete. As was shown by S. K. Thomason, in [Tho72], there 
exists a temp:)ral logic such that StrA = 0 for which V(A) is non-trivial. It then 
follows from t he above theorem tha.t such a logic is incomplete. (Temporal logics 
are logics to describe discrete flows of time which include two unary model 
operators to denote this discreet flow of time.) 

3.6.3. Strongly complete logics. 

\Ve call a logic A strongly complete if there exists some class of structures ftC such 
that A is strongly complete with respect to K and K c;:;; Std. 
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3.7. LOGICS AND CATEGORIES 61 

As in the previous sections we wish to relate these logics to algebraic properties 
in such a wa:v that we "strongly complete" varieties. The varieties associated 
with strongly complete logics have historically been referred to as complex varieties 
and are defin~d as follows. 

DEFINITION 3.6.7. A class of algebras W is called complex if there exists a class of 
structures K such that W SCmK. Consequently V is termed a complex variety 
if V is both a variety and complex. 

We then gE t the following theorem. (For a proof of this result we refer the reader 
to [GoI99] Theorem 5.6.1.) 

THEOREM 3.6.8. Let W be a quasivariety. 

(i) If W is complex, then its associated logic is strongly complete. 
If the loqic assoc'iated w'ith W is strongly complete then HWis complex. 

Thus we gE t the following characterisation of strongly complete 

COROLLARY 3.6.9. A logic A 'is strongly complete if, and only if, V(A) is complex. 

3.7. Logics and categories 

Throughout this chapter we described the standard way of navigating through 
the Paradign Triangle certain categorical constructions. However we never 
showed how to view a particular logic from a categorical perspective. This is part 
of the subject matter of categorical logic, on which we will not elaborate further in 
this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4 
------------------------------------------------------

Complex and canonical varieties 

vVe now focus on the algebraic view of the paradigm triangle. In the first section 
we focus on canonical embedding algebras in search of criteria under which a 
of algebras will be closed under Em. In the next section we then apply some of 
the results th;tt arise from this search to characterise elementary classes. In Section 
4.3 we conclude by presenting several results pertaining to the varieties related to 
canonical and complete logics (c.f. Section 3.6). 

4.1. Saturation, Good Ultrafilters and Canonical Extensions 

In Corollary 3.6.3 we saw that a logic is canonical if, and only if, the variety 
generated by this logic is closed under canonical extensions. Hence it would be 
useful if we could find a characterisation of the closure of a class of algebras under 
canonical embedding algebras. 

DEFI~ITION -1. 1.1. For a structure M we define the canon'ical extension of M to be 
the structure Uf(CmM). 

It turns ou~ that we can find criteria on the relational semantic level to give us 
insight into the closure under canonical embedding algebras. a criteria we present 
a beautiful refult by Fine, van Benthem and Goldblatt (c.f. Theorem 4.1 which's 
proof uses the) fact that the canonical extension of a structure M is a bounded 
morphic image of an ultrapower of M (i.e. Uf(CmM) E HbP w( {M} )). 

The above mentioned theorem relies quite heavily on some deep model theoretic 
results. \Ve will carefully work our way backwards from the theorem introducing 
these results as they become necessary. For a "road map" to the main results that 
arise in this process we refer the reader to Figure 3.given in Figure 3. (The arrows 
in this figure are to be interpreted as implications connecting the criteria listed in 
each box.) 

If we take 't look back at Lemma 3.LI5(i) (p. 37) we can see that the above 
mentioned thE'orem can be reduced to the question of whether there exists a bounded 
morphism .. l/J Mi\ / F ----+ Uf(M), with F an ultrafilter over A. Firstly we will 
consider what criteria we need to make I./; bounded and afterwards show that we can 
make the domain ofl/J an ultrapower of M. 

Let M (JJ, RM, FM) be an L-structure. We require a map I./; : U ----+ Uf(M), 
where U E P w( {M}). For everyu E U,w needs to map u to a set of subsets of 
M. capture the idea of a subset being in 4'(u) we introduce unary predicates Y 

63 
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64 4. COMPLEX A~D CANONICAL VARIETIES 

1 

1 

FIGURE 3. Results leading to the main theorem 

for each Y s;;: AI. Intuitively the idea is that Y (u) is true if, and only if, Y E '/p(u). 
Then fortiJ(u) to be an ultrafilter we'd expect the following sentences to hold: 

V11.M(v.) , ~,ju0(u), 

( 4.1) VuX n Y(-u) iff X(u) and Y(u), 

iff XCu) or Y(u). 

Consider the expansion MI of M obtained by adding unary predicates to L for 
each subset Y of AI, i.e. 

( 4.2) 

It should be dear that (4.1) holds in MI. Since MI shares its universe with 1Vl we 
try to find a ;;tructure 

(4.3) 

such that (U, RU, FU) is an ultrapower of M and U is also an elementary extension 
of MI. Then for any element u E U we can define the functionliJ as follows 

(4.4) 1p(U) = {Y s;;: AI : y
U 

(u)}. 

The function IiJ then maps from the L-structure V to Uf(M), where V is defined by 

(4.5) 

To see that 
deduce that: 

V U U ,R ,F ). 

is in fact an ultrafilter over M observe that from (4.1) we can easily 

Q) !/:. liJ(u), 

X n Y Eti{u) iff X E Ii{u) and Y E w(u), 

U Y Elb(u) iff X E~{u) or Y E II;(U). 
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"U. S \TURAT10N, GOOD ULTRAFILTERS A~D CA~ONICAL EXTE],;SIONS 65 

However this map needs to be onto and bounded. Let us consider an ultrafilter 
9 over M, for '1jJ to be onto we need au E U such that w(u) = g. I.e. for every 
Y E AI if Y E: 9 then Y E 1jJ(u) and if Y f/:- 9 then Y ~w(u). Accordingly we let 

(4.6) ro(x) = {Y(x) : Y E g} and r 1 { : Y 1:- g}. 

Thus if we au that satisfies r( x) = r ° (x) uri in U then 1,1) (u) g. It is easy 
to find a u E V that finitely satisfies r = r( x). I.e. for 6.0 ~w r ° and 6.1 <;;;;;w r 1, 

U satisfies 6.( and 6. 1 in U. To see this consider any I. J <;;;;;w P(ivJ) with I <;;; 9 
and J <;;;;; AI \ 9 where 6.0 = {Y(x) : Y E I} and 6. 1 {-,Y(x): Y E J}. Since 9 
is an ultrafilt,~r we know that n lEg and U J 1:- g, so there exists yEn I with 
y 1:- U J which satisfies 6.0 and 6. 1, If we can say that r being finitely satisfiable in 
U implies r ,,;atisfiable in U then there must a u E U such that u satisfies r 
and hence We,l) g. However finite satisfiability is very closely linked to the theory 
of saturated models as we shall see in the sequel. 

vVe have thus far only discussed ontoness, as we shall see in the sequel, bounded
ness can be d.~alt with in a similar fashion. 

4.1.1. Saturation. 

DEFINITIONL 1.2. Let K be a cardinal. A structure ::\.1 is said to be K-saturated if. 
and only if, for every set Y <;;; 1\;1 with WI < K, every set of formulas <D(x) of L(Y) 
consistent wit h Th My is satisfiable in My. 

(Refer to p 16 for the definition of My the expansion M.) 

PROPOSITION 4.1.3. Let M be an L-structur'e and <D = <D(xo , ... , a set of 
L-formulas. q) is finitely satisfiable in M if, and only if, <I> is consistent with Th]\lI. 

PROOF. First we assume that every finite subset of <I> is satisfiable in lVi. Let 
6. <;;;'" <I> then there exists gEM such that M F (6. U Th M)(g). By Proposition 
2.2.2 (p. 16) 1 here exists a structure N such that N (<I> u Th M) (gJ 

We will pnve the backwards implication by induction on the number of free 
variables in <I> , where <I> is assumed to be consistent with Th M. 

For the ca~;e n = 1 let 6.(xo) <I>(xo) such that there is no ao E M with 
M F 6.(ao). Let 6 = --.:3xo!\6.(xo) then M F 6 so 6 E ThM. But this leads to a 
contradiction since by the consistency of <I> with Th M there exists an L-structure 
Nand bEN such that N F <I>(b) and N F 6 even though 6 is not consistent with 
<I>. 

Assume thl) result holds for n and let <I> <I>(xo, •..• xn ). We consider any 
6. <;;;;;'" <I>. assumption there exists an L-structure N such that N satisfies <I> 
and Th M. Thus there exist bo, ... , bn E N such that N F 6.(bo, ... , bn ). vVe 
let 6(xo, ... ,:1 n-d = :3xn /\ ~(xo, . .. ,.:en). Then N 6(bo, ... , bn-d so by the in-
ductive hypot hesis 6 must be finitely satisfiable in M. In particular there must 
exist ao, ... , ('n-l E M such that M F 6(ao , ... , an-d· But, by construction, 
6(1:0, .... Xn-l) = :3xn /\ 6.(xo, ... ,;1.:n)' Hence there exists some an E AI such that 
M F 6.(ao, .. ,an), 0 

The proposition below is a generalisation of a result from [ChK77] (c.f. Propo
sition 2.3.6 p.J8). 
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PROPOSITION 4.1.4. Let M R M, FM) be an L-structure and let K, be some 
infinite cardinal. M is K,-saturated if, and only if. for every Y ~ lv! with IV! < K" 

each set of fo 'mulas 1>(xo1 ••• , xn-d of L(Y) consistent with Th My is satisfiable in 
My the expa\lsion ofM. 

PROOF. \\e prove the forward direction by induction on the number of free vari
ables in 1>. By definition the result holds for n = 1. Assume the result holds for 
nand 1> 1>(xo, ... , xn) be consistent with Th My. Since a set of formulas is 
consistent a theory r if, and only if, its closure under finite conjunctions is 
consistent with r, we may assume that 1> is closed under finite conjunctions. Let 

1>' (xo, ... , {3xll <P( Xo, ... , : dY E 1> }. 

By the inductive hypothesis 1>' is consistent with Th My. Thus there is an n-tuple 
00, ... ,On-1 which satisfies 1>' in My. \Ve let Y' Y u {ao, ... ,an-d. Then Y' 
is still of pm"er < K,. For each <Po, ... , dYm- 1 E 1>, (3:Z: n)(<Pol\ ... 1\ dYm-d E 1>' so 
1>( 00, ... , \, Xn) is consistent with Th M p . Since M is K,-saturated, there 
an E M that satisfies 1>(ao) ... , 1, Xn) in MY" Thus ao, .. , an satisfy 1> in My 

For ba(kward direction we just take n = 1 and the result follows trivially. 0 

The followmg corollary, which follows directly from Proposition 4.1.3 and 4. 
now provides us the characterisation of finite satisfiability that we were looking for, 
for the domain of our mapljJ. 

COROLLARY 4.1.5. Let K, be someinfinde cardinal, M an L-structure. M is K

saturated 'if, and only if, for each Y ~ M (!Y! < K) each set 1>(X11' .. , xn-r) of 
L(Y) -formuZu.s that are finitely satisfiable in My is itself satisfiable in 1Vly . 

PROPOSITIOJ.J 4.1.6. Let M be an L-structure. M is w-saturated if, and only~f, M 
is n-saturate(1 for all nEw. 

PROOF. forward direction is trivial. So assume M is n-saturated for all nEw 
and let Y jJ with IV! < 0.) then there exists some m w such that !Y! < m. But 
M is m + I-s'iturated from which the result follows easily. 0 

Note that the above result can be extended to arbitrary limit cardinals 
[ChK77] Prc1position 5.1.1 for more details). 

It should be clear that to make the mapl/J, as defined in (4.4), onto it will suffice 
to require that the domain of 1jJ be .:.v-saturated, since ontoness only requires 0-
saturation. 

LEMMA 4.1.7. Let M = (lV[, RM) be a relational stmcture and M ' , V, V and 0 be 
as in (4.2)-(4.4), with V an elementary extension ofM'. If V is 0.)- sat'urated then 
IJ) is a bounded morphism from V onto Uf(M). 

PROOF. Let us just quickly remind ourselves of the definition ofUJ 

(4.4) 1j{u) {Y ~ M: yV(u)}. 

First we show that If.; is onto. Let 9 be a member of Uf(M), ro(x) and r 1(x) be 
as in (4.6) and r = r o(x) u r 1 As shown earlier r is then finitely satisfiable in 
V. From the w-saturation of V we know that there exists au E V which satisfies r 
and hence I/;(u) = g. 

\Ve now show that 1jJ is a bounded morphism. Let r E R with ar(r) n + 1. 
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zig: Assume there exist Uo, ... ,Un E U such that r U (uo, ... ,un). Let Y; E 1/J(Ui) 
for i < n. If Y" = {Yn : rM(yo, ... , Yn) where Yi E Yi for i < n} then 

\lxo· ... , \lxn(YO(XO) 1\ ... 1\ Y,,-l(x,,-d 1\ r(xo, ... , xn) --+ Yn(xn)) 

holds in M'·md thus in V. Since Yi U (Ui), for i < n, this implies that Yn U (un). 
Hence, by the definition ofl/J, Y" EW(U,,). Thus rUf(M) (7jJ(uo), ... , 7jJ(un)). 

zag: Supp )se that rUf(M) (90, ... , Cdn-l, w(u)) for U E U and Cdi E Uf(M), where 
i < n. Then 've must find Ui E U such that rU(uo, ... , Un-l, u) and 7jJ(Ui) = Cdi. Let 
r = [(xo, ... Xn-l) be the set of formulas defined by 

r(xo, .... X,,_l,X) = 

{.·(xo, ... ,Xn-l, x)} U {Y(xo) : Y E Cdo} U ... U {Y(Xn-l) : Y E Cdn-d· 

If Uo, ... ,U',-l, U satisfies r in V, where each variable Xi is interpreted as Ui, then 
-u 

rU(uo, ... ,U,,_l,U) and, for each i < n, Y (Ui), for all Y E Cdi, so that Cdi ~l/J(Ui)' 
Since each Cd2 is maximal this gives us 7jJ( Ui) = Cdi as desired. 

To show that r is satisfiable in V, by 0J-saturation and Corollary 4.1.5, it is 
enough to shclw that r is finitely satisfiable in V. Since each Cd; is closed under finite 
intersection, all we need to show is that if Y; E Cdi and i < n then 

~ = {r(xo, ... , Xn-l, x), Yo(xo), ... , Y,,-l(xn-d} 

is satisfiable in V. But given such Y i , since r Uf(M)(9o, ... ,Cdn_l,1/J(U)), it follows 
that Y = {y : rM(yo, ... ) Yn-l, y) with Y2 E Y; for i < n - I} EI/J(u). Hence, by the 

definition of /), we can see that y
U 

(u). But for this Y the sentence 

\lx(Y(x 1--+ ::Jxo ... ::JXn-l(YO(XO) 1\ ... 1\ Y,,-l(Xn-l) 1\ r(xo , ... 1 Xn-l, x))) 

is true in M' and hence in V. So there exist Uo, ... ,Un-l E U such that Y; U ( Ui), for 
all i < n, and r U (uo, ... ,Un-I, u). Then Uo, ... , Un-l satisfies ~ in V and so, by 0..1-

saturation, r is also satisfiable in V. 0 

For more en the applications of saturated models in model theory we refer the 
reader to Chapter 5 of [ChK77] and Chapter 10 of [Hod94]. 

4.1.2. Vltraproducts and saturation. 

vVe have jllst seen that we would like an 0J-saturated ultrapower V = MA / F. 
The question now is what conditions on an ultrafilter F over A will facilitate this. 
We naively leok for conditions on V such that if a set of formulas <P = <p(x) in one 
free variable is finitely satisfiable in V then <P must be satisfiable in V. 

Given a particular A the only freedom we are allowed is in our choice of ultrafilter. 
To find condi tions so that F will fulfill our requirements, we need to see how <P and 
F are related. For finite <P the Los Theorem (p. 19) gives us 

V F <p(g) iff {A E A : VA F <P(aA)} E F 

where g = ((I·A A E A) E IT V A and V = IT)'" V A' Giving us some direction in 
which to hun';. 

\Ve are particularly interested in finitely satisfiable subsets ~ of <P, so we define 
a map f : F,,: <p) -----) P(A) as follows 

(4. 7) f(~) = {A E A : ~ is satisfiable in V A}' 
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Then f(l::.) E F and f is order reversing. For any function f we define 

(4.8) E <I>: J\ E f({d>})} 

which providEs us with the formulas associated with f in each coordinate. Note that 
if <ll f (J\) is sa·jsfiable in LA for each J\ E A then <ll is satisfiable in U. To see this 
we choose elements aA E U A for each J\ such that a A satisfies <I>f(J\) in U A• Then for 
each (j) E <I> 

{/\ E A: U A ¢(aA)} ~ PEA: (j) E <Pf(J\)} - f({0}) E 

and therefore U F r/J(gj F) where Q = (aA : J\ E A). 

However is no reason why each <I>f(J\) need be satisfiable, or even finitely 
satisfiable, in U A' This set might very well contain too many elements of <ll. So we 
look for a furction h : Pw(<ll) --'t P(l\.) such that <I>h(J\) ~ <I>f(J\). )rate that this 
condition follows if we have h ~ f, i.e. h(l::.) ~ f(l::.) for any I::. E pj<I». 

\Ve also want each <llh(J\) to be finitely satisfiable in U A' Let I::. be a finite subset 
of <ll h (J\) then for each r/J E I::. we know J\ E h( { r/J }) and we want J\ E f (1::.), c.f.7). 
We have J\ E n1>Et.h({¢}) and all we need is J\ E h(U¢Et.{¢}) h(l::.) ~ f(I::.). 
This leads us to the following definition. 

DEFINITION 1.1.8. A function h : P(Al) P(N), with .H and N sets, is called 
an (U.n)-mmphism iffor any X ~w P(Al) we have that h(UX) = nh(X). 

Thus we require the following condition on F. 

(4.9) For evelY order reversing map 9 : Pw(<ll) ---4 there must exist an 
(U, n)-morphism h : Pw(<ll) ---4 F such that h ~ g. 

If we can lave <I>h(J\) finite then <I>h(J\) is satisfiable. Thus for each I::. E P,..,(<ll) 
we want somt' way of forcing h(l::.) to be small. Let us assume we have a countable 
decreasing ch:1in A Ao :2 Al :2 ... in F. \Ve let 

(4.10) g(l::.) = f(l::.) n An, where n = 11::.1· 

Now assunle h satisfies condition (4.9). For each A E A we let <Po, ... , be 
distinct members of <I>h( A) and I::. {0o, .... 0,,-1} then 

(4.11) J\ E h(l::.) g(l::.) ~ An. 

If the intersection of the chain is empty there is an m such that J\ ¢:. Am and hence 
<I>h(J\) has les.;; than m elements. This leads us to the following definition. 

DEFINITION 4.1.9. A filter F is said to be K.-complete, where K. is a cardinal, if 
for every family K IKI < K. implies n K E otherwise is said to be 
K.-incornplete. 

PROPOSITION 4.1.lO. Let A be a non-empty index set. An ultrafilteT F oveT A is 
",-incomplete if, and only if, fOT some K c;;:; F, IKI < '" and n K 0. 

PROOF. L(·t F be an ultrafilter and K ~ F, with IKI < K.. 

For the ba,~kward direction assume that F is ",-complete. Then by assumption 
n KEF and since F is an ultrafilter n K 1= 0, by Theorem 2.2.10 (p. 18). 

Conversely F be K.-incomplete and take K c;;:; F witnessing this, i.e. n K f/:. F 
Let 9 = {nK:nX: X E K}. Then 9 c;;:; F, 19\ IKI and n9 0. 0 
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<-1.1. S.\TURATION, GOOD ULTRA FILTERS AND CANONICAL EXTENSIONS 69 

PROPOSITION 4.l.11. An ultrafilter Faver- an index set A is :..v-incomplete if, and 
only if, F contains a countable descending chain I such that n I = 0. 

PROOF. The backwards direction follows directly from the proposition above. 

Conversely let F w-incomplete and take K C witnessing this. \Ve enumerate 
the elements ,)f K as follows 

XO,XI""'''''(n,'''' n<:..v 

~ow define a descending chain I = Ao d Al d ... as follows 

Ao = Xo \ nK and 

Then I ~ F and nI 0. 

~ote that the condition we imposed on U at the beginning of this section limits 
the size of <I? to w ILl. However if we, as here, want to get w-saturation we will 
need the following more general property on F, c.f. (4.9). 

DEFINITION Ll.12. An ultrafilter F on a set A is said to be K-good if, for every set 
V with IVI < K, and for every order-reversing map 9 : P..,(V) ---+ F, there exists a 
(U, n)-morphism h : Pw(V) F with h ::; g. 

THEOREM 4. L.13. Suppose K is an infinite cardinal, and suppose U A, A E A, aTe 
L-stTuctures ;vith ILl < K. If F is an w-incomplete K-good ultrafilter over A, then 
TIF U.\ is K-s'lturated 

PROOF. Let Y ~ M, with IY I < K. (For ease of writing we assume that we 
are working with the extensions of all structures to this language, unless explicitly 
stated otherwise.) Corollary 4.l.5 it is sufficient to prove: 

(1) For ever:' set <P <p(xo, ... , Xn-I) of formula.s of L(Y), if every finite subset of 
<P is satisfiable in TIF U A, then <I? is itself satisfiable in TIF U.\. 

To simplify presentation we will only consider the case where <I? = <I?(x). 
Suppose F is w-incomplete and that every finite subset of <P is satisfiable in 

TIF U.\. By Proposition 4.l.11 it follows that F contains a countable descending 
chain 

such that n 1\ = 0. 
So we define l,g : Pw(<I?) ---+ F as in (4.7) and (4.10), where g(0) = A. Since 

each 6. E Pw ( <I?) is finite, by assumption, it is satisfiable in TIF U.\. By the Los 
Theorem g( 6.) E F. 6.,6.' E p.A <p) so that 6. 6.' then At.1 d AIt.'1 and 
t···· 3x /\ 6.' --+ :Ix /\ 6.. Thus g( 6.) d g( 6.') and hence 9 is order reversing. 

Note that since IL(Y) I < K it follows that I<p < K t. Thus, considering that F is 
K-good, there exists a (U, n)-morphism h : FA <p) such that h :::; g. 

~ow define <Pf(A) as in (4.8). Since A E A and nAi 0 it follows that there exists 
some least nEw such that ,\ 1::. An. Assume that <p,,(,\) hasn distinct elements 
00, ... ,c{!n-l tllen 

i<n i<n i<n 

tC.f. Lemma 2.1.2 p. 14 
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70 4. COMPLEX AND CANONICAL VARJETIES 

However this contradicts the fact that A ¢:. An. Consequently <Ph(A)1 < n, i.e. for 
any A E A the set <Ph (A) is finite. 

vVe proceec by constructing an element a:;: which satisfies <P (x) in TI:;: V A' From 
the definition of <P f(A), the fact that <Ph(A) is finite, and since h is a (U, n)-morphism 
it follows tha1 

A E n{h({o}): cP E <Ph(A)} h(<Ph(A)) ~ g(<Ph(A)). 

By the defini1 ion of g we can choose aA EVA such that 

A <P,,(A)(a,\). 

Let a:;: (au, .. . , aA, .. . ). It should now be clear that if 6 E <P and A E g( {(£.>}) 
then 6 E <Ph(.\) and thus, by (*), V A F ¢( aA). However h( {(£.>}) E F so by the Los 
Theorem TI:;: U,\ F cb(a:;:) for all ¢ E <P, i.e. a:;: satisfies <p(x) in I1:;: VA' 0 

4.1.3. Good ultrafilters. 

We now have a reasonable way of producing the ultraproducts we require. All we 
need is to demonstrate the existence of good ultrafilters. 

A naive wav of constructing an ultrafilter over A is to look at all subsets of A and 
for each subspt either choose it or its complement to be in our filter (c.f. Theorem 
2.2.10 p. 18). So let us assume we have a transfinite enumeration of P(A) 

Ao, A l , ... ,A~ .... : ~ < 2K where ~ = IAI. 

vVe start off with some proper filter Fo and iteratively process all the A~ 's in the 
way mentioned above to construct an increasing sequence of proper filters F~. For a 
limit ordinal ''Ie just take the union of all earlier filters. Such a process will however 
just provide ItS with an ultrafilter. To a good ultrafilter we need to also 
consider all 0 reversing maps from Pw(A) to P(A). Note that are also 2K 
such maps t, so we arrange these into a similar sequence 

gO,gl,'" ,g~ ....• ~ < 2K 

Provided we have F~ as above and some corresponding gE" if the image of g~ is 
in FE, we try to extend FE, to a filter g~ such that there exists a (U, n)-morphism 
hE : Pw(l\.) g~ with hE, :::; gE,' \Ve however need each gE, to satisfy this condition 
for every A1/1 TJ < 2K. SO we let each occur 2K times in our sequence of maps 
(*). (:.Iote that, by Lemma 2.1.2 p. this does not increase cardinality of the 
sequence.) 

Let us com;ider the construction of an appropriate h. for some map g from (*), 
in isolation. vVe are looking for an extension 9 of a proper filter F, such that 
ran(h) ~ 9 and 9 is also a proper filter+. Note that if we take 9 to be the filter 
generated by ran(h) then we easily satisfy the first condition. However 9 should 
also be proper. By assumption F is proper and since h should a (U, n)-morphism 
ran( h) is clos('d under intersection. So to ensure the finite intersection property (c.f. 
Theorem 2.2. '3 p. 17) we are left with ensuring that individual elements of Fare 
closed under intersection with individual elements of ran(h). for X E F and 
.6. E P...;(.6.) we require that X n h(.6.) # 0. If h :::; g as required then h(.6.) ~ g(.6.) 

tIP...:(A)1 K and IP(A)I = 21< hence the cardinality of the sequence of order reversing maps is 
(21<)1< = 2"1< :~" (c.f. Lemma 2.1.2 p. 14). 

+For our purposes here we define ran(h) {h(X): X is in the domain of h}. 
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4.1. S,\TURATION, GOOD ULTRAFILTERS A:"JD CANONICAL EXTENSIONS 71 

and so X n h(.6.) ~ X ng(~) i' 0. Thus for each A we need to look for a set Y such 
that 

( 4.12) X n h(~) :2 X n g(~) n Y i' 0. 

So we list all members of P",(A) in a transfinite sequence ~o, ~l" .. '~r/l ... and 
assume that we have a transfinite sequence Yo, Y1, ... , Y;/l'" of members of P(A), 
where each Y" is related to ~'T'" for TJ < K,. "Ve proceed by trying to find properties 
on the Yry that will facilitate our iterative construction. 

Observe that, since X n g(~ry) E F, to satisfy (4.12) it is enough to require that 
each Yry has non-empty intersection with any member of F. Let Y' = A \ U Y;/l since 
we cannot as~;ume that no member of F is contained in Y', the Yry'S must in fact 
cover A. However we still need to ensure that h is a (U, n)-morphism, in fact we 
need to definf h as well. 

)Jote that ]f h(r) ~ g(f') for f ~ f' E P;.,;(A) then since g is order reversing 
h(f) ~ g(f), )ut for each f E P,.,(A) there are several ~ry'S such that f ~ D..ry so we 
stipulate that 

( 4.13') 

However this ioes not necessarily give us a consistent definition. Consider the case, 
for some .,.".,.,' < K" with f ~ ~ry and f ~ ~ryl where ,\ 1. g(~ry) n g(~ryl). But each 
~ry has an Yry associated with it, so maybe we can use these Yry to choose which ~ry 
should be used. In fact we can get rid of the mentioned ambivalence by requiring 
that all the Y" 's are disjoint and then modifying the definition (??') in the following 
way 

( 4.13) 

From the a)ove definition of h it easily follows that for f, f' E P;.,;(A) and TJ < K, 

h(f U f') n Y;/ = h(r) n h(f') n y,/. 
Since we require that Ury<KO Yry = A it then easily follows that h will in fact be a 
(U. n)-morphism. 

To summarise, we require the y,/ to form a partition P of A, and that each member 
of P has non- empty intersection with every member of F. We say the partition P 
is consistent with F. 

REMARK 4.1.14. Note that P might not be consistent with the filter generated by 
F u ran(h) s(, we will possibly need a large collection of different partitions when 
constructing the G~. 

\Ve will now give more precise definitions as well as a systematic construction of 
these consistent partitions. 

DEFINITION U .15. For a filter F on A and a family 11 of partitions of A we say 
that (F. II) if consistent if given any X E F and any X o,.··, X n - 1, with each Xi 
belonging to a distinct partition Pi E II we have that X n n Xi i' 0. 

'<n 

That is (F, II) is consistent if the intersection of a member of F and finitely many 
blocks from different members of II is never empty. 
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72 4. COMPLEX AND CANONICAL VARIETIES 

DEFINITION ·1.1.16. A filter F on a set A is said to be un'iJorm if, for all X E 

IA 

Observe that this definition implies that for A =J f/J each uniform filter over A is 
proper. 

LEMMA 4.1.1 (. Let tr, be an ir~finite cardinal. Suppose K. is a Jamily oj tr, sets each 
oj cardinality tr,. Then it is possible to associate with each member oj K. a set X' 
such that: 

(i) X' ~ X, 
(ii) IX'I - tr, and 

(iii) iJ X =J} , then X' n Y' = 0 Jo'( X. Y E K. 

PROOF. \V,: arrange the members of K. into a transfinite sequence 

X o, Xl"'" X,;, .... where E, < i'£. 

Let Rry be the set 

Rr/ = {(E,,6): E, S; 5 and 5 < T/}· 

~ote that 14 is a subset of TI x 7). Since tr, is a limit ordinal. we have 
We shall find an injective function J with domain R" such that 

whenever E, S; 5 < tr,. J(E,,5) EX,;. 

Once such a f mction J is found, we can define a family of sets 

x~ = U(E,,6): E, S; 6 < tr,}. 

Then property (i) follows from (*), by the definition of X~ in and mJectlvlty 
of J it follow:; that property (ii) will by satisfied (since tr, is a cardinal), and the 
injectivity of /' implies that (iii) will hold. 

\Ve define 1 his function by transfinite induction. I.e. we construct a chain of 
functions 

fo ~ fl ~ ... fry ~ ... , where 1] < tr, 

such that each fr, has domain Rry, is injective and satisfies (*) Since Ro 0 it is 
trivial to construct fo in such a way as to satisfy these criteria. 

assume we have constructed an injective function fry that has domain R,/ and 
satisfies (*). ::<ow for each ~ S; 1] we choose a value fry+1(E" (1) E X( which is different 
from all previ,msly chosen values for fry+l' (Such elements exist since, for all 71 < i'£ 

and E, < K" Rry I < K, =' IX,; I') Then (*) holds for fr/+ l, and Jry+ J is obviously 
injective. At limit ordinals ,\ we define 1>. = Uryd fry. To complete the proof we let 
f Ur/<" f,,, '.vhich by construction is injective and satisfies (*). D 

In other words this lemma shows that any family of '" sets of cardinality i'£ can be 
refined to a family of '" disjoint sets of cardinality i'£. 

For the following lemmas we assume A is infinite, and let K = IAI. 
LEMMA 4.1.1h. IfF is a uniform filter over:\ generated by a family of cardinality at 
most K, then Ihere exists a family II of 2" distinct partitions of A such that (F, II) 
is consistent. and such that each partition P E II has K, blocks, with each block 
consisting oj fL elements. 
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PROOF. Let K be a family of order at most K that F. By Lemma 
4.1. there edst pairwise disjoint sets X' ~ X for X E K, all of cardinality K. We 
may 3.'3sume t hat the union of the sets X' is A, if not we can just add the missing 
elements to Olle of the X', Let 

B = {(F,j): F E p.;(A) and f: P(F) A}. 

Since I B I = K we can, for each X ~ A, choose an indexing such that 

B {(F>"f>,):AEXI} . 

.:-Jote that (F" f>,) is thus defined for all A E A. For I A, we define a map 
g1 : ;\ A by 

Finally, let 

P(I) {g[l(n):n E A} and 

II {P(I): I ~ A}. 

Clearly if eaclt of the P(J) are distinct then IIII = IP(A)I 21<. 

\Ve claim t}'at each P(I) is a partitioning of A into K blocks each of cardinality K. 

see that the g[ len) are disjoint. consider any no, nl E A. If gil (170) n g[\TJ1) :::I 1[1 

there exsts a A such that f>, (FA n 1) = 170 and f>, (FA n 1) = Til and hence 
no T/l. If we can show that, for each I ~ A and 17 E A, the equation gI(A) = T] has 
K solutions it follows that each block is of cardinality K. Consider any non-empty 
finite subset F of A. There are K functions f : P(F) A with f(F n I) =T], and 
if A is any index with (F, j) (FA, f>,), then gI(A) ~T]. Since the g[\17) are thus 
disjoint and 11\.1 = K there exist K blocks. 

We still need to show that, for each I ~ A, these 2" partitions P(I) are pairwise 
distinct. and that (F, II) is consistent. Consider the following observation. 

For any X f: K, distinct subsets T01 ... , In - 1 of A, and any T}o, .... T]n-l E A, there 
exists A E XI such that gJrn(A) TIm, for m < n. To see this note that we can choose 
a finite subse1 F of A such that the sets F n 1m are pairwise distinct, a function 
f : P{F) - A such that f(F n Im) 17m, for m < n. and then let /\ be the 
member of XI such that (F, J) (FA, f>,). For such a A it follows that A E XI and 
A gi~(T}m), form < n, whence it follows that (F, II) is consistent. 

Observe that for any distinct 1m , In ~ A we can find two sets F, FI E Pw(A) 
such that F r 1m :::I F n In and FI n Im :::I FI n In. r-;ow we choose two functions 
f : P( F) -----). \ and f' : P( FI) A such that 

f(F n In,) J'(FI n 1m) and 

f(Fn 

Let A be the member of XI that (F, J) = (FA, h) and fl be the member of X' 
that (F' ,1') = (FjL' fll)' there exists an '7 E A that {A, fi'} ~ gI~(T]), 

but for all ~ E A we have {,X, fl} C£ gI~l(~). Hence it follows that all the partitions 
in II are pairwise distinct, 

[J 

For the following lemmas we assume that IIII = 2" and each member of II is 
of cardinality K. We also assume that each block of any partition has cardinality 

K and that IA = K (as usual). 
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LEMMA 4.l.19. Suppose F is a filter over A, and II is a family of partitions of A 
such that (F, II) is consistent. For any subset 1 of A, either (Fl. II) is consistent or 
else (F.\ \I, II'· is consistent for some co-finite subset II' of II, where F.y is the filter 
generated by .F U {X}. 

PROOF. A~;sume that (Fl' II) is not consistent. Choose Po, ... , P m - 1 to be mem
bers of II witllessing that (Fl' II) is inconsistent. I.e. let Pi E II, for i < n, be those 
partitions with blocks Xi E Pi such that, for some X E F, 

(*) Inxnxon ... nXn_1=0. 

We define II' = II \ {Po, ... ,Pn-d. 

Claim: (J~\ \I, II') is consistent. 

Suppose there exist Yj E Pj , where Pj E II' for j < m and some Y E F such 
that (A \ 1) l Y n Yo n ... n Ym - 1 = 0. Let X' = X n Xo n ... n X n - 1 and 
Y' = Y n Yo n ... n Ym - 1 and consider any x E X' n Y'. Then either x E 1 or 
x E A \1. Hellce InX' = 0 or (A \ I)nY' = 0. But by assumption (A \I)nY' = 0. 
Hence 1 n X' i- 0 contradicting (*). 0 

\Ve may assume that P = {Y6. : .6. E P ... ,(A)}. Given 9 : p.,(A) ----) F, define 
By = U (Y6. n g(.6.)). Define h by 

6.EP .,(A) 

h(.6.) = By n Y6. ' 
6.C:;6. ' EP .,(6.) 

~ow it is straghtforward to check that h ::S g, h is a (n, U)-morphism, and the filter 
generated by F U ran(h) is consistent with II \ {P}. We need to remove P because 
h(.6.) n Y6.\{d} = 0 if d E .6., giving immediate inconsistency. 

LEMl\fA 4.l.2 J. Suppose F is a filter over A, and II is a family of partitions of A 
such that (F. II) is consistent. Let 9 : P", (A) ----) F be an order reversing map, and 
let P E II. Then there exists a (U, n)-morphism h : P;,u{A) ----) P(A) with h ::S 9 
such that the filter 9 generated by F U ran( h) is a proper filter and (9, II \ {P}) 'lS 

consistent. 

PROOF. If we return to the discussion at the beginning of this section, it should 
be clear that t he function h defined by (4.13) satisfies all the conditions of our lemma 
except for the last one (c.f. Remark 4.l.14). ~ote that from (4.12) it follows that 
h(.6.'7) -;2 g(D.'7) n Y1)' where Y1) E P. Let X E F. r E P",(A) and Xi E Pi with 
P, E II \ {P} for i < n. But r = .6.1)' for some T7 < K" thus g(r) = g(.6.'7) E F and 
since (F. II) i, consistent 

i<n 

Thus the filter 9 generated by Fu ran(h) is consistent with II \ {P}. o 
THEOREM 4 .. 21. If Fa is a uniform filter over A. with IFol ::S K, then there exists a 
K,+ -good ultra5lter F over A, such that Fo ~ F. 

PROOF. iNithout loss of generality we may assume that A = K,. As in the exposi
tion at the be ~inning of this section we arrange all the subsets of A into a transfinite 
sequence 

Ao, A1 , ... , A~, .... ~ < 211: where K, = IAI 
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and all the order reversing maps from P..,(A) to P(A) into a transfinite sequence 

in such a way hat each order reversing map 9 occurs 2" times in the above sequence. 

\Ve will nov' proceed to construct two sequences of filters and a sequence of par
titions of A such that 

Fa go ~ Fl ~ gl ~ . , . F~ g~ 

ITo ;;2 ITI '2 ... IT~ ;;2 . .. for ~ < 2" 

where each ITlI~mber of ITo has /'C blocks, and (for ~ < 2") the following holds: 

(1) (F.;, IT.;) s consistent, and lIT.; I = 2", 
(2) either A.; E F';+l or (A \ A.;) E F~+l' and 
(3) if ran(9.;) ~ F.;, then there exists a (U, n)-morphism h : Pw(A) ---+ P(A) with 

h ::; 9f, and ran(h) g.;. 
Since Fa is lmiform we can use Lemma 4.1.18 to obtain a family ITo of partitions 

of A such that (1) holds for ~ O. 

Assuming that (1) for a given ~, we apply Lemma 4.1.20 to obtain gE and h 
satisfying (3) and a new partition IT~ such that W(, IT~) i:::; consistent and IIT~I = iIT.;I. 
vVe let F E+l b, the filter generated by gEU{A.;} and ITE+l IT~ if they are consistent, 
otherwise we take FUI to be the filter generated by gE U {A \ Ad and apply Lemma 
4.1.19 to obtain a co-finite subset ITE+l of IT~ such that ,ITUl ) is consistent. 
For any limit I)rdinal ~ we take 

F~ = UF,/ and ITE nITw 

It should bE clear that this construction preserves properties (1) through (3). By 
construction tlle union of all the filters FE is an ultrafilter over A. 

To see that F is in fact /'C+-good recall that cf2K > K: (c.f. Theorem 2.1.4 p. 14). 
For any order reversing map 9 : Pw(A) ---+ F the range of 9 has power at most K,. 

Therefore there must exist a ~ < 21'£ such that the range of 9 is contained in FE' But 
by construction there are 2" ordinals 6 such that 9 98· Hence the set {9o : 9 = 98} 
is unbounded in (*). Thus there must exist an TJ < 2" such that FE, ~ Fry and 
9 9T/' Consf'quently, by (3), there exists a U, n-morphism h : P.,AA) ---+ gTj ~ F 
with h ::; 9. 

THEOREM 4.1.22. There exists an w-incomplete uniform filter, of cardinality K, over 
A. 

PROOF. ~ote that since IAI 11; it is enough to demonstrate that some set of 
cardinality Klas an w-incomplete uniform filter. vVe will show that there exists 
such a filter oyer P.)(A). For each A E A define 

6." {6.EP.;(A):AE6.} 

and let 
G = {6." : A E A}. 

Observe that iGI K, and 16.,,1 K, for each A E A. However each 6. E Pw(l\) 
belongs to ani v finitely many 6." E G, since ~ is finite and 6. E implies A E 6.. 
Thus there exists a countably infinite subset K of G such that n K 0. Now G has 
the finite intersection property since 

Po, ... ,An-d E 6.'\0 n ... n 6."n_l· 
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Also observe that for ~Ao' ~Al C G since ~AO n ~Al = {~ E P..;(A) : {Ao, '\l} ~ G} 
it follows that I~Ao n ~All = /'i,. Similarly for any finite number of elements of G the 
intersection of these sets has cardinality K,. Hence the filter 9 generated by G, using 
Theorem 2.2.E, (p. 17), will have power /'i, and IXI /'i, for each X c 9 . 0 

~ow, if Fa .n Theorem 4.1.21 is w-incomplete then F will also be w- incomplete. 
Thus we get the result we required to be able to apply Theorem 4.1.13. 

COROLLARY 1.1.23. There exits a /'i,+ -good w'-incomplete ultrafilter over A. 

The notion of a good ultrafilter, the above corollary and the result that good 
ultraproducts are saturated were first presented by H. J. Keisler, c.f, [Kei64]' 
using GCH. later in [Kun72] K. Kunen eliminated the need for GCH to prove the 
existence of good ultrafilters. The proof presented here is based on the work of 
Keisler as pre.;;ented in [ChK77j. 

4.1.4. The Fine-van Benthem-Goldblatt Theorem. 

All we neec to complete the proof of the result by Fine, van Benthem and Gold
blatt is the following lemma. 

LEMMA 4.1.21. For any class K of structures, PuVdK ~ HbVdPuK 

PROOF. L( t V E P u V dK, i.e. U = TIT V A where is an ultrafilter over A and 
each U,\, ,\ c A, is the disjoint union of structures V A.I E K with i c f,A. We let 
J = TIAEAf,A. and for j E J let V) = (TIAEA UA.j(A))/F where j('\) is taken to 
be the '\th c(.ordinate of j. The natural embedding of TIAEA VA,j(A) into TIAEA VA 
induces an embeddingYj of Vj into U. 

Claim: The union of the maps is a bounded morphism ~( from Vanta U, 

where V l:!:)jE.] Vj. 

onto: Let yjF E U where y:. ((uo, (0. io)), .... (u,\. (,\,h)), ... ) C TIA VA, with 
lA c fA and 7A E U A,i" for each ,\ C A. Take j C J to be the tuple (io, ... , lA' ... ) 

and Q = (uo, .. , UA," .). Then 1l./F C Vj and by the definition of Y it follows that 
~f( (1)) F. j)) "ij(Y./ F) 'Y:./ F. 

Consider alY relational symbol r in the language of K, with ar(r) n L 

zig: \Ve assume that r v ((VOl jo), ... , (Vn, jn)), where Vrn V m' We need to prove 
that r U (;( vo), ... ,~f(Vn))' By our assumption and the definition of the disjoint union 
of structures it follows that there exists a j C J such that Vm Vj for all m ::; n. 
Since is a homomorphism we have rUhj(vo), ... , "(j(vn )). The result follows from 
the observati,m that ,((vm,fm)) = (vm). 

zag: Assune that r,U('uo/F ... , un~dF. ~((v)), with u c V and um/F C ranh) 
for Tn < n. We need (xo, ]o), ... , ,j,,-1) E V such that y ( jm)) = um/ F 
and rV( JO),"" (.1:n-l,jn-l), v), where ::tm C VJ1n for Tn < n. Since V is an 
ultraproduct it follows that 

We will dpfine j C J and Xm E TIAEA U A.j(A) such that (:rm/ F, j) E V and 
i( (xm/ F. j)) um/:F. 

For,\ E X there exists an LA C f,A such that uo{,\), .... Un-l(;\),Y(v)('\) E UA,i". 
Thus for'\ C X we let j(i) = iA and xm(;\) =urn('\). We recall thatum/F c ran(~/). 
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4.2. ULTRAFILTERS AND ELE~IE::-rTARY CLASSES 77 

Hence there e'<:ists (x~j F, j') V such that (x~nl F. j') ) uml F. So for ,.\ rf- X 
we let i>. j'(i) and xm("\) = :r~,JA). 

Clearly IF, j) E V and ,( (xml F, j)) = uml F. for all m <no Consequently 
it follows tha. v = (Vi IF, ,for some v'IF E vj, with v'(/\) = ~((v)("\). :low 
X <;;; PEA: rU>-,j(>-l(xo(/\), ... ,Xn -1{"\), V'("\))}. Hence 

P E i\: ru.\·)(.\J(xo(,.\) .... ,Xn -l("\)' ViP))} E F. 

Therefore r v ((xol F, j), ... , (xn- Ii F, j), 11). 

Thus we ca.l conclude that U E HbUdPuK as required. D 

THEOREM 4.1 (Fine-van Benthem-Goldblatt Theorem). If a class K of structures 
is closedund'T ultraproducts then Q(CmK) is closed under canon-ieal embedding 
algebras. 

PROOF. Let. V Q(CmK) = SPCmK. From Lemma 3.1.16 it follows that 
CmUfS :::; CmHbUf :::; SCmUf. Hence if N E S{M} then EmN E SEm{M}. 
Thus it suffic{'s to show EmlVl E V whenever M E PCrnK. Since PCrn CrnUd 
we have M S"! CmV where V E UdK. Hence EmM EmCmV = CmUfCmV and 
by Lemma 4.·· .7 

which implies that CmUfCmV E SPCrnK 
phism it follows that EmM E V. 

V. Since V is closed under isomor
C 

.:.iote that this is an extension of the original result. In general this theorem is 
used and pre~ented as follows. 

COROLLARY 4.1.26. If a class K of structures is closed under ultraproducts then 
V(CmK) is dosed under canonical embedding algebras. 

4.2. Ultrafilters and Elementary Classes 

\Ve now return to the question raised in Section 2.2.6 concerning how we can 
algebraically~haracterise a class of elementary structures. But first we take a little 
detour into the theory of saturated models. 

Informally we can say that a saturated structure is a structure which can internally 
express all pl0perties satisfied by its elements. Thus if two models are saturated 
and satisfy tIe same properties we might very well expect to be able to extend this 
equivalence to an isomorphism. (Note that for this to be possible IVl and N should 
also be of the same cardinality.) M and N be two such models and arrange the 
elements of IV1 and N into transfinite sequences 

mo, ... . m~ .. .. and no, . ... n~, ... . 

If we could extend M and N in parallel such that (M, mo, ... , md (N, no, ... , n~) 
then by mapping m 1/ to nT/ we could have a "partial" isomorphism between lVl and 
N. If we wamed to do this for all elements of M and N we would be need to extend 
the language by t\, elements, where t\, = IlVll = IN"!. Thus M and N should be 
K-saturated. Hence the following definition. 

DEFWITI001 4.2.1. M is said to be saturated if it is 1M I-saturated. 
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78 4. COMPLEX AND CANONICAL VARIETIES 

The followirg lemma captures the idea of iteratively extending two structures in 
the way described above. 

LE~IMA 4.2.2. Let r;, be an infinite cardinal. Suppose M and N are both r;,-saturated, 
and M N. Let m E M" and!1:. E N". Then there exists ,f E M" and lL N" such 
that 

{m~ : mE E m} {l;E : x~ E ,f} 

{n~ : n~ E Il} ~ {YE : Y~ E lL} 
Mx Ny 

where X = {:r,: x~ =;I.(';) for~ < r;,} and Y = {YE: Y~ lLUn for~ < K}. 

PROOF. ~ote that each ordinal ~ < K can be represented uniquely by a sum 
~ A n, where A is a limit ordinal and n <..J. vVe say ~ is even if n is even, 
otherwise ~ is odd. We will iteratively construct two sequences ,f (xo, . . . . and 
Jl (Yo, ... , Y~), for ~ < K, such that 

(1) if TJ A -- 2n is even then :rr] m),+n, 
(2) if TJ = A -- (2n + 1) is odd then /Jl] fl),+n and 
(3) (M. Xo,· ., Xl]) == (N, Yo, ... ,Yr]) 

for TJ < E;. 

Suppose that for E; < K we have (Xo, .... Xl]) and (Yo,· " Yr,), with" < E;, such 
that all the alove conditions hold for~. If ~ A -j- 2n is even, let xE = m),+n and let 
X = {Xli: '7 < O· Take <P{z) to be the set of L(X) formulas satisfied by x~ in M. 
By (3) <P(z) if consistent with ThNy and hence, by the K-saturation of N, <P(z) is 
satisfied by some element Y~ E N. It follows that 

(M, XO,.·· , == (N. Yo, ... ,y~). 

When E; A + (2n -+·1) is odd we let y~ n),+n and find a xE in a similar fashion to 
that just described above. The sequences ,f E ]\II" and yEN" constructed in this 
fashion dearl:,' satisfy the lemma's requirements. - [J 

U sing this construction we can now get the isomorphism we were looking for 
between satUl ated models. 

THEORErvI 4J3. Let M and N be elementaTily equivalent saturated models of the 
same poweT. Then M ~ N. 

PROOF. LEt r;, IMI = INI and let 

117,0, .•• ,mE" .. and no-· .. ,nt:;, ... for ~ < K 

be enumerations of the elements of M and N. Thus, using Lemma 4.2.2, we can find 
sequences ,f E M" and yEN" such that there exists an T7 and r/ with mE = 22(17) 
and n{ = Jl(I/) for each Z < K where 

(M, == (N'lL)' 
Since;f and l!. still enumerate M and N, the isomorphism follows. o 

The reader might well ask what this uniqueness result on saturated models has to 
do with the question at hand. We wish to find algebraic criteria that force a class K 
to be closed ander ultraproducts and elementary equivalence (c.f. Theorem 2.2.18 
p. 19). Con;;ider any class K that is closed under ultraproducts and elementary 
equivalence alid let M E K. (Note that since K is closed under elementary extension 
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,4.3. COMPLEX. COMPLETE AND CANONICAL VARIETIES 79 

K needs to be closed under isomorphism.) If there exists a structure N such that 
.!.VI 1= N then for any ultrapowers .!.VF\ IF N''1) F of M and N. MAl F :t ·NJ\. IF 
Since MA I F ~~ NAIF implies lYl"\ IF == N'\ I F, we assume that the complement of 
K must be closed under ultrapowers. 

It should however be clear that the converse would follow if elementary equiva
lence implied isomorphism of ultra powers. In the previous section we constructed 
ultrapowers u:>ing r;;-good w-incomplete ultrafilters and saw that this implied that 
these ultrapov·ers were r;;-saturated. I\ow if these ultrapowers were in fact saturated 
we could use t he uniqueness of saturated models to get our required result. 

THEOREM 4.~~.4. Lei ILl S r;; and M and N be models for L with IMI, INI s /ii

and assume GCH. Let F be a r;;"'-good ...v-incomplete ultrafilter over a set A, where 
IAI r;;. Then 

PROOF. Assume that M N. By Theorem 4.1.13 it follows that MAIF and 
N;\ IF are r;;+ -saturated and IMA I FI, INA I FI s )" 2". By GCH 2~ 
thus both ultl apowers are saturated. ~ow by Corollary 2.2.16 

MAIF .!.Vi N NAIF. 

Since saturated models are unique lYIAjF ~ NAIF 
The conven;e follows directly from Corollary 2.2.16 and the fact that isomorphism 

implies elemelltary equivalence. 0 

Using this result and Theorem 2.2.18 (p. 19) we get the required result. 

COROLLARY 12.5 (Keisler-Shelah Theorem). K is an elementary classzf, and only 
if, K is closed under ultraproducts and isomorphisms, and the complement of K is 
closed under ·dtrapowers. 

The above result was first proven by Keisler in !Kei61] using GCH. Later, in 
rShe721, S. Shelah eliminated the requirement for GCH from this proof. For a 
proof of the ([bove result without GCH the reader is referred to the proof of The
orem 6.1.15 Bnd Corollary 6.1.16(i) in :ChK77]. Theorem 6.1.15 proves that ele
mentary equi'lalent structures have isomorphic ultrapowers. without the use of good 
ultrafilters. 

vVe close o:f this section by quoting a result on the structures associated with a 
variety (c.f. [Gol89] Theorem 3.8.4 ). 

THEOREM 4.2.6. For any variety V, the following are equivalent 

(i) {U: CnlU E V} is elementary, 
(ii) {U: emu V} is closed under- ultrapowers and 

(iii) {l:: CmU E V} is closed under 1Lltrapmducts. 

4.3. Complex, Complete and Canonical varieties 

As was motivated in the last section of chapter 3 the ideas of complex. complete 
and canonical varieties are closely tied up with the relational semantics of certain 
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80 4. COMPLEX A~D CANONICAL VARIETIES 

classes of polymodallogics. In this section we concentrate most of our effort on com
plex varieties, towards the end presenting some results relating directly to complete 
and canonical varieties. 

Since we are also interested in the underlying structures associated with these 
varieties we al e likely to find the following definition quite useful. 

DEFI~ITION LI.3.1. Let K be any class of algebras. vVe define the structures associ
ated with K, denoted StrK, by StrK = {U : CmU E K}. 

It turns out that canonical, complete and strongly complete logics form a natural 
hierarchy. Tht: following theorem expresses this hierarchy in an algebraic way. 

THEOREM 4.~;.2. Let V be a variety. 

(i) If V is mnonical then V is complex. 
(ii) If V is ct)mplex then V is complete. 

PROOF. 

(i): Assume that V is canonical, i.e. V is closed under canonical embedding 
algebras. We will show that V SCmStrV. By the definition of Str it follows that 
SCmStrV s;;: V. 

For the reverse inclusion consider any A E V. Since the variety V is canonical 
CmUf(A) EmA E V. But, by Theorem 3.1.14 (p. 37), A is a subalgebra of 
CmUf(A). Now Uf(A) E StrV, hence A E SCmStrV. 

(ii): Recall that V is complete if V = HSPCmK for some class of structures K. 
Since V is complex there exists a class of structures K such that V SCmK. Thus 
V = HSPSC mK = HSPCmK. [j 

Throughout this chapter we have seen that the ultraproduct construction gives 
us an algebra.c handle on a lot of logical questions. In fact if the class of structures 
of a variety i~ closed under ultrapowers it collapses the above mentioned hierarchy. 

THEOREM 4.3.3. For any variety V, if StrV is closed unde'r ultmpowers then the 
following are equivalent: 

(i) V is complete, 
(ii) V is complex and 

(iii) V is can onical. 

We refer tte reader to [Go189] Corollary 3.7.5 for a proof of this theorem. 

Many of the classes of algebras studied in the field of algebraic logic are in fact 
of the form SCmK for some class of relational structures K. These classes include 
relational, cy indrical, modal and closure algebras. In fact for the mentioned classes 
of algebras the associated class of structures K is elementary. Hence K is closed 
under ultraproducts. 

THEOREM 4.3.4. Let K be a class of structures. Then PuCmK <:: SCmPuK and 
PwCmK s;;: SCmPwK. 

PROOF. L.;t {U" : /\ E A} be a collection of structures. We will show that, for 
any ultrafilter F over A, there exists an embedding h : I1,r Cm U" ----+ Cm I1,r U ~\. 
Let U = I1,r CmU" and V I1,r UA· 
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4,3, COMPLEX, COMPLETE AND CANONICAL VARIETIES 

For X E I1 CmU A we define h as follows 

yjF E h(XIF) iff {A: U A E X A} E F, 

81 

where = (X01 ... ,XA1 ... ) and'Y:. (uo, ... , U Al ... ) E I1 U A' To see that h is well 
defined note that if 'Y:.I F E h( X I F) then u ,\ E X A E emU A and hence ~u A E U A' To 
see that h is independant of the choice of X assume .if E h( X I F) and =I with 
XIF = X'IF Let 

Z = (A : X A = X~}, Y {A: UA E X A} and Y' = {A : U A E X~}, 

='iow by assumption Y E F and by definition Z E F, thus since F is a filter 
Y n Z E F Clearly Y n Z S;;; Y', Since F is an ultrafilter it follows that Y' E F 
and so .if I F E h( X' I F). A similar argument suffices to show that the definition of 
h is independEnt of the choice of .if. 

We observe that h( X I F) 0 if, and only if, {A : U A E X A} ~ F for all U I1 U A' 

Thus if h( X I F) 0 then X I F = (u. Recall that aBA-homomorphism g : A -----4 B 
is an embedding if g(a) = (B implies a (A. By using the fact that F is a filter 
it can easily b~ checked that h preserves boolean operations. Consequently we only 
need to show '.hat h is a homomorphism. 

Observe thft At(CmU A) {{'u} : u E U A} and 

RAt(CmU,,) ( {xo}, , .. , {xn) iff R U ;" (xo, ' .. 1 Xn)· 

Thus given j in the language of U the equivalent relation in V would be R?(U) 
where we identify singleton sets with element of that set. 

Consider allY symbol j from the language of U, where ar(f) n 1. The 
following ca1clllation shows that h respects f. 

ulF E h(fU(XoIF, ... , Xn-I!F)) 

iff 

{A :U(A) E jCmU>'(Xo(A), ... ,Xn - 1(A))} F 

iff 

(4.14) {.A: RY\(;:co(A)"",Xn -l(A).U(/\)) for some Xi E X;} E F 

iff 

(4.15) {A: If.Y'(yO(/\), ... 1 Yn-l (A), U(A)) for some yd FE h(Xil F)} E F 

iff 

R'j (Yol F, ... ,Yn-ll F, ul F) for some yd FE h(Xd F) 

iff 

ui FE jCmV (h(Xol F ... ,Xn-I! F)) 

Where (4.15) follows from (4.14) since {A : Xi(A) E X;A} = A E F whenever 
Xi Xi. 

To see why (4.14) follows from (4.15) let Y {A: :tJiP) E Xi(A)}. :\owobserve 
that if Y E F we can find an X t E X t such that 1:, (1]) y.; (7J) for each q E Y 1 where 
i < n. It follcws that 

(*) {A: RYA(yOC\), ... ,Yn-l(A), U(A)) for some ydF E h(XdF)} 

S;;; {.A: Rf(U A)(XO(/\), .. . ,Xn-l(A), U(A)) for some Xt E Xi}, 

but from (4.].5) we know that (*) is an element of 
and thus upwardly closed. 

But F is an ultrafilter filter 
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82 4" COMPLEX AND CANONICAL VARIETIES 

The result for ultrapowers is just a special case of the construction above where 
all the U A = 1\1 for some structure M. [J 

Thus if K is elementary, hence closed under ultrapowers, and V V( CmK) then 
Str(V) is closed under ultrapowers, in fact if V SCmK then V is closed under 
ultrapowers. Observe that P wS ::; SP w' Hence by the theorem above we get 

P wSCm :::; SP wCm :::; SSCmP w SCmP w' 

Thus it followf that all the classes we mentioned above are complex. In fact we can 
strengthen thi;, result. 

THEOREl\l 4.3.5. For an'll elementary class K. SCmK is an elementary class. 

PROOF. Similarly to the argument presented above it follows from PuS::; SPu 
that P uSCm 'S; SCmP u' Now since K is closed under ultraproducts it then follows 
that SCmK is also closed under ultraproducts. To see that the complement of 
SCmK is clos(,d under ultrapowers let A be an algebra such that AA I F E SCmK. 
Since AA / F is an ultrapower of A, by Proposition 2.2.1:3 (p. 19), A can be embedded 
into A·\IF. Tbus A E SSCmK SCmK. :::J 

4.3.1. Complex varieties. 

vVe have deLned a variety V to be complex if there exists K such that V = SCmK. 
Observe that, )y Lemma 3.1.16 (p. 38) we know that PCmK CmUdK. But then 
V <;;;; PV PSCmK <;;;; SPCmK <;;;; V (CmK) = V. CMost of the results presented 
in this section are based on the work of P. Jipsen in [JipOl].) 

PROPOSITION 4.3.6. Vis a complex variety if, and only if, there exists a class K of 
structures sucit that V SPCmK. 

PROOF. Let K' UdK then from the observation above V = SCmK' if, and 
only if, V SPCmK. 0 

We will no\"! proceed to find criteria on K such that SPCmK is a variety. To 
achieve this WI, first need to make a detour into the fields of congruences and subdi
rectly irreducible algebras. \Ve start off by extending our definition of a congruence 
ideal to BAGs 

DEFINITION .3.7. Let e be a BAO congruence. \Ve call an ideal I a congruence 
ideal if I = [Ie for some BAG congruence 0, i.e. I is the [-equivalence class modulo 
O. 

Let B be a Boolean algebra with operators. An element b E B is called a congru
ence element of B if the principle ideal (b] is a congruence ideal. 

\\Ye can ho\\'ever get a very concrete description of these ideals in the case where 
BAG a finite signature. But first we need the following definition. 

DEFINITION -'1.3.8. Let f be an n-ary operation on a Boolean algebra B, and Q E Bn. 
\Ve define au rwry section of f by 

(.1;) f(bo, . ... bj - I , x, bj + 1, . .• ,bn-d. 

:"Jote that the following lemma does not require the set of operators to be finite. 
(A proof of this lemma can be found in [Jip93] (c.f. Lemma 1).) 
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4.3. COMPLEX, COMPLETE A;\fD CA:;ONICAL VARIETIES 83 

LEMl\lA 4.3.9. Let B be a Boolean algebra with operators F and I an ideal over B. 
Then the following are equivalent: 

I is a co rLgruenceideal, and 
(ii) x E Iinpl'ies h.(x) E I, f01' all f E F and j < n, where 1 is an n-tuple of 

_,J 

Jl. 's and or(f) n. 

Using the lEmma above we then get the following result. 

PROPOSITIO:; 4.3.10. Let the signature L SAO be finite with operators {fa, ... , fn-d, 
where ar(fi)m;, and let T be the unary term defined by 

= x V V (Ji)lU(x). 
i<n,j<mj 

Consider any B E BAO. Then 

(i) an ideal:~ of B is a congruence ideal if, and only ~f, x E I implies T CmB (.r) E I, 
(ii) an elemf:nt b E B is a congruence element of B if, and only if, T(b) :::; b. 

Thus, for a finite signature LBAO , if an ideal I only contains congruence elements 
then it follows that I must be a congruence ideal. Let B BAO, for any element 
x E B. we dehne the set 

ci(x) = {y E B: y:::; Tn(X) for some n E uJ}, 

where Tn is the composition of n copies of T. It follows that ci( x) is a congruence 
ideal. 

Theorem 2.1.7 (p. 22) showed that for Boolean algebras congruence ideals are in 
bijective corn'spondence with congruence relations. Using Lemma 4.3.9 this result 
can be extended to BAOs. 

PROPOSITIOf\ 4.3.11. For any Boolean algebra with opemtors congruence ideals are 
in bijective correspondence to congruence relations. 

Observe that it follows from Theorem 2.4.10 (p. 23) that if B contains a minimum 
nontrivial congruence ideal then B must be subdirectly irreducible. 

PROPOSITION 4.3.12. Let U be a relational L-structure. S E CmU is a cong'ruence 
element if, ar,d only if. U \ 5 is an inner substructure of U. 

PROOF. We consider any r E L. Take S E CmU to be a congruence element and 
let rU(Ya, ... ·Yn-I,.r), with x E U \ S. We will show that Yi U \ S, for i < n. 
Assume there exists some i < n such that Yi E S. Since r CmU is an operator, it is 
order preserving and hence 

r Cuu ({Yo}, ... , {Yi}, .. ,{Yn-d) <;;;: Telnu (JL ... 1 S, .... :11.) S. 

where the last inclusion follows from the fact that S is a congruence element. But 
then. by the definition of r CmU , xES contradicting our assumption. 

the COllverse we assume U \ S is an inner substructure of U. Assume that 
rCmU (:1l, ... 1 ... , rz. S. Let:1: E U such that x E rCtnU (lL ... , S .... 11) \8. Thus 
there exist yo .... 1,IJn-1 E U and .5 E S such that rCmU(Ya .... , s .... , Yn-b But 
since the inclusion map is a bounded morphism and :r E U \ 5 it follows from zag 
that s E U \ :). [J 
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84 4. COMPLEX AND CANONICAL VARIETIES 

:\ote that inner substructures are closed under intersection. Hence, given a subset 
X of a structure U, we can generate the smallest inner substructure containing X 
by intersecting all inner substructures greater than X. 

DEFINITION 4.3.13. Let U be a relational structure and X ~ U. By S~(X) we 
denote the int('rsection of all inner substructures of U that contain We refer to 
S~ (X) as the, nner substructure of U generated by X. 

If an inner substructure V of U is generated by a singleton set then we call V a 
one-generated inner substructure of U. 

Consider for a moment any y E T(X), where X E CmU, then either y = ;1: X 
or there exist '!i E 11 U such that I'D ... ,Un-I, y) and = x E X for some 
j < n. Consequently we define a binary relation p, the relational "counterpart" of 
T, in the following way 

(4.16) J'py iff y = ;1: or there rEI: and uo, . ... Un-I E U such that 

I'D CUo, . .. ,Un-I, y) where u J ;E for some j < n, 

where I: is the signature of U. 

Recall that pCmD(x) {y: xpy for x E X}, Clearly pCmD(X) and 
(pn)CmD(x) = Tn(X), where pn denotes the composition of n copies of p. 

LEMMA 4.3.14. Let V be an inner substructure of U, where both these structures 
are of finite tlpe. Then V is one-generated if, and only ij; CmV 'is subdirectly 
in'educible. 

PROOF. Lel p be defined as in (4.16), p-l be the inverse of p and p* the reflexive 
transitive closure of p. By the observation above it follows that 

ci(X) 
n<i..I..: 

Claim: S~ :X) *-1 P . 

Let rD(uo, ... ,Un-l,Y), where y E aCmU(X). Then by definition liiPY and hence 
Ui E crCmD(X), for all i < n. Thus aCmU(X) is an inner substructure of U. 

Consider any inner substructure W of U such that X ~ W ~ aCmU(X) and 
U E a CmU (X:. By definition there exists It E U, where X n -1 E X, such that 
:ri-lPXi; for 0 < i < n, and upXo. Since W is an inner substructure of U it follows 
that each Xi E Wand hence 'U E W. Thus a CmU is the smallest inner substructure 
containing X. 

So W is a one-generated inner substructure of U if. and only if. W = a CmU ( {u} ). 
vVe now observe that {'u} E ci({ w }) if. and only if, ci ({ u}) ~ ci( { w } ). But then 
it follows that {u} C ci({ w}) if, and only if. wpku for some k < vJ and only if, 
wE aCmU({u}). 

This shows that, for u E U, W = S~ ({u}) if, and only if, ci( {li}) is a minimum 
nontrivial congruence ideal of CmU, which is equivalent to saying that CmU is 
subdirectly irreducible (c.f. Proposition 4.3,11 and Theorem 2.4.10 p. 23). 0 

Looking back at Section 2.4.3 it would not be too surprising if this lemma lead to 
some relationd "counterpart" of the Subdirect Representation Theorem (p. 23). 
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4.3, COMPLEX, COl\IPLETE A:-!D CANONICAL VARIETIES 85 

LEMMA 4.3.15, Any structure is a bounded morphic image of the disjoint union of 
its one-generated inner substructures. i.e. U E Hb U d {Sf! ({'u}) : u E U}. 

PROOF. Assume W !:tJ{Sr({lI,\}) :u,\ E U} and define a map I: W U by 

A)) x. 

By definition rW(Xo,Ao)"",(Xn,/\n)) if, and only if, /\j = Ak for J,k::; nand 
r v (xo, ... ) xn ), where V = U,\, Sr ( {U'\i}) for all i ::; n. The forward implication 
shows that ~( satisfies zig. 

Let rU(xo" .. ,Xn-l,l( A))), where Xn 
inner substructure of U, it follows that Xi 
r W ( Al, .... (xn' A)) with ,( (Xi, A)) Xi. 

E Sr({u,\}). Since Sr({u,\}) is an 
Sr ({ u A}), for i < n. Consequently 

C 

From the ll;mma above and Lemma 3.1.16 (p. 38) we get the following result. 

COROLLARY 4.3.16. For any strudure U. CmU E SPCm{Sr({u}) :u E U}. 

Using the tine-van Bentham-Goldblatt Theorem (c.f. 4.1.25) we can now 
sufficient conditions on a class K of structures such that the variety generated by K 
(i.e. V( CmK)) is complex. (This result and the next first appeared in a preprint 
by P. Jipsen JipOl].) 

THEOREM 4.3.17. Let K be a class of structures that is closed underultraproducls 
and one-gencratedinner' substructures. Then V(CmK) SPCmK. 

PROOF. Ld K be a class of structures such that P uK K and K is closed under 
one-generated inner substructures. Consider any A E HSPCmK HSCmUdK. 
Consequent I) there exists an algebra B such that A E H{B}, where B is a subalge
bra of Cm!:tJU A, for some U A E K with A E A. By Lemma 3.1.15 (p. 37) it follows 
that Uf(A) E SdUf(B)} and Uf(B) E HbUf(Cm!:tJ U . Thus) by Theorem 4.1.25, 
W = Uf(Cm!:tJU,\) is a bounded morphic image of an ultrapower of !:tJUA. Then, 
by Lemma 4.1.24, W E HbUdPu{UA : /\ E A}. Since K is closed under ultraprod
ucts W E HbUdK and so Uf(B) E HbHbUdK HbUdK. Let, be a bounded 
morphism su,:h that, : !:tJVEY VV ----j. Uf(B), where Vv E K. 

\Ve will show that Uf(A) E HbUdX, ,"vhere X is a collection of one-generated 
inner substmctures of the V v' Since K is closed under one-generated inner sub
structures X s;:: K and hence Uf(A) E HbUdK. Let 

Wv = {w E Vv : r(w) E Uf(A)}. 

Then !:tJVEY'VV = l[Uf(A)]. Since preirnages of inner substructures and com
ponents of disjoint unions are again inner substructures, each W v is an inner sub
structure of Vu. By the preceding lemma Wv is a bounded morphic image of 
one-generated inner substructures. But then each of these one-generated inner sub
structures ar'~ inner substructure of the Vu E K. 

Applying Lemma 3.1.15 we get CmUf(A) E SPCmK. Recall that A is a subal-
gebra of Em.A CmUf(A), whence A E SPCmK. D 

If K is an universal class of algebras then we also get a necessary condition. (As 
remarked pri')r to Definition 3.1.8 p. 35, we can consider the algebras in the following 
theorem as rPlational structures and thus Theorem 4.3.17 applies for the "sufficient" 
condition. ) 
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86 COMPLEX A:'-ID CANONICAL VARIETIES 

THEOREM ·LUS. K be a 'Univer'sal class oj algebras. Then K is closed 'Under 
one-generated inner- substmctures if, and only iJ, V (CmK) = SPCmK. 

PROOF. A~sume that K is a universal class of algebras. Then by Theorem 2.5.19 
(p. 26) it follows SK s-;:; K and PuK s-;:; K. 

Suppose V( CmK) SPCmK. any A E K, such that, for some a E A, 
B st( {a}) ¢. K. Since K is under subalgebras it follows that B ¢. SK. 
Hence B can lOt be a subalgebra of A. Clearly the universe of B is contained 
in that of A. whence there must exist some functional symbol J and elements 
boo .... bn - 1 E B such that 

d i b for any b B. 

where ar(J) c::. n. 

As B is an inner substructure of A, it follows, by Proposition 3.1.9 (p. 35), 
that CmB E HCm{A} s-;:; V(CmK) SPCm.C Then CmB E SCmK, since by 
Lemma 4.3.14 CmB is subdirectly irreducible. But K is a class of algebras, thus the 
universal forrruia 

is satisfiable ill the SCmJC. Clearly if we take Xi {bi } this formula does not 
hold in CmB, contradicting the fact that CmB E SCmK. 

The conver:-,e follows directly from the previous theorem. [J 

In Proposition 6.;3.1 (p. 114) we show that the varieties of Boolean algebras 
and Boolean rings are trivially closed under one-generated substructures, their 
members haw no proper inner substructures. Similar results can be proven for the 
varieties of groups, rings and lattices. Hence the SPCmBA SPCmBR. 
SPCm(groups), SPCm(Tings) and SPCm(lattices) are complex varieties. (The 
class SPCm(qToupS) is referred to as the class of group relation algebras and has 
been studied intensively, c.f. [McK70L [Com861 and [HiH99].) 

DiscriminalOr varieties. Before the advent of the result proved above it wa") al
ready known that for a class of discriminator varieties HSPCm = SPCm. But 

class of Sf mi-Iattices is not a discriminator variety, it is however closed under 
one-generated inner substructures and hence the result above applies. 

There are however many other reasons to study discriminator varieties not least 
of which being that they have very nice structural properties. We now make a slight 
detour into thls field presenting some results that are in the study of many of 
the examples t)f complex varieties mentioned above. (:VIany of the results contained 
in this section were published in [Jip93:.) 

DEFI='JITION .:J .3.19. A discriminator algebra A is an algebra for which there exists 
a ternary term t, called a discriminator term, such that for x, y, z E A 

tA(x, x, z) z tA(x,:y, z) = x if xi y. 

A discriminator variety is a variety generated by a class of algebras which all have 
the same discriminator t. 

In the case where we are dealing with varieties of complex algebras all these 
algebras have an underlying boolean structure. In this case a discriminator term in 
such a class of algebras can be as a unary term. 
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U. COMPLEX, COIvIPLETE AND CANONICAL VARIETIES 87 

DEFINITIO:"I cJ .3.20. Let B 
over B if 

a Boolean algebra. \Ve call c a unary discriminator 

:n. if x> v. 
PROPOSITION 4.3.21. Let B be a Boolean algebra. Bis a discriminator algebra 'if, 
and only if, B has a unary discriminator term. 

PROOF. Le- t be a discriminator term over 
Clearly c is a unary discriminator term over B. 
t(X, y. (x t\ c(x y)) V (z t\ '"'-'c(x 93 V)), 

B and define c(x) r-vt(ID, x, :J!..). 
For the reverse implication we let 

x y=(x.!\rvy)V(rvx!\y). 0 

The first jnstification for our statement that discriminator varieties have a nice 
structure theocy is the fact that for a BAO variety V the statement that a sub directly 
irreducible member of V a discriminator term can be characterised by equations. 

THEOREM 4.3.22. Let V be a variety of BAOs and let c be a unary tenn of V. The 
following are ,equivalent: 

(i) c is a un'lry discriminator in all subdirectly 'irreducible members of V, and 
(U) V satisfies the equatzons = V. x ::; and 

::; c(x) and 

for each operator f and i < ar(f). 

::; "-'c(x) 

For the pronf of this result we refer the reader to [Jip93] Theorem 3. 

Secondly a liscriminator variety V has the nice property that any universal sen
tence can be translated into an equation such that the sentence holds in simple 
members of V if, and only if, V satisfies the corresponding equation. 

DEFINITION cJ.3.23. Let V be a BAG discriminator variety with unary discriminator 
x). Then for any universal formula ()" we define ()"= inductively as follows: 

(i) If ()" is an atomic formula s t, let ()"= rv(s 8 t), 
(ii) if (J is a ('onjunction of two open formulasw and 0, let ()"= = !\ ,and 

(iii) if () is th,~ negation of an open formula let ()= = c( rv u'=), 

As described in [Jip93] (also c.L [McK75] Theorem l.3 and [Wer78] Lemma 
l.1O ) this then gives us our translation 

(4.17) V F (()= :J!..) iff S (), 

where S is th~ class of all simple members of V. ~ote that for any member A of 
a discriminat(,r variety, vvith IAI 2:: 2, the concepts of an algebra being simple and 
being subdirectly irreducible coincide (c.f. [Wer78] Theorem 2.2). 

TransferT"ing eqnations. To conclude this section on complex varieties we turn 
to the transference of equations between varieties and their complex counterparts. 
:\108t of the nsults and definitions presented here where first published in fGau57] 
(c.L also [JipOl]). 

DEFINITION cL3.24. Given a term T, we let var( T) denote the set of variables in T, 

A term T is 8,id to be lineal' if each variable in T occurs at most once in T. 

:.rote that ',he following results only make sense when considering terms con
structed without the Boolean operations. 
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88 4. COMPLEX A,\fD CANONICAL VARIETIES 

LEMf>lA 4.3.2;1. If T is a n-ary linear term in the similarity type of R then 

TClflR(Xl, ... ,Xn) {T
R

(X1 1 • ••• xn) : Xl E Xl,· .. ,Xn E X n}. 

We refer th<~ reader to the proof of this lemma in [Gau57]. 

LEMMA 4.3.2!5. Let O"(;f) and be any terms and let K be a class of algebras. 
Then K F 0":22) = T(.:f) if, and only if, CmK F TO :::J ( 1\ ... 1\ Xn-l :::J V implies 
0"(:22) n T(:22) :::J V. 

PROOF. Assume K F 0"(:22) and let Xo ..... X n - 1 be non empty subsets of 
A for A E K. Let J:. be some element of X = Xo x ... X X n - 1 then E O'(X) 
and T(:22) E . But O'(J:.) , hence O'(X) n :::J 0. 

For the backwards direction assume that the implication in CmK holds, and 
let J:. E An. Then the singleton sequence X ( {Xo}, .... {Xn-l}) satisfies the 
premise of this implication. Hence O'(X) II T(X) :::J 0. But for singleton sequences 
O"(X) {o"C:£)} and similarly for T, thus O"(J:.) = 0 

LEMMA 4.3.2~·. Let 0' and T be terms, and J:. = . ... J;n-l) and let 0" be linear. 
(i) K 'if, and only if, CmK Xo :::J ( 1\ ... 1\ Xn-l :::J ( implies 

O"(J:.) :s; T 
(ii) Ifvar(T) ~ var(O') then K O'(J:.) = T(J:.) if, and only if, CmK O'(J:.):S; Tef). 

(iii) IfT(J:.) i, linearandv'ar(T) ~ var(O") thenK O'(J:.,Yo,···,Ym-d T(J:.) if, 
and only if, CmK F O"(J:., 11, ... ,1) = T(J:.). 

(iv) If T(J:.) i.! linear, and var(O") var(T) then K O"(,r) = T(J:.) if, and only if, 
CmK O"Cr) = T(J:.). 

PROOF. VV(' will do the proofs of the forward implication of parts (i) and (ii) 
as examples. fhe converse direction of the proofs use similar arguments as in the 
lemma proved above. 

(i): We assmne O"(J:.) = Ter) holds in K. Let Xo, ... , X n - 1 be nonempty subsets 
of A for some A E K and let a E O'(Xo, ... ,Xn - 1). Lemma 4.3.25 we know there 
exist Xi E fori < n, such that a = O"C~J Then a T(J:.) E T(XO, ... ,Xn1 ) as 
required. 

(ii): If all 1 he x/s are non-zero then the proof of part (i) suffices. Hence we 
consider the case where for some j < n, xJ E var(O') and Xj = V. Since 0" is only 
constructed lit ing operators it is easily seen that O"(J:.) V ~ T(;r.). 

The proof of (iv) is due to Gautam (c.£. [Gau57]), who in addition showed 
that the restrictions on 0' and T are necessary in this ca.se (see also [GrW84] and 
[GrL88]). 0 

4.3.2. Complete varieties. 

PROPOSITION 4.3.28. Let V be a va'riety. If there exists a class of stT'uctuTes K such 
that V(CmK) V then V(CmStrV) V(CmK). 

PROOF. Re,~all that by definition StrV = {K : CmK E V}. 
We assume that CmK ~ V. Consequently it follows that CmK ~ CmStrV ~ V. 

Hence V(CmStrV) = V(CmK). 0 

Thus we call reformulate the definition of a complete variety as follows. 

DEFINITION 4.3.29. A variety V is complete if. and only if. V = V(CmStrV). 
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4.4. OPEN PROBLE:YrS 89 

Recall that in Theorem 4.3.2 we proved that every complex variety is complete. 
The question whether the converse holds, has been answered in the negative. In 
:GoI89] (Theorem 3.7.1) it is shown that the variety of diagonalisable algebras is 
complete, but not complex. (Diagonali8able algebTas are Boolean algebras extended 
with one unaIY operator f, where f satisfies the inequality f(x) :s; f(x - f(x)).) 

4.3.3. Canonical varieties. 

To conclud,~ we give two characterisations of canonical varieties without proofs. 
CVVe refer the reader to [Go189] Theorem 3.5.5 and Theorem 3.6.7 for the proofs of 
these results). 

THEOREM 4.3.30. V = V(CmK) is canonical if, and only if, CmStrV is closed 
11.nder canoni,;al embedding algebras. 

THEOREM 4.:t31. If K is closedundeT ultmproducts, then V( CmK) is canonical. 

This result is a strengthening of Theorem 4.3.4, since Theorem 4.3.4 only implies 
that V(CmK) will be complex. 

vVe end thi:.; section by quoting some results proven in [.Jon95] (c.f Theorem 3.11 
and Theorem 4.1). To this end we require the following definition. 

DEFINITION :1.3.32. Let L = LBA l±I F be a functional language. A term T in 
language L is called 8trictly positive if it does not involve the complementation, i.e. 
"", in its defiLition. 

THEOREM 4.3.33. Let B be a BAa and cr and T be strictly positive teTms 'in the 
language ofB. Then B cr - T impl'ie8 EmB F cr T. 

This result is in fact a weaker one than that proven in [Jon95], but provides a 
simpler presentation than that of the original result published in [JoT51]. 

THEOREl\l 4.3.34. Let B be a BAa and p, cr and T be stTictly positive terms. Then 
B (J /: Ij) -. P T implies EmB F (J /: Ij) -+ P = T. 

4.4. Open problems 

\Ve conclude with some unanswered questions related to the theory we have cov
ered in this c.lapter. 

(1) The pro,)f given of the Keisler-Shelah Theorem (Corollary 4.2.5) relies on The
orem '1.4, which uses the Generalised Continuum Hypothesis. As was men
tioned it has been shown that GCH is not necessary to prove the Keisler-Shelah 
Theorem, however it is still unknown whether or not GCH is required for the 
proof of Theorem 4.2.4. 

(2) As was ~nentioned in Section 4.:3.2 there exist varieties that are complete but 
not complex. However it is still unknown whether or not there are any complex 
varieties that are not canonicaL 

(3) Another longstanding open problem is the question whether every canonical 
variety 'If BAas is of the form V (CmK) for some class K closed under ultra
product:). 
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CHAPTER 5 

Complex algebras and logical games 

In [Lyn50 R. Lyndon used a step-by-step method to construct proper relation 
algebras from a of finite relation algebras satisfying certain conditions, he then 
proved that these conditions were both necessary and sufficient. vVith the use of 

result he proceeded to demonstrate the existence of non-representable relation 
algebras ansv.'ering a question first raised by A. Tarski (c.£. [Tar41] for more on 
relation algebras). Other well- known examples of this kind include the construction 
of the represe:ltable relation algebras (RRA) using complex algebras of full pair arrow 
frames (FPAF), constructing modal algebras using complex algebras of Kripke frames 
and group relation algebras (GRA) using complex algebras of groups. 

mentioned in the introduction logical games have proved very useful in this 
regard and there is now an abundance of application of this technique to different 
classes of stfllctures. In general they have been useful in answering the following 
generic questons for some class of structures W = SCmK. 

(i) Can we find axioms for W? 
(ii) Given some finite boolean algebra with operators how do we check if it is in 

W? 
(iii) vVhen is the equationaL quasi-equationaL universal or first order theory of W 

decidable? 

In this chapter we will only address the first two of these questions. Most of 
results we present here were first demonstrated by Hodkinson, Mikulas and Ven
ema (c.f. [HMV99]), we use their results to model our answers to these questions 
on. :Vlost of the proofs in this chapter are then also based on those presented in 
[Hl\IIV99

J
• \Ve conclude by discussing how their work can be extended to incorpo

rate a bigger class of problems. 

5.1. Networks and games 

\Ve now pr<)ceed to systematically introduce the tools required to play these logical 
games which we will use to answer (i) and 

For the rett of the section we will considering the language LBAO = LBA U F 
where F is a finite set of operators. V will be some fixed variety of F-algebras. Due 
to the extenEive use of the logical connectives V (disjunction) and A (conjunction) 
in this chapt'~r we will take LBA (+, -,0) to avoid any confusion. \Ve consider 1 
the usual abbreviation, i.e. 1 = and define the boolean conjunction '.' in the 
usual manner. 

91 
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92 5. COMPLEX ALGEBRAS AND LOGICAL GAMES 

5.1.1. Preliminaries. 

DEFINITION ~,.l.l. vVe sayan algebra B is representable over a structure N jf there 
exist.s an embedding rep : B -----+ CmN. B is representable over a class K if it. 
belongs to SCmK. 

:.Jote that. B is representable over (a struct.ure) N exactly when B is represent.able 
over the cla.ss {N}. 

\Ve will USt' structures, called net.works, to show whet.her an algebra is 
representable or not. But before we can define "networks" we need to make a 
slight det.our into the theory of part.ial algebras. 

DEFI0IITION :U.2. A structure N = (lV, FN) is called a partial F -algebra if each 
symbol in f E F is functional. 

?\ote that tl1e only difference between an F-algebra and partial F-algebra is that 
the condition that f must be defined for all ar(J)-tuples, is dropped. Hence all 
F-algebras ar;~ partial F-algebras. As we will be working with a fixed set F we will 
generally refer to partial algebras instead of the more verbose partial F-algebras. 

DEFINITION ;·).l.3. N be a partial F-algebra and let (]' and T be terms in the 
language F. An equation (]' T is said to be satisfied in N, if for any assignment of 
the free variables of (J' and T to elements of N, where both (J'N and TN exist for this 
assignment, it implies that they are equal. 

vVe extend this definition in the natural way to include formulas of type F. 

DEFINITIOK E .l.4. V be a variety and N a partial algebra. vVe say N is a partial 
V-algebra if it satisfies all the equations of V. 

Consequently if 
member of V. 

a partial algebra were a (total) algebra then it would be a 

PROPOSITIO;'; 5.1.5. Let N be a partial V-algebra. IfN is an algebra then NEV. 

Lastly we extend the notion of subalgebras to our current context. 

DEFINITION).1.6. Let M = (AI, FM) and N (N, FN) be two partial alge
bras. vVe say M is a partial s'ubalgebra of N if AI ~ N, and for any f E F and 
ko . .... kn- 1 E M, if fM(ko, . .. ,kn-d is defined, then fN (ko, . ... kn-d is defined, 
and JM(ko,... 1) fN(ko, ... , kn-d, where ar(J) n. 

5.1.2. Networks. 

\Ve are nm, ready to introduce the networks which, in the sequel, will form the 
playing board:.; for logical games we are constructing. 

DEFINITION 5.1 Given some LBAo-structure B (B, +, ,0, FB), a netwoTk over 
B is a structu:'e N (N, FN , >..) such that (N, FN) is a partial algebra and>" a map 
N ----+ B. Elements of N are called nodes, and /\ is called the labelling of the network. 
The empty network (0,0,0) is denoted by N 0. 

A network N (N, F N , /\) is called a V-network if (iV, FN) is a partial V-algebra. 
N is said to bo~ coherent if >"(k) =I ° for each node k E iV, and in addition>.. satisfies 
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5.1. ~ETWORI<S AND GAl\IES 93 

the following !:ondition for each function symbol f where ar(f) = n, and all 
nodes ko, ... , I~n-l, such that fN(ko .... , kn -- 1) is defined, 

(5.1) 

We say a ndwork N = (N, F N
, A) is finite if the underlying set N is finite. 

DEFINITION 5.1.8. A network N' = (N', FN
'. A') over an algebra B is said to extend 

or to be an eltension of a network N (iV, FN, A). written N <1 N', if (JV, FN) is 
a partial subatgebra of (N', FN') and B F A'(k) ::; A(k), for all kEN. For such a 
A and A' we S[y A' is a tightening of A. 

5.1.3. Games. 

Informally 1:1 game will consist of us earthlings) bringing some BAO to the ta-
ble with the intention of showing them (the aliens) that this algebra is representable 
over some network N. Being the devil's advocates that all aliens are, they will ask 
us whether our network satisfies certain conditions and we will then have to either 
show them that our network N already satisfies it or we will have to extend our 
network to show that we can in fact satisfy their condition. 

First, howe\er, let us introduce some notation. two sets X and Y, a function 
f : xn Y :md ao, ... , an-l EX, bEY, we let fi(ao, .. ,an-d ...... b] be the new function 
l' : X Y where: 

i'Cro, ... , Xn-l) = {b ( 
. f Xo,·· .,Xn-I) 

if Xi ai for all i < n, 

otherwise. 

In the case W~lere ar(f) = 1 we simply write . 'Where convenient we write 
and assume that Q is in the domain of f. By It-b,,-t1 we mean 

(. .. (f[Qo>--bO])[Qi,-.bl] .. ·ht}n-l~bnd· If ar(f) 1 we will abuse our notation somewhat 
and write f[Qi-Q] for f[aOf-'bo,al'--lbl, ... ,anl~bn-d' 

Especially f:)f labelling functions it will be convenient to have the following ab
breviation wilh similar conventions to those mentioned above. For a function 
f: xn Y and g E X n

, bEY we define to be the function f[Qc:-c.!(Q).b]. 

DEFINITION 5.1.9. Let B be some BAO with associated language LSAo = LSAuF as 
before, let ~ be some network over B and let rl .,U be an ordinal. vVe define a game 
G1)(N. B, V) between two teams of players: V (the aliens) and:J (the earthlings). 

A match of the game consists of '7 rD'unds numbered 0,1, ... , i, ... , fori < '7. 
The match starts with the network No N, and round then successively 
generates a sequence of networks No, N 1,··., N i , ... (i ::; n), all networks over B. 
A particular round consists of a move by V and a response move by J. In the ith 
round the pla:.ring board consists of a network N i , the actions of the teams during 
this round will determine the playing board Ni+l for the next round: and so on. 

During each round V have a choice of four kinds of moves they can make, described 
below. In round i of the game they will propose to extend the network N i , forming 
the current pI wing board, in some way. :J will then have to either accept or reject 
their proposal and in doing so generate the playing board for the next round. At 
our (i.e. the earthlings') disposal we also have a infinite set Q from which to 
draw new nodes if we wish to enlarge N i • We extend the labelling A to include Q 
by defining A(m) = I B

, for any m E Q \ No. 
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94 5. COMPLEX ALGEBRAS A~D LOGICAL GA.\1ES 

0:: The first type of move consists of V choosing a node k of the network Ni and 
an element b E B. If:3 accept we let JVi+1 (Ni , F N " /\[k'l-b]) , otherwise we let 
j\/;+1 (:V~, F N

" A[k'l-~b]). 
3: In the type of move V choose a node k E Nil a symbol f E where 

ar(f) n, and bo) ... ) bn~1 E B. If:3 reject this move then the board for the 
next rou lld will be 

). 

If :3 a( cept this move and there elements mo, ... ,mn-l E such that 
fNi+1(mo) ... , mn-d = k we let N i+1 N i . Otherwise, if no such elements 
exist, we must choose mo, ... ,mn-l E Ni U Q such that fNi(mo, . . , mn~l) is 
undefine,l. We then let fN,+l(mo, ... , mn-d k and define 

NiH (Ni U {mo, ... , mn-d, H N
, U {f[~:-'kl}' AL'I''l-Qj), 

where fj F\{f}, m is the n-tuple (mOl"" m n -l) and Q is the n-tuple 
(bO, ... , 1)' 

I: The third kind of move consists of V choosing a symbol f E with ar(f) - n, 
and nod.;s ko, ... ,kn - 1 E iVi . \Ve then no other choice but to accept this 
move. If fUs.. m) then we let N i+1 N i . Otherwise we to choose 
m E Q and define 

where H F\{f} and Is. is the n-tuple (ko, .... kn~l)' 
6: In the kind of move V choose b B with b "# O. Again :3 have no choice 

but to and so provide a node k E Q U Ni and define the new playing 
board as follows 

:3 are said to win the match if No and every N i + 1, for i < T/, IS a coherent 
V-network. If we do not win the match, then V do. 

As mentioned before the idea is that the aliens make a specific type of move which 
forces us to make our network satisfy certain conditions. vVe are now in a position 
to elaborate (In this. V will make a (O:) move if they want to know whether b 
or -b 'holds' at some point k of the representation. Informally we say b holds at k 
if b ;::: A(k). r,fove (3) ensures that if we have that fB(bo, ... , d holds at some 
point k. we 1 ave corresponding mo .... , mn~l E N2 such that fN, - k and 12 
holds at m (nJte the homomorphism like quality of this condition). It is easy to see 
that moves oj type h) ensure the totality of each operator. To see the purpose of 
moves of typE (6) we remind the reader that a BA-homomorphism h is injective if 
h(b) 10, for I~very b I O. 

\Ye need to be able to talk about whether or not :3 actually have a representation. 
To this end we make the following definition. 

DEFI;\lITlON ;i.1.10. :3 are said to have a winning strategy for the game G'I{N, B, V) 
if there is a SEt of rules that tells us how to win any match. In other words, given a 
particular match the set of rules describe how we should respond to V in each round. 
depending on play so far, such that if we follow these rules we will win the match. 
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.5.2. CHARACTERlSING THE GA:\IE :)5 

5.2. Characterising the game 

In this section it is our aim to prove the following characterisation of the game 
described above. As before we will assume a fixed language L BAO = LBA U F, where 
F is a set of (lperators. result was first proved in [HMV99] Theorem 4.1.) 

THEOREM 5.~.1. Let B be a co'Untable BAO. Then have a winning strategy for 
the game Gw (N0 ,B, V) if, and only if, B belongs to SCmV. 

\Ve will naturally break the proof up into two parts. First we show the left to right 
part (c.f. Theorem 5.2.2), also called the soundness direction. Then in Theorem 
.5.2.5 we sho\\ the converse, also referred to as the completeness direction. 

5.2.1. Soundness. 

Here we can drop the restriction of the countability of B. The following result was 
first presented in lHMV99] Proposition 4.2. We here present a proof of this result 
including the arguments for moves of type (a), and (5) which were omitted in 
[HJ\!lV99]. 

THEOREM 5.2.2. Let B be an algebra in SCmV. Then J have a winning strategy 
for Gw (N0, B. V). 

PROOF. If B (B, +, -,0, FB) belongs to SCmV then there exists an algebra 
A = (A, FA) E V and a representation map rep: B P(A) which embeds B into 
CmA. 

:'-Iow let N = (N, F N , A) be a network over B. \Ve say N matches with rep if 
N (N, FN) is a partial subalgebra of A, while A satisfies 

(*) k E rep(A(k)), for all k N. 

I.e. N can bl' seen as an approximation for the representation of B. We will take 
the universe of A to be the set of nodes Q available to during play. 

\Ve will presently show how J can maintain the condition that the current network 
matches with rep. 

Claim: If N matches with rep then N is a coherent V-network. 

By definition N is a partial V-algebra. Since rep is injective and rep(/\(k)) =F 0 it 
follows that ), (k) =F 0 for all kEN. 

J E F, where ar(J) = n, and assume that IN(ko, ... , kn-d is defined for 
ko, .... kn - 1 E: N. We will show that 

(**) rep(A(JN(ko, ... , kn--d) . JB(A(ko), ... , A(kn-d)) =F 0. 
Then by the mjectivity of rep it follows that 

A(JN (ko, ... ,kn-d) . JB (/\(ko), ... , A(kn-IJ) =F O. 

Since rep is a homomorphism 

rep( J\(JN (i,;o, ... , kn-d) . fB(/\(ko) . ... , A( kn-d)) 
rep( A(JN (ko, .... kn-d)) n J

CmA 
( rep(J\(ko), ... ,A(kn - 1))). 

:'-Iow N matches with rep, whence IN(ko, ... ,kn-d E rep(/\(fN(kol ... ,knd)). 
But N is a pn.rtial subalgebra of A and {ki } ~ rep(A(ki )), for i < n. Thus 

IN (ko, .... kn- 1) E JCmA( {ko}, .... {kn-d) ~ J
CmA (rep(A( ko), ... , A(kn-d)). 
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96 50 COMPLEX ALGEBRAS A:\TD LOGICAL GAMES 

Hence, by the existence of IN (ko, 0 0 0 , kn- d, (**) is satisfied. 

\Ve will now prove that if N = (N, F N , A) is a network that matches with rep 
then 3 can ccunter any move of V with a new network N' = (N', F N ', A') which 
again matches with rep. Let us take a look at each type of move separately. (Where 
applicable we take ar(J) = n.) 

a: In this kind of move V picks kEN and b E B. If k rt rep(b) then 3 rejects 
the move and all that changes is that X = A[k9-+-b] , i.e. X(k) = A(k) . -b. Thus 
rep(X(k)) = ro~p(A(k)) \rep(b). But since N matches with rep k E rep(A(k)) and by 
assumption k rt rep(b), it follows that k E rep(A'(k)). The argument for acceptance 
is similar. Hence (a) type moves preserve (*). )J ote that there is no change to the 
underlying pa'tial algebra (N, FN ). Consequently N' matches with rep. 

3: For this kind of move V chooses J E F, kEN and bo, ... ,bn - 1 E B. 
If k rt rep(J(Q)) 3 rejects the proposal and thus the new network N' will be 

(N, FN. A[k9-+-f(Q)])' Since the only difference between Nand N' is in the labelling it 
suffices to che~k (*) for k and X. But X(k) = A[k9-+-f(Q)](k) = A(k) . - J(Q), whence 
rep( A' (k)) = r'~p( A( k)) \ rep(J (Q)). Thus, by the inductive hypothesis and a similar 
argument to ('):) above, k E rep( X (k)). Consequently N' matches with rep. 

On the othn hand assume k E rep(J(Q)) ~ A. Since rep is a homomorphism it 
follows that 

rep(jB(Q)) = rep(JB(bo, ... , bn- 1)) = JCmA(rep(bo), ... rep(bn _ 1)). 

Hence eithe.' IN (g) = k already or there exist elements ao, ... ,an-1 E A such that 
k = JA(ao, .. 0 • an-I) and ai E rep(bi ) for each i. 3 then defines N' as the network 
(~V U {ai : i < n}, HN U {j~>->k]}' A[g9-+Q]) , with H = F \ {j}. Since the labelling of 
kEN does nut change it follows from the inductive hypothesis that k E rep(X(k)). 
However we n,~ed to check that ai E rep(X(ai)), where X(ai) = A(ai) . bi. If ai E N 
then by the inductive hypothesis ai E rep(A(ai)), otherwise A(ai) = rep(l) = A. 
Consequently 

ai E rep(A(ai)) . rep(bi ) = rep(A'(ai)). 

Clearly N L {ai : i < n} ~ A and the only change in F N ' is to the interpretation 
of J. )Jote that by assumption JA(ao, ... , an-d = k E A. Hence the partial algebra 
(N U {ai : i < n}, HN U {j~>->k]}) is still a partial subalgebra of Ao 

I: In this type of move V choose an J E F and ko, ... ,kn- 1 E N. 3 can only 
accept. Howeyer the function JA is total and hence there exists an a E A such that 
JA(ko, ... , kn- 1) = a. Thus we take N' = (N U {a}, HN U {J[~f->a]}' A) to be the 
new network. where H = F \ {j}. We need to show that a E rep(A(a)). If a E N 
then this resu It follows from the inductive hypothesis. Otherwise A( a) = 1 B 0 But 
a E A = rep(l B) = rep(A(a)). 

Observe thct a E A and that jA(ko, .... kn-d = a. Hence by a similar argument 
to that for acceptance of ,3 moves (N U {a}, HN U {j~>->a]}) is a partial subalgebra 
of A. 

6: In the hst kind of move V chooses b E B with b cI O. Again 3 have no 
choice but to accept. Since rep is an embedding it follows that there exists some 
non-empty X such that rep(b) = X ~ A. Then 3 picks any node a E X and lets 
N' = (N U {a}, F N

, X), where A' = A [a9-+b]. Clearly, whether or not a EN, it follows 
that a E rep(),(a)) . rep(b) = rep(X(a)). 

Since a E A and there is no change to any of the interpretations of symbols in F 
it follows that (N U {a}, FN) is a partial subalgebra of A. 
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5.2. CHARACTERlSING THE GA?vIE 97 

\Ve have thus shown that irrespective of which type of move V chooses to make 
:J can respond in accordance with the requirements of such a type of move and the 
resulting net\\ork after such a move still matches with rep. By definition this means 
that :J will win any match of length i by following this strategy, where i < uJ. 0 

5.2.2. Completeness. 

Before proving the converse to Theorem 5.2.2 let us take an informal look at how 
we aim to achieve this objective. As has been intimated our aim is to show that 
we can use th<~ countable game G",(Nvl) B, V) to construct a network N such that B 
is representable over N if :J have a winning strategy. Each of the possible types of 
moves correlate to ensuring that the network is in fact a representation of B. 

In particular to ensure that our eventual network satisfies all the required prop
erties we will consider the game where V will list all possible moves that become 
possible during the match and then actually make each of these moves at some stage 
during the match. :J of course will play according to our winning strategy. However 
our game has at most w rounds and thus we should be sure that V can play all their 
moves before the end of the game. (For simplicity we will consider a signature F 
limited to OIl(' symbol f, i.e. F {f} with ar(f) n.) Consider the following set 

iV/ = (Q x B) U (Bn x Q) U (Qn) U B. 

If the reader boks back on the definitions of moves (a) through (6) it should be clear 
that AI encodes all the possible moves that V can make . .:.Jow by assumption B is 
countable, however we have not limited the size of Q. In fact IQI could be greater 
than w. Clearly the generalisation of A[ to arbitrary finite F is still countable. 

Considering the possible moves open to 3, it should be clear that in no type of 
move do we require more than a finite number of elements from Q. Since there are 
at most a cOllntable number of moves, we need a set Q of at most w elements to 
choose from. Lastly recall that we require the set F of symbols to be finite. Hence 
IJ11 0J and so V will be able to play all their moves. 

Since we are playing according to our winning strategy, 3 will be busy constructing 
a chain of nerworks 

N0<JN 1 <J···N,<J···,fori '.JJ. 

\Ye will take the universe of our new structure to be the limit of this chain, i.e. 

(5.2) 
iEw 

However \\ e require some kind of algebraic structure on this universe N, i.e. if 
we take N = . fN) we need to define the interpretation of f over N. As was 
mentioned earlier, moves of type (,) are supposed to ensure the totality of our 
operators, sillce at any round i in our game f might only be a partial function . 
.:.Jote that if, at any roundi and for any n-tuple Ii., jN, (IS:.) is defined then it follows 
that fN, (Ii.) fN] for all rounds j at which fN; (k.) is defined. Hence the following 
definition is nnambiguous, where Is. E NT!, 

(5.3) fN (kJ fN, (Ai.) for any i such that fN, (Ii.) is defined. 

Lastly we need to define the representation function rep: B CmN. For the 
moment how'~ver we only have the labelling functions Ai : Ni -~ B to work from. 
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98 rj. COMPLEX ALGEBRAS A0JD LOGICAL GA:.YIES 

Observe that At(CmN) N. To get an idea of how to define rep, we take a look 
at the map AI (rep) : At(CmN) At(B). By definition At(rep)({k}) a if, and 
only if. rep(a) ~ {k}. Or equivalently k E rep(a). By (6) we must have played a 
k E Ni U Q at some round i such that a ~ AI (k). Thus we define rep as 

(5.5') rep(a) {k: a 2:. Ai(k) for some i E 0J}. 

For convenien,'e we 

(5.4) A(k) {b E B: b 2:. Ai(k) for some i E...,;} 

and then we can more succinctly define rep by 

(5.5) rep(a) {k EN: a E /\(k)}. 

First we pwve t.hat N is in fact the kind of algebra we are looking for. 

LEMMA 5.2.3. Let (Nv)' B, V) be a game such that j have a winning strategy. 
Then there elists a (total) algebra N = (UiEwNi, FN) such that N belongs to V, 
where each f F satisfies the following condition. 

If j Ni (k) is defined, then fN US;.) = fN, (15.), for any k E Nar(j). 

PROOF. W,· take N to be defined as in equation (5.2). Let f be any symbol in 
F, with arU) = n, and take (5.3) to define fN. We will show that fN is a total 
operation. 

Consider any elements ko, ... ,kn - 1 of N. By construction there must 
Ni such that k), ... , 1 N i . Since ,ve assume \;f will play according to 
ment.ioned above it should be clear that at some round j > i, \;f will make a move 
of type (I) in which they choose ko, ... , kn - 1 and the symbol f E F. But then by 
our winning strategy fNH1(ko, ... , d will be defined and hence fN(ko, ... , ) 
will be definec. 

Since each\fi is a coherent V-network it follows that N is a partial V-algebra. 
However we have just shown that N is total and hence NEV. D 

LEMMA 5.2.4. Let Gw(N~1, B, V) be a game such that j have a winning strategy. 
Then the fundion A defined in (5.4) maps from N to ultrafilters over' B, where 
N = U;Vi . 

iEw 

PROOF. Le1 A be the function defined in (5.4) we will show that A(k) is an 
ultrafilter for I;; EN. 

:\ote that, for any k N, Ai(k) ~ Aj(k) where i ~ j. Clearly A(k) must be 
upwardly closl~d. Let Q, b A(k) then there exist i,j such that a ~ ).,i(k) and 
b ~ /\j(k). If i 2:. j then Q·b ~ Ai.(k). Hence a·b E A(k). A similar 
for j ~ i. Thus )"(k) is a filter. 

To see that /\(k) is proper observe that each Ni forms a coherent V-network and 
hence Ai(k) > O. Thus 0 r.t A(k). To conclude we will show that for any b E B 
either b E ..\(k) or . From our assumption on the strategy of V it follows 
that at some cound i will play move (0:) with the element b. If 
strategy impli,~s that we the move then it should be clear that b 
hence b E ..\ (/;;). Otherwise if we reject the move then - b 2:. I (k) 
-b E A(k). u 

THEOREM 5.2.5. Let B (8, .0, FB) be a countable Boolean algebra with op-
erators F. If] have a winning stmtegyin the game Gw (N0, B, V) then B is repre
sentable over V. 
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5.2. CHARi\CTERlSING THE GA..vIE 99 

PROOF. Le ~ N = (iV, FN) be the algebra in Lemma 5.2.3, A to be the function 
from Lemma 5.2.4 and rep to be defined by (5.5). Thus all we need to do to complete 
the proof is tc show that rep is in fact an embedding. 

First we show that rep is a Boolean homomorphism. I.e. we need to prove that 

(i) rep(a + L) rep(a) U rep(b), 
(ii) rep( -b) ,= B \ rep(b) and 

(iii) rep(O) 0. 

vVe here on y present a proof for (i), the other conditions follow by similar argu-
ments using fact that A (k) is an ultrafilter. 

Assume k E rep(a + b), for k E iV and a. bE B. Then abE A(k). Since A(k) is 
an ultrafilter it follows that either (L E A(k) or b E A(k). Hence k E rep(a.) U rep(b). 

For the COLverse suppose that k E rep( a) U rep( b). Thus either k E rep( a) or 
k E rep(b). Consider the case where k E rep(a). Since a + b 2': a and A(k) is a 
filter it follow.;; that a -i- bE A(k). A similar argument suffices if k E rep(b). Hence 
k rep(a -r b'. 

Let f E F with a.r(J) = n. To show that rep is a BAO-homomorphism we need 
to prove that for any bo, ... ,bn - 1 E B 

Assume k E: rep(JB(bo, ... • bn-d). By the definition of A there exists some i such 
that fB(bo, ... , d 2': Ai(k). By our assumption on V's strategy, it follows that at 
some round j they make a move of type (3) choosing k, f and bo, .. . ,bn - 1. But :3 
will accept, since Aj(k) ::; - fB(bo, . .. ,bn-d would contradict the fact that we are 
playing according to our winning strategy. Thus we can choose ko • ... , kn - 1 E such 
that fNj(ko •... , kn-d = k and Aj+l(k,) ::; bi. Consequently fN(ko •...• kn- 1) = k 
and ki E rep(')i) for i < n. Hence k E fCmN(rep(bo) .... , rep(bn_J)). 

Conversely let k E fCmN(rep(bo) •.... rep(bn-d). It follows that at some round 
j there exist nodes ko, ... , kn- 1 E iVj such that fNJ(ko, ...• = k, Aj(ki ) ::; b·i , 

and either Aj(k) ::; fB(bo, ... ,bn - 1) or Aj(k) ::; -'- fB(bo • ... ,bn-d. ::\ote that since 
fB is an operator it follows that 

Consequently. using the coherence of N j and the fact that fNJ(ko •... , kn - 1) = k, 

Thus AJ(k) 1; - fB(bo, . .. , bnd, and so AJ(k) ::; fB(bo, ... , bn-d, whence we see 
that k E rep(JB(bo, ... , bn - 1)). 

We conclude by showing that rep is injective. Since rep is aBA-homomorphism 
it is sufficiem to show that rep(b) ¥ 0 for any b ¥ O. But at some round i of the 
game V will playa move of type (5) choosing the element b. :: can only accept and 
in doing so will choose a k E iV such that Ai+l(k) ::; b. Hence b E A(k) and so 
k E rep(b). 0 

This theor.;m and its proof were first presented in [HMV99] Proposition 4.3. 
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5.3. Axiomatisations via games 

So we shown how logical games can be used to see whether an algebra is 
representable I)r not. Let. us now t.ake an informal look at how these games work. 

In our exposition of the types of possible moves we have tried to convey how 
ensures certain propert.ies are satisfied by the networks we use to play 

at each round i of a game CiAN. B, V) the associated network N, 
th(;se properties up to a limited extent. But even the language we have 

of some underlying formulas that are satisfied or "hold" 
networks. In fact it will turn out that each of these moves can 

into universal formulas. The hope is then that the set of all such 
translated fon nulas will in fact axiomatise the class of representable algebras under 
consideration. 

Obviously \\'e will be considering games for \vhich ::3 have a winning 
before we con 5ider translating any of the types of moves \ve need to capture 
concept of a network being coherent. \Ve start off by associating a term with 
node in our network. To be a bit more precise, given a partial algebra ~ (N, FN) 
we a map T, called a term labelling, \vith each member of N, i.e, 

(5.6) T : N ------+ TermBA(X), 

For our network N to be coherent we require the underlying structure (N, FN; 
to be a partial V- algebra. Thus we define the following term 

(5.7) r if (N. FN) is a partial V-algebra 

otherwise. 

FurthermoTl; we require that, for each node k. the label ,\(k) should be non-zero 
and ),(rn)· f(),(ko),.,., )'(kn-d) ¥ 0 for fN(Ji) = m. where Is = (ko, . . , ) Thus 
if we can some way of mapping term labels into network labels the following 
term would capture these requirements, 

(N) X 

where E (ko 

(5.9) 

/\ ¥ 0 1\ /\ /\ (T(m). f( T(ko) .. 
kEN fEF f(fi)=m 

two t.erms together should det.ermine whether a network is indeed 
we let 

lbo(N) = rr(N) 1\ y(N). 

Our intention is now to recursively define terms to express whether or not 
have managed to survive round i. To do this we first need to 
each of the possible types of moves into terms. 

Recall that 'or moves of type (ex) ::3 have the option of either accepting or 
the move. (Tltese options will be reflected as disjuncts in the term we will 
In this type of move V will choose some new element of b E B after which 
change the 1a1 elling to satisfy 6 or -6 such that we end up surviving this particular 
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5.3. AXI01vLATISATIONS VIA GAMES 101 

round. Consequently the state of the board after the ith round has been played by 
the execution of a type (a) move could be encoded as follows 

(5.10) Ui-'-l (N) = 'IIx 1\ (Wi ( (JV, FN. T[kCHX])) V ( UV. F N, T[k9-+x]) ) ), 

hoES 

where ,r is a new variable. 

For the second type of move V chooses a node k, a symbol f with arity rL, and 
elements 60, ... ) bn - 1 E B. If:3 reject this move then the new board will be nothing 
but a label change and hence expressed as 

)) 
If accept thn move then we must choose mo, .... Tnn-l E :Vi UQ such that if J(m) 
is undefined ben fNi+ 1 = k and change the labelling so that bi holds at mil for 
each i < n. Thus the term corresponding to acceptance should be 

) ). 

However Wi' need the term to hold for any of the possible choices of the n-tuple 
Tn. Hence we will have a disjunction over possible choices of m. This is problematic 
though, since :Vi U Q is infinite and thus would lead to an infinite disjunction and 
hence an infinite terrrl. 

To take care of this problem we need to take a careful look at how we will make 
choices for m. Note that each N~ is finite and that we only need to add at most arU) 
possible nodes from Q for the game to proceed. If we can thus have some canonical 
way of addin~; these ar(f) new nodes we would be left with a finite disjunction. In 
the discussion at the beginning of Section .5.2.2 we mentioned that Q need only have 
at most 0J nodes. Consequently we can easily enumerate all the members of Q with 
order type 0J. 

Let Qi be t he set containing all members of Q chosen up to roundi. Note that 
Q, ~ ,Vi. If we now need n new nodes we can use the enumeration mentioned above 
to choose the first n available nodes, i.e. the first n nodes in Q \ Q i. Thus we define 
the set .U;l which contains all current nodes and the n canonically chosen new nodes 
in the following way 

(5.11) Aft iV, U {qo, ... ,qn-l}, 

where the q, are the first n nodes in Q \ Qi' By construction Af[l is finite. 

vVe are nov' ready to translate the type moves using (*) and (**). We define 
the "translation" term in the following way 

(5.12) (N) = 1\ 1\ (Wi ( (N, FN
, )) V 

kEN JEF 

V Wi((~VUm,HNu{J~c-->k)) ), 

w-here.£ is a Itr(f)-tuple of new variables. 

For moves of type h) V choose a f E F and ar(f)-tuple l5. from N. Then J must 
add one node m ELH/ such that f(!sJ m and extend the labelling so that at 
1 B holds at m. This option of choices of m is represented as the disjunct below. 
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102 5. COMPLEX ALGEBRAS A~D LOGICAL GAMES 

But := must b(' able to respond no matter which f and k are chosen, hence the two 
conjunctions. In fact this is not completely correct since if fN (k) is already defined. 
J could obviously just choose the previous value of fN (Js.). Thus we should exclude 
this possibility from the term. 

(5.13) 1\ 1\ v 
fEF 

where fN (k) 1 is defined to be true if fN (k) is undefined, false otherwise. 

Lastly. in moves of (8), J must again be able to extend N by choosing a 
m E JI/ such ~hat the new network is coherent for any non-zero b E B chosen by \:I, 
where m gets relabeled so that b holds at m. 

(5. (x # 0 --7 V Wi ( (N U {m}, 
mEkf,l 

Finally we bave the tools to complete the definition of the we let 

(.5.15)~Ji+l(N) Cl:i+l(N) /\ 3i +1(N) /\ li+l(N) /\ 8i +1(N). 

vVe still reqnire some way of mapping between term labels and (network) labels. 
To achieve this we first define a different kind of network. unsurprisingly called a 
term network. 

DEFINITIO~ 5.3.1. A term network is a structure N . FN. such that (N, FN) 
is a finite partial algebra and T is a term labelling. 

Given a term network N, we let var(N) denote the set of variables occurring in 
the term labels of N, i.e. if T : ---+ TermSA(X) then var(N) X, for the minimal 
possible X. 

~ow a (network) labelling should map from N to B. each term T(k) has an 
interpretation in B, defined inductively using the construction of T. Thus if we have 
some assignment of the variables of a term network N to elements of B we can easily 
associate a ne1\vork with N. 

DEFI;\IITION 0.3.2. Let N (N, FN, T) be a term network and B an F-algebra. 
Then for any assignment h : var(N) ---+ B we define a network N h = (N, FN, 
where 

TB(k)(h(xoL···, h(Xn-l)) 
for k E ~V. ane with Xo, ... ,Xn-l the free variables occurring in T(k). 

In deference to our standard notation we will write N B (iV, FN, TB) when the 
assignment is dear from the context, instead of explicitly indicating the assignment 
by writing N h 

Previously we saw that :3 having a winning strategy for the game (N0, B, V) 
is equivalent to B being representable. From our current discussion we have seen 
that each round of the game produces a particular term to B. Put in an
other way, if 13 I=w1I (N) then we would expect :3 to have a winning strategy for 
G,](NB,FN,,,\B). N"ow if being able to win all games of finite length implied that 
J could win the game of length ;;J we might very well be able to get an axiomati
sabon for Busing thel/Ji. (The following theorem and proof were first presented 
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5.3. AXIOMATISATIONS VIA GAMES 103 

in [HMV991 Theorem 5.1. Note that the result inHMV99j did not explicitly 
mention the fhiteness restriction on the network N.) 

THEOREM 5.3.3. Let B be a cmmtable BAO and N a finite network over B. Then J 
have a winnin7 strategy for the game G",(N. B, V) if, and only if, have a winning 
strategy for every game G,,(N, B, V) of lengthT/ < w. 

PROOF. The forward direction of the theorem follows directly from the definition 
of G",(N. B, V). For the converse assume that, for any T/ E w, :3 have a winning 
strategy for C'I)(N. B, V). We need to show that :3 have a winning strategy for 
GAN.E. V). 

A network ]\11 is said to be safe for J if for infinitely many j we have a winning 
strategy for G llvL B, V). 

Since we can win all finite games starting with N. N is obviously safe for :3. vVe 
will prove thaI J can win the game UAN, B, V) by maintaining the condition that 
at any round i the current network Ni is vVe do this by induction on i. I.e. 
we show that. at round i, :3 can survive one round while maintaining the condition 
that Ni is saff.. 

Suppose we are currently at round i of the game Gw(N, B, V) and let N ,. be the 
current board, where Ni is safe for J. From the discussion surrounding the definition 
of JII: (p. 10:) it should be clear that after V make their tth move :3 only have a 
finite number of possible networks to respond with. But, by assumption, there are 
infinitely many j for which J have a winning strategy in the game Gj(Ni , E. V). 
It follows that for at least one of the networks Nt that :3 can respond with J have 
a winning strategy for the games Gj-1(Ni , E. V), unless j = 0 (in which case we 
disregard this particular j). Since there were infinitely many j to start off with we 
will have infintely many games of length j - 1 for which we have a winning strategy 
starting from the network Nt. Consequently such an Nt will again be for :3. It 
is not hard to see that if we choose Nt to be our response in the ith round of the 
game G",(N, B, V) we will maintain our condition of safety. 0 

\Ve can no,,' define the formulas that we expect will axiomatise a particular rep
resentable alg.~bra B. Recall that when we were characterising the representation 
games we always started with the network N 0 . Thus we let 

(5.16) 

and 

(5.17) <I>(V) {y;:iEw}. 

LEM:tvIA 5.3.4. Let B be a BAO and N (N, F N, T) be a fin'de term network. Then 
B F liJq(N) if. and only if, J have a winning .strategy in the game G1/(NB , B, V). 

PROOF. "Vc> prove this lemma by induction on TJ. 

Claim 1: B!bo(N) if, and only if N B is a coherent V-network. 

Observe thht the validity of rr(N) corresponds directly to (N, FN) being a partial 
V-algebra, while X(N) takes care of the coherence condition (5.1). 

Claim 2: Assume the lemma holds for T/. If B FW"d (N) then :3 have a winning 

strategy in th~ game G7,I+1{NB , E. V). 
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104 5. COMPLEX ALGEBRAS AND LOGICAL GA:\1ES 

Assume that B 1= 1b,,+I(N). vVe need to construct a winning strategy for 3. 
Consider a particular match of length ry + 1 in the game Cry+l(NB , B, V). Let 

f.tl· ... ,f.try+l and No, ... ,N" 

respectively b ~ enumerations of the moves V makes during this match and the net
works Ni arising from these moves, where No = N B . 

vVe here only contemplate the case where the move f.try+l is of type (,3) with V 
choosing the node k E Nry, j E F and bo, .... bn - 1 E B (ar(J) = n). The proofs 
for moves of t vpes (0:), h) and (5) can be dealt with in a similar fashion using the 
explanations furrounding the definitions (5.10), (5.13) and (.5.14). 

By assumption B 1=3ry+l(N) and hence, for some Q = (bo, ... , bn - 1 / either 

(*) B I=l/Ji ((N. FN. T[k"H- !(lz)]/) 

or, for H = F \ {n, 

(**) B 1= V Ibi ((N U m, HN U {j[~>->k]}' TI1!1"Hlz]/)' 

!!.!E1Vl;r(f) 

Assuming tha c (**) holds, there exist some m E ;\/;,.(f) such that 

B I=lb i ((N U m, HN U {j~e--k] }.T[!!.!H]/)' 

By the inductive hypothesis it follows that 3 can win any match of lengthry in the 
game Cry(N', 13, V), where N' = (N U m, H N' U {j[~~k]}' T[!"Hlz]/' Let T' = TI1!1H]' 

Since ~V <;;;: N U m, jN (;f) = jN' (.:f) for all :f i- m and B 1= T' :S T it follows that 3 
can counter any move f.ti for i < T/ + 1 by using our winning strategy for the game 
Cry (N', B, V). Clearly 3 will accept and then survive round ry + 1 by choosing m and 
defining the n~w board Nry+l as required by acceptance. 

The argummt for the case where (*) holds is a simplified version of the argument 
above and leads to 3 rejecting Vs move. 

Claim 3: Assume the lemma holds forry. If 3 have a winning strategy in the 

game Cry+l(N B
, B, V), then B I=w,,+l(N). 

Suppose 3 have a winning strategy for C'1+ 1 (NB . B, V). \Ve will demonstrate the 
proof for 5,,+1 1 N). 

Let b be some non-zero element of B we will show that there exists a node m such 
that B 1= Wry (r N U {m}, F N , T[m"Hb] / ). Since 3 have a winning strategy we know that 
if V plays a move of type (5) at round i < T/, specifying the element b, then 3 can 
respond with it node m such that the new board is still coherent. Clearly 3 then have 
a winning strategy for the game G,,(N', B. V), where N' = (N U {m}, F N , Tr!"Hb]/' 

Using the inductive hypothesis it follows that B 1= uJry((;VU {m},FN.T[m"Hb]/). 

Similarly we use moves of type (0:) to prove that B 1= O:ry+l (N), type (,3) for 
B 1= 3ry+l(N) and type h) for B 1= Iry+l· Thus B 1= IDry+l(N). 0 

COROLLARY 5.3.5. Let B be a BAO. Then B 1= <p(V) if, and only if, 3 have a 
winning strattgy in the game G,,(N0, B, V), for every ry < w. 

PROOF. Ttis follows directly from the definitions of ;:ry1 <p(V), Theorem 5.3.3 and 
Lemma 5.3.4. 0 

Using the eLrlier characterisation theorem for representable algebras and the corol
lary above we can now show that <p(V) gives our required characterisation. (This 
result was first present in [HMV99] Theorem 5.5.) 
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5.4. EXTENDING THE GA~IE 

THEOREM 5.36. Let B be a BAO with operatoT8 F and V a 
the JollOlling aTe eq1Livalent: 

B is repr.:sentable oveT V, 
have a winning strategy Jar the game G",(NIJ . B. V), 

105 

oj F -algebras. 

have a winning stmtegy Jor the games Gry(NIJ, B, V), where TJ w. and 
B <p(V) 

PROOF. By Theorem 5.2.1 (i) implies (ii), by Theorem 5.3.3 (ii) implies (iii) 
and (iii) impli,"s (iv) follows directly from Corollary 5.3.5. Clearly the backward 
implications w· mId hold if B were a countable BAO. 

we consider the case where IBI > w. We wish to prove that (iv) implies (i) 
for such a B. 5uppose B <p(V). Since the -Pry are universal formulas it follows that 

subalgebra of B satisfies <p(V). By our previous observation implies that 
every countable subalgebra of B is representable over V, i.e. for every A B with 
IAI ::; w we have A E SCm V. Since V is an elementary class it follows, by Theorem 

(p. 82). t1at SCmV is an elementary class. Consequently Downward 
Lowenheim-Sblem Theorem (p. 20) there exists a countable A that 
A B. But )y our previous observation A F <p(V) and hence A SCmV and 
since A ::5 B \\e get B E SCmV as required by (i). 0 

is on(' underlying assumption to constructing a recursive axiomatisation 
that needs some elaboration. In defining 7f(N) above we are that there is 
some effective way of deciding whether N is in fact a partial V- Clearly if 
V itself only Iud a finite set of axioms we could easily define an decision 
procedure. most classes of algebras that will play the role of V they in fact 

finite axi(,matisations. However there do exist varieties of BAOs that only have 
countable axiomatisations. 

To deal with such axiomatisations we need a slightly modified game. We firstly 
enumerate all t he axioms of the variety V. At each round i of this modified game we 
only consider whether our current board is a partial V- algebra to the extent that it 
",U,'.,"'LL,-"u the fir.;;t i axioms of V. Since our game has a countable number of rounds 
this would ensure that the final playing board N were in fact in V. a formal 
definition of this game we refer the reader to [HMV99]. 

5.4. Extending the game 

In this the I,enultimate section of this chapter we informally 
cations to the .same already presented. 

two modifi-

Garnes fOT SPCmK. As we have seen in the previous chapter any complex variety 
V can in fact)e characterised by a class K in two ways, either V SPCmK or 

V SCmK. Let K be a class of algebras, to show that an B 
is a member of SPCmK we need to show that there is an embedding of B into 
a product of members of CmK. The smallest element of a product is the 
empty product and hence it suffices to show that at least one elenUmt 
mapped to a member of CmK. 

If we a look back at the proof of Theorem .5.2.1 we will note 
type (&) were 'equired throughout the game to ensure injectivity. 

moves of 
in the 
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106 5. COMPLEX ALGEBRAS AND LOGICAL GAMES 

case at hand it will suffice for this kind of move to happen only once. To play the 
game over SPCmK we thus modify the rules of the game such that V is only allowed 
to make a move of type (6) in the first round of the game. (This modification of the 
game is nc means new and receives a cursory mention in [HMV99:.) 

Games for partial algebms. Another modification to the game arises from repre
senting BAOs over partial algebras. As we have already noted in an earlier discussion, 
moves of typP (() ensure that each of the functions of our representation is total. 
As the followng result shows the complex algebra of an partial algebra is in fact a 
BAO. 

PROPOSITION 5.4.1. Assume A is a par'tial F -algebm. Then CmA is a boolean 
algebras with opemtors 

PROOF. Let f E F, with ar(J) n and let Xo, ... , I ~ A. If for some Xj 
f(xo, ... ,J:n-l) is undefined for all x J E then fCmA(Xo. ., X n- l ) I/) E CmA. 
Consequently fCmA is a total function. Clearly f CmA will be both normal and 
additive. 0 

Thus it wOllld not be too surprising it we can modify the games presented in this 
chapter to include representations over partial algebras. All we need is to find the 
appropriate partial algebraic version of equational classes of (total) algebras. 

DEFINITION).4.2. Let A be a partial F-algebra. \Ve write A 1= 0' T if A satisfies 
the equation T 0' (in the sense of Definition 5.1.3). For a set of equations 1: we 
write A 1= 1: if, and only if, A 1= 0' for every 0' E 1:. 

Now \ve an' ready to define the partial algebraie equivalent of an equational class. 

DEFINITION 5.4.3. Let S be a class of partial algebras. We call S an equational 
class of partid algebms if there exists a set of equations 1: such that 

A E S iff A 

A is called a partial S-algebra if A E S. 

\Ve then give a modified definition of the networks presented at the beginning of 
this chapter. 

DEFI;'\ITION 5.4.4. Assume S is an equational class of partial algebras. A network 
N = ("v, F N , ),) is an S-network if (iV, FN) is a partial S-algebra. 

1'0 represent a boolean algebra with operators over an equational class of partial 
algebras we play the game over these S-networks and do not allow V to make any 
moves of tyP(~ ",1. 

5.5, Further research 

To conclude we present two avenues along which further research in this field can 
be done. 

(1) The two modifications to the original game above present tools to study several 
new clm;ses of representations. However these modifications are not applicable 
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5.5. FURTHER RESEARCH 107 

to classfs of partial algebra.s such as Brandt groupoids and full pair arrow 
frames s nee the definition of equality is too weak. However these two classes 
are the cmonical examples used in representing relation algebras. The question 
thus is how do we modify this game to deal with stronger versions of equality 
for parthl algebras. 

(2) In "HiH99] R. Hirsh and I. Hodkinson present a game to cope with axiomati
sations cf representable classes over pseudo-elementary classes. is a much 
broader setting than ours (which only considers representing classes over vari
eties and equational classes of partial algebras). Thus it would be interesting 
to see how the games described in this chapter can be modified to include a 
wider range of underlying classes. 
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CHAPTER 6 -----

Case Studies 

\Ve conclude this dissertation by presenting some case studies and avenues for 
further research that relate to the theory 'introduced in the previous chapters. We 
limit the examples we look at to certain subvarieties and expansions of the vari
ety of groups One well-known example of such a subvariety is the class of Brandt 
groupoids us(~d in [JoT52] to give a concrete representation of the class of repre
sentable relation algebras. Another early example is that of the complex algebras of 
groups which generate the variety GRA of group relation algebras (c.f. [Mon64]), 

6.1. Rectangular bands 

The class (,f semigroups has also provided fertile ground in the study of complex 
varieties. Two such examples are the varieties Lz and Rz of left-zero and right-zero 
semigroups, defined by x . y x and .:r 'y = y respectively, C. Bergman (c.f. 
[Ber]) showed that the complex varieties generated by Lz and Rz are finitely based 
(c.f, Definiti(,n 2,5.10). An equational basis for V(CmLz) is given by the standard 
equations for the boolean parL along with 

(6.1 ) x' (y V z) ,y)V(;r·z), 

(6,2) (.IVy)·z (.:r,z)V(y· 

(6.3) ([·x ~ x' ~. 

( 6.4) x' (y . z) (x ' y) , Z 1 and 

(6.5) .I·Jl ,r: = x ' .1:. 

Equations (6 1) through (6.4) along with the boolean part define the variety SSg of 
Boolean semi groups. Thus V(CmLz) and V(CmRz) are subvarieties of SSg. 

6.1.1. Hyper-rectangular bands. 

based (thif- follows from a result of Andreka and :.iemeti (c.f, [AnN96]) that the 
composition of reducts of representable relation algebras generates a non-finitely 
based variety). 

In this cas'~ study we will consider the variety of rectangular bands. This variety 
covers Lz and Rz in the lattice of semigroup varieties. 

DEFINITION 6.1.1. RS, the variety of rectangular bands is the class of semigroups 
defined by the identity x . y . x x. By the variety of hyper-rectangular bands, 
denoted HRE, we mean the class V(CmRS). 

109 
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110 6. CASE STUDIES 

we have mentioned the subvarieties V(CmLz) and V(CmRz) of BSg are finitely 
based. Which motivates us to ask whether HRB is finitely based. 

For the rest of this section we will leave out the operation symbol '.' where confu
sion is unlikely, thus abbreviating x·y to xy. vVe also assume that '.' has precedence 
thus reducing the number of brackets we use. 

6.1.2. Axiomatising rectangular bands. 

LEM~IA 6.1.2. Let B be a rectangular band. For all X, Y. Z ~ B we have 

(i) X n Y Z i= 0 implies Xy n Y i= 0 and Z X n Z i= I~ and 
(ii) X n XY n YX i= 0 implies X n YY i= 0. 

PROOF. Tu see why (i) holds note that in a rectangular band if x = yz then 
xy = yzy y and z:r zyz = z. 

For (ii) sur:pose xo, :Tl, :r2 E X and Yl, Y2 E Y such that Xo = XIYl Y2X2' Then 
YI·TO = lJlXIYI YI and .TOY2 = Y2 X2YZ Y2, so Y2Yl = XOY2YIJ:O = Xo· 

); ote that 1 he term d( x) 1xJl is a unary discriminator for complex algebras of 
rectangular b:mds (i.e. d(([)) = I[ and d(x) 11 if x i= (). Thus CmRB forms a class 
of discriminat or algebras. It follows by (4.17) p. 87 that any inequality that holds 
in HRB can be translated into an equation that holds in HRB. 

THEOREM 6.1.3. An equational basis for HRB is given by all the identities for BSg 
together- with the following identities: 

(i) :1: ::; xx. 
(ii) xJly XII, 

(iii) JLxJL /\ Y ::; Jl(x /\ 
(iv) /\yz)JL::;JL(xy/\y)JL/\1(zx/\:11, and 
( v) JL (x /\ X]; /\ Y x) JL ::; :11 (x /\ yy) Jl. 

PROOF. Considering that in all rectangular bands we have that x xxx x xx 
and xzy = x~xyzy = xy, it easily follows from Lemma 4.:3.27 that (i) and (ii) hold 
in CmRB. Since d(x), defined above, is a discriminator term it follows that (iii) 
must hold. F;nally, (iv) and are just (in)equational translations of Lemma 6.1.2. 

Let B be any boolean semigroup that satisfies (i) to (v). Then for any x, y E B, 
using (6.1) ard (6.2), it is easy to show that xy ::; x:11 and xy ::; Jly. Hence the unary 
term d( x), defined by d( x) = :hJl, satisfies the following properties: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Jid( x) ::; 

d(x)Jl ::; 

X ::; d(l:) from (i) 

d(() = () from (6.3) 

From property (iii) it follows that ;r 1\ d(y) ( if. and only if. d( x) 1\ y 
Consequently d("'d( x)) /\ d( x) (and so 

(5) 

A be 'i subdirectly irreducible Boolean semigroup that satisfies (i) to (v). 
Then from properties (1) through (5) it follows, by Theorem 4.3.22 (p. 87), that d 
is a unary discriminator for A. This property and the positive identities (i) to (v) 
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6.1. REGTA~GULAR BA~DS 111 

are preserved by canonical extension (c.L Theorem 4.3.33 and 4.3.34 p. 89), so dis 
a unary discriminator for EmA. 

We will now show that EmA E SCmRB by constructing a rectangular band B 
such that EmA is embedded in CmB. Let D = (D,.o) be the structure At(EmA) 
and for a. bED, define a b if a bb. Observe that, since '.' is an operator, if 
a. bED then ab > C 

Claim 1: .::::=: is an equivalence relation. 

From (i) w'~ get a ::::=: a. Let a b. then a 1\ bb i= C hence using (iv) ab 1\ b i= C 
Since a,b EDit follows that bl\bal\ab i=~. Thus, by (v), bl\aa i= (, and so b::::=: a. 
Lastly, let a ~; bb and b ::; cc then a cccc. Hence, by (ii) and since c is an atom, 
it follows thal a ::; dcdc cJlc= cc. 

Note that (la = V{b ED: b ::; aa} = V(a/~), for each atom a. 

Claim 2: The set {aa : a ED} is the universe of a rectangular band C (C, .). 

First we need to show that C is closed under multiplication. For a, bED, we 
have ab ::; aahb ::; aJlb = abo Hence it suffices to show that ab E C. i.e. ab cc for 
some atom C. 

In fad, for any atom d ::; ab we have dd ::; abab ::; alb abo For the reverse 
inequality we use (iv) and the fact that both a and b are atoms. Since d 1\ ab i= (, 
(iv) implies a 1\ da i= V, whence a ::; da. Similarly, d ab implies b ::; bd by (iv). 
Therefore ab ::; dabd ::; dld dd. (Observe that if ab c E and c 2': d this 
argument shews that c = dd.) 

To see that C is a rectangular band observe that aabbaa = alabba1La aJla aa, 
since abba i= 0 for a, bED. 

We define two sets Land R by L R C. It is not hard to see that the 
partial function 9 : D -----+ L x R, defined by g(aa) = (aa, aa) for a E D, can be 
extended to f.n isomorphism g' : C ---+ (L x R. ,where the operation '0' is given 
by (1.l. v) 0 (u;. x) = {u, 

Let B = (( L x D) x (R x D), 0). Since I n DI2 ::; ID x DI, we can choose, for 
each c C, a map fe : (cJ n D -4 P(D x D) such that 

(6) a i= b in.plies fc(a) n fe(b) = 0 (for all a, bED), 
(7) {u: (cu, '0) E fc(a)} = D {v: (cu, E fc{a)} (for all a E D), and 
(8) U{JAa) : c 2': a E D} = D x D. 

Define the map h : D CmB by 

h(a) {((7fLg'(aa),cu),(7fRg'(aa),v)): (u,v) E faa(a)} 

and extend it to a map h : EmA -4 CmB by distributivity over v. Then, by (6), 
h is a Boolean embedding. It remains to show that h.(ab) = h(a) 0 h(b). 

Consider any a, bED then ab ::; aabb ::; a1b ::; abo whence ab E C. Hence we 
ab = c E C. ~-.J ow 

h(c) U{h(d): c ~ d E D} 

U{ {((7fL g'(c), cu), (7fR g'(c), u)) : (11. u) E fc(d)} : c 2': dE D} 

,= {((7fLg'(C),U),(7fRg'(C),U)): (11, v) ED x D} 

where we use.l the observation that c ab = dd in the second step, and property (8) 
in the third t tep. On the other hand, 
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112 6. CASE STUDIES 

h(a) 0 h(b) {((7fL g'(aa), u), g'(aa).) : (11.. V) E Jaa(a)} 

o {((7fLg'(bb),u). (7fRg'(bb). u)) : (u. V) E Jbb(b)} 

= {((ITLg'(aa),u), (7fR9'(bb). v)) : (u.v) E D X D}. 

by property (7). We observe that c ab = aaab aac, from which it follows that 
7f L g' (c) = IT L g' (aac) 7f L (g' (aa) 0 g' (c) ) IT L g' (aa). Similarly 7f R g' (c) 7f R g' (bb). 
Hence }~(ab) h(a) 0 h(b). (iv). Using 6.1 and (i) it is easy to show that x:; x1L and 
x :; llx hence the unary term d( x), defined by d( x) 1Lx1L, is a congruence element 
for each x E A. 0 

The above result and its proof was first presented in [JipOl]. In this paper 
it is also obs('rved that HRB is term-equivalent to the variety Df2 of diagonal 
2-dimensiona cylindrical algebras (c.f. [HMT85] for a definition). Hence the above 
proof is an alternative demonstration to the one in [HMT851 that all members of 
Df2 are repre~entable. Since the equational theory of Df2 is known to be decidable 
[HMT85]' tlte same holds for HRB. 

6.2. 8emigroups 

In her diss'~rtation [Rei96] P. J. Reich studied the class of complex algebras of 
semigroups. (We denote the variety of semigroups by Sg.) In this informal case 
study we pre~ent some comments and results relating to her original monograph. 
First we define the partial algebraic equivalent of semigroups. 

DEF[~[T[ON 6.2.1. A partial binary operation on a set 5 is said to be strongly 
associative if. for any a, b, c E 5, a * (b * c) is defined if, and only if, (a * b) * c is 
defined, and 'L * (b * c) - (a * b) * c. 

A. partial s'~rnigTo'Up is a partial algebra 8 = (5. *) where '*' is a binary operation 
that is strongly assoeiative. vVe denote the class of all partial semigroups by PSg. 

:'\ote that the concept of equality used in the definition above is stronger than 
that required by Definition 5.1.3 (p. 92). 

Let S = (S, *) be a partial sernigroup. For some 0 ¢:. 5 we define an algebra 
So - (50,), where 50 5 U {O} and ,.' is a binary operation defined by 

{
a * b if a * b is defined 

(6.6) Q,·b I) 
otherwise 

with a, b E So (in particular 0 * b = 0 = a * 0). It follO\vs from the definition of 
strong associ.ltivity that 8 0 is a semigroup. 

PROPOSITIO\T 6.2.2. CmPSg ~ HCmSg. 

PROOF. L,~t 8 = *) E PSg and define So as above. Observe that if a*b = c E S 
then Q, • beE 50' Hence 8 is an inner substructure of 80, Thus Cm8 is a 
homomorphic image of Cm80 (c.L by Lemma 3.1.15 p. 37). 0 

Consequently V(CmPSg) V(CmSg). It is easily seen that any semi group is in 
a partial semigroup. Thus giving us the following corollary. 
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6.3. BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS AND RrN"GS 113 

COROLLARY 6.2.3. V(CmPSg) V(CmSg). 

It follows from zag that any inner substructure of a partial semigroup is again a 
partial semigloup. Hence PSg is closed under one-generated inner substructures and 
it is not hard to see that PSg is also closed under ultraproducts. Hence, by Theorem 
4.3.17 (p. 85), V(CmPSg) = SPCmPSg. However, the 2-element constant 
group has an inner substructure that is a partial semigroup but not a semigroup. 
Thus V(CmSg) f SPCmSg by Theorem 4.3.18. 

Consider any transitive relation R, we define a binary operation on R by taking 
(a, b) * (c, d) = (a, d) if b = d and undefined otherwise. The transitivity of R then 
implies that (R, *) is a partial semigroup. Let K be the class of all pair semigroups. 
It can be sho'Nn that for any semigroup S. emS E K. Hence 

V(CmSg) ~ V(CmK) ~ V(CmPSg). 

By the conllary above it follows that these varieties coincide. Consequently to 
decide if a BAO is in V(CmSg), one may instead check if it is in V(CmK). It 
turns out that K is closed under one-generated inner substructures and ultraproduct. 
Therefore V(CmK) SPCmK. Recently Jipsen (c.L [JipOl) has shown that each 
of the 4-elemont BAOs listed in Appendix A of [Rei961 are members of V(CmSg). 
However there are many 8-element BAOs with an associative operator that are not 
in V(CmSg). Moreover there sequences of such BAOs (with> 8 elements) 
whose ultraproduct is in V(CmSg), which shows that this variety is not finitely 
based. 

6.3. Boolean algebras and rings 

In this caEe study we turn to the varieties generated by complex algebras 6f 
Boolean algebra..s (HBA) and Boolean rings (HBR). Previously (c.f. [GoV99]) the 
variety HBA Nas studied as algebraic semantics for Hyperboolean Modal Logic, 
described bebw. (Note that we diverge from [Go V99] in that they denote the class 
of all full complex Boolean algebras CmBA by HBA.) 

1\ otationally we shall use 10\vercase letters for variables when writing formulas in 
the language Jf HBA and HBR whereas uppercase is used for CmBA and CmBR. For 
the boolean ('perations in the language of BA and BR we use +, " -, 1 and O. In 
the case of th e complex algebras we use V, i\, "', Jl and [:, where x /\ y = '" C--<r V "'Y) 
and Jl = ",10. 

The language of Hyperboolean .'vlodal Logic HBML contains: 

• <Pw {II) P2, ... } a countable set of propositional variables, 
• "', 1\ 10, Jl the classical boolean connectives, 
• (~) binary diamond modality (internal implication) and 
• (0) - propositional constant (internal zero). 

Observe that the modalities and (0) make HBML a modal logic. )Jote that we 
take the noti'Jn of formulas in HBML to be the usual one for modal logics. 

The algebraic semantics of HBML is over CmBA. Let B = (B, +, -,0) be a 
Boolean algebra. By a valuation we mean any function V : <p...; ---l- P(B), i.e. for 
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114 6. CASE STUDIES 

each pEP"", v'(p) is a subset of B. Each valuation II is then extended to arbitrary 
formulas by illduction: 

• V(q)) = 0, V(X V Y) = v'(X) U V(Y) and 
V (r-..-X) rvV(X) B \ VeX), 

• vex 'Y) - V(X) + Vr(y) and 
• V( (0)) =::. {o}. 

A formula A s said to be valid in CmB if for any valuation V we have vr(A) B. 

6.3.1. Hyperboolean algebras and rings. 

A Boolean ring is a ring R with unit 1 (i.e. R = (R, ·,0,1) where ' denotes 
ring addition and '.' denotes ring multiplication), such that for every x E R we have 
x . x J;. Gi ven a Boolean ring R and by letting B = R we can define a Boolean 
algebra B = ( -,0), in the following way 

(6.7) -.1: = x 1 

and .1: + y = -( -x· -V) 

Similarly giwn a Boolean algebra B = (B. +, ,0) and by letting R B we can 
define a Bool')an ring R (R, ,,0,1), in the follmving way 

(6.8) x·y= (-x+-y).l=-O 

and xey (x·_y) (-x·y) 

This gives 1S the natural term definitional equivalence between Boolean algebras 
and Boolean rings first noted in [Sto361. 

PROPOSITION 6.3.1. V(CmBA) = SPCmBA and V(CmBR) SPCmBA. 

PROOF. v\ e will show that no Boolean algebra has a proper inner substructure 
from which i-: follows that BA is closed under one-generated inner substructures. 
Then by The.)rem 4.3.18 (p. 85) the first result will follow. 

Take any A BA such that B is a proper inner substructure of A. Then the 
embedding function I : B A is a bounded morphism. :.Tote that 1 E B since B 
is a subalgebla of A. Clearly I is a BA-homomorphism and hence 1) = L Since B 
is a proper substructure there exists an x E A \ B. Then x + ';;(1) 1) = 1 B, 
contradicting zag, since for all y E B I(Y) #- x. 

The result for BR follows a similar argument using the observation that x EEl x 0 
and ~/(O) 0 

We now fO'mally introduee the complex varieties associated with BA and BR. 

DEFI~ITION 6.3.2. By hyper-boolean algebras. denoted HBA, we mean the variety 
V(CmBA). 'Ne call the elements of the variety V(CmBR) hyper-boolean rings and 
denote this c.ass by HBR. 

Clearly by Proposition 6.3.1 and Proposition 4.3.6 (p. 82) these are complex 
varieties. 

DEFINITION 6.3.3. Let V and W be varieties, not necessarily of the same type, and 
let D be a nap relating each operation f of the language of V to a term D(J) in 
the Janguage of W. Then D can naturally be extended to terms. V is said to be 
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6.3. BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS AND RINGS 115 

interpretable in W, written V W, if for all terms a and r, V F a = T implies 
W D(a) D(T). 

;.Jote that V is interpretable in W if each W-algebra A (A, (gA : g E Fw)) 
can be consid'cred as a V-algebra D(A) (A, (D(J)A : f E Fv)). A more detailed 
discussion can be found in [GaT84j. 

Suppose now that D(J) is linear for each fundamental operation f of the language 
of V. The foU,)wing calculation shows that for any A E W. the algebra CmD(A) is 
equal to the algebra D(CmA) 

rCmD(A)(XI, ... , Xn) {j'D(A)( . 
J'l .... , : Xi E Xd 

{D(J)A .... , X r,) : ,Ci E X'd 
D(J)CmAp(l, ... , XrJ 

where the first and last equality follows from Lemma 4.3.25. 

In our settmg, D( -x) = x 1 and D(x + y) ((x l)(y 1)) 1 gives the 
interpretation from BA to BR (c.E. equation (6.7)). ;.J ote that these terms are linear. 

COROLLARY 6.3.4. HBA 'is interpretable in HBR. 

PROOF. A~;sume HBA a=T, then CmBA F a=T. \Ve wish to show that 
CmBR F DC!) . Let R E BR. Then CmD(R) E CmBA, so CmD(R) u=r, 
By the preceding observation CmD(R)=D(CmR), so D(CmR) a=T. Hence 
CmR D(a)=D( T). 

However H BA and HBR are not term definitionally equivalent. To demonstrate 
this we turn to the Boolean algebra 24. The elements of 24 will be represented in 
binary 4-tupl,;s, so that the top element of 24 will be lll1 and the bottom element 
0000. 

Let X = {(JODI, 0010, 0100,1000,1100,1010, OllO} and consider the Boolean sub
algebra B of P(24

) with {OOOO}, {llll}, X and -X as atoms. To see that B is the 
universe of all HBA B observe that 1B = {1111}. OB {OOOO}, 

OB 1B X -X 
DB OB 1B X -X 
1B 1B 1B IB 

X X IB Xv V IB 
-X -X IB V 1B -XVIB 

} is clearly closed under internal complementation. 

If the symmetric difference were term definable in HBA then B would be closed 
under this op·~ration. However this is not the case since 1000 = 001061010 E X eX. 
but 0001 tf:. X X since to find :1:0, Xl X with Xo Xl 0001 we need Xo and 
Xl to agree on their first three coordinates but disagree on the last. It is easily 
checked that no two elements of X satisfy this criteria. It follows that HBR is not 
interpretable in H BA. 

6.3.2. Equations valid for hyperboolean algebras. 

[GoV99] nse so-called Gabbay style irreflexivity rules (c.E. [Gab81]) to show 
that all valid equations of HBA can be deduced from a finite list of equations. 
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116 6. CASE STUDIES 

Because of thE nonstandard deduction rules, this result does not answer the question 
whether HBA is finitely based. Here we give a list of equations that are valid on all 
hyperboolean algebras, and for an algebra of type (2, 1, O. 2, 1, 0) with corresponding 
abstract operations {V, rv, (J), -,O} and size ::; 24 , these equations hold if, and 
only if. the algebra in question is a member of HBA. 

[GoV99]) and K is a class of simple algebras that generates HBA, it is well 
known that fer any universal formula (j) there is a corresponding equation ¢* such 
that K F dJ iff HBA F d>* (c.f. [McK75] and [Jip931 for more detailed discussions 
of this result). Since dJ is often much shorter than ,we will usually only give the 
universal formula and check it holds in all CmB. 

We begin with some formulas that are derived from equations which hold in the 
underlying Boolean algebras. Since the commutativity, associativity, involution and 
De :.\Iorgan's llWS are linear and each variable appears on both sides it is easily seen 
(c.L Lemma 4.3.27 p. 88) that they lift to HBA. 

comm: x -t y = y 
assoc: (x + y)+ z 
ident: x + .) x 
invol: - x x 
deMorgan: x· y = 

x 
x + (y 

-4- -y) 

The followillg are typical BAO equations (c.f. Definition 3. LIp. 30). 

operator: .1: + (y V z) = 

normal: x I[ = I[) 

+y)V(:c z) 
=(J) 

-(y V z) -y V-z 

The next few formulas are derived from BA equations that are not linear or do 
not have the "ame variables on side of the equation. In this case they still 
lift partially, hS can be checked easily using Lemma 4.3.27(i)~(iii) (p. 88). In the 
formulas below]. ",-,I[) and x 1\ y = rv( "'x V ",",y). 

idem: x ::; .r + x 
distr: x + (y . z) ::; (x + y) . (x + z) 
zero: :r =J ( implies x + 1 = I 
least: x 1\ 0 I[ implies (:r + 1\ 0 = I[ 

To obtain futher equations, and to check the independence of some of the above 
equations, it i~; useful to consider small simple algebras of the HBA similarity type. 
Since HBA V(CmBA) it follows from .Jonsson·s Lemma+ that ° and 1 are atoms 
of any simple HBA. If 0 = 1, then it follows from the ident and zero formulas 
that x T () implies x = 0, so this characterises the algebra CmBo, where Bo is 
the I-element Boolean algebra. (The finite Boolean algebra (Bn' ,0) with 2n 

elements is denoted by Bn.) 

V be a cr!ngruence variety and A" E V for)" A. If B :s; A I1;,EA A" and 0 E ConB is 
such that BIO is a non-trivial subdirectly irreducible algebra. then there is an ultrafilter F over A 
such that O;:1B e, where OF is the congruence on A defined by 

(a, b) E OF iff E A : alA) b()")} E F 

(C.f.[BuS81] CO'ollary 6.9 for a proof.) 
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6.3. BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS A.\ID RI.\IGS 117 

\Ve nmv list the possible HBA-type algebras with and 23 elements. For a finite 
BAO it suffice~: to define the operators on the atoms. 

(The last column 
first column.) 

+ 0 1 
o 0 1 
1 1 1 

1 
o 

o 1 R 
o 0 1 R 
1 1 1 1 
R R 1 RVI 

] 

o 
R 

the result applying' -' to corresponding atom in the 

The first of two algebras is CmB 1 . Its structure is determined by the 
ident and zero formulas. The second algebra is a subalgebra of CmB2 , where 
R B2 \ {O,}. To see that it is the only possible model of the above formulas, 
we note that E 11 entries in the table the R R entry are determined by the 
invol, ident and zero formulas. On the other hand, idemp and least formulas 
imply that R -- R R V 1 or R + R R. The latter possibility is excluded by part 
(i) of the lemma below. 

LEMrvIA 6.3.5. The class of all full complex Boolean algebras CmBA satisfies the 
following formulas (Jor all x, v). 

(i) 1/\ (x + ~y) Oil, and only ;r; 1\ (x ~ y) ![, 

(ii) (r; V y :s...c y and x = -y and..c V y = ",(0 V 1) and y 1\ (x --, 0) imply 
x = n ) and 

(iii) (..c:s. x ...c. y and ;r; = -x and y -y and x V y 
n. 

"'-'(0 V 1) and;1: /\ (y + y) = n 
and y /\ ![) imply :r 

PROOF. Consider any Boolean algebra, B = (B. . -,0), and X, Y such that: 

(i): X, Y ar~ any subsets of B. Consider the following calculation 

{I} n (X + - Y) 1: 0 iff 1 E X + - Y 
iff 1 ;r ...c. -y for some x EX, Y E Y 
iff y:s. x for some x EX. Y E Y. 

From the final statement it follows x = x + y for some ..c E X and y E Y and so 
:~I (X + Y) 1= 0. To prove the right to left direction we assume X n (X Y) 1: 0 

then there exist X, Xo E X and y Y such that ..c Xo + y from which it follows 
that y :s. x. 

: X. Yare subsets of B, all premises hold and X 1: 0. there exists 
an x E X and since X ~ X + Y we see that for some Xo E X and y E Y we have 
that x = Xo + Y and thus y :s. x. Similarly since Y ~ X + Y we can find awE X 
such that w :S y. Since X E X we have -.r Y ~ X T Y and so there exists 
z E X with x :S -z. 

The following calculation shows that (-y . - z w) + x = -:; E Y. 

-y. +w+x -y·-z+x w :s. x) 

-y - - z + x . - z (since.r:S 

-z· (-y + x). 

But -x :S -.11, from which -y + :.1: 1 and so equality follows. Since (X + 
X) n Y = (/) and Xu Y = "'-'{O. 1} B \ {O. I} we have (-y . -z w) E Y, thus 

( - y . - z + IU) (y ..,.. z) . - w X. From the following calculation we see that 
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118 6, CASE STUDIES 

(y+z)·-w-t -y -w. 

(y . -w + -y y. -w + z· -w + -y (since < -w) 

= (y + z + -y)·w -y 

= -w+ -yo 

Since w :; y the result follows. But (y + z) . -w E X and -y E X contradicting the 
assumption that (X + X) n Y = 0. 

(iii): X, Y ,tre subsets of B, the premises are satisfied and X ¥ 0, Then there 
exists an x E X and, as in (ii), since X r::: X + Y we can deduce that there is some 
y E Y such th'1t y :; x. Then 

-y . :r + y (-y + y) . (x + y) 1· x = x. 

So -y. x E X since (Y + Y) n X = 0 and Xu Y '"'-'{O, I}. But 

-y. -;r -_·x = (-y . (x + -y. 1 -y E Y 

and -x X which contradicts (X X) n Y 0. o 

\Ve note that since CmBA turns out to be a of discriminator algebras 
([GoV99]), using (4.17) p. 87 the above formulas can be translated to equations 
that hold in V(CmBA) HBA. 

Because of 1he ident and zero formulas, the rows and columns for ° and 1 are 
always the saLle, and will be omitted. The two remaining atoms are denoted by R 
and 8. Became of commutativity we further omit one of the entries. The following 
algebras label(·d (i)-(iii) show that each of the formulas (i)-(iii) is necessary and is 
not implied b} the others. 

+ R 
(ii) R RVI 

8 

8 
,.....,0 
",,0 

8 
R 

+" R 

(iii) ~ I R VI 

8 
8 
R 

The list of HBA-type algebras with 24 elements (thus 4 atoms) which satisfy the 
above formula.:; is somewhat longer. \Ve first consider the case where - R = 8. In 
this case R + ') 1 by the idemp formula and Lemma 6.3.5(i), and R + R R. 

2 8 by the idemp formula. It follows from the least formula that none of these 
entries include O. Hence there remain four cases for each entry depending on whether 
they include none, one or two of the remaining two atoms. These 64 possibilities are 
further reduced by eliminating isomorphic copies and applying Lemma 6.3.,5(ii) until 
we are left with the algebras C 1 to C 4 . A similar analysis, using Lemma 6.3.5(iii), 
of the algebra:; with R = and 8 = yields the remaining two algebras Cs 
and C 6 . 

+ R 81 
RiR 1 8 
81 81 R 

+1 R 8 
R RVI 
sl 

R 
(C5 ) R R VI 

5 

RVI 
Rv8 

8 
",0 
",0 

8 
R 

R 
8 

-'- R 8 
R RVI RVI 
8 8 

+ • R 8 

R 1"'0 ",0 
8 ",0 

..L R 5 , 
R .-v 0 ",,0 

8 rvO 

8 
R 

8 
R 

R 
5 
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6.3. BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS AND RINGS 119 

These algebras were found by listing all (non-isomorphic) 4-atom BAGs with one 
binary and one unary operator and then checking which of them satisfy the axioms 
for HBA. 

LE!vINIA 6.3.6, (i) CmB 2 is a representation of Cr. 
(ii) By lakin:l R as a non-prinC'ipalultrafilter of any infinite Boolean algebm we get 

a r'epreSt ntation of C 2 . 

(iii) By takin,] R as the set of co-atoms of B3 we get a a representation of 
(iv) C 4 , C 5 and C 6 are representable in the free Boolean algebra on w generators, 

FBA(W), 

PROOF, The proofs of (i), (ii) and (iii) are fairly simple and are left to the reader. 
The more intnesting constructions are found when looking at (iv). 

First we introduce a bit of notation. For i E 0.: we write FBA(Xo, ... ,xi-d for the 
free Boolean :t\gebra on i generators (i.e. F BA (a:O,.··,,1:i-r) = FBA({XO, ... ,l:i-d) 
and FBA(u.-') for the free algebra with free generating set {Xi: i E w}. 

C 4 : For a. II E lIt let b) be the right-open interval, and define = { ) : 
i < 3k

} for k w. The set F of all finite unions of intervals in Uk<e." Ik is a countable 
atomless Boolean algebra F (F, -,0), where + is union, - is complementation 
with respect '0 [0,1), and ° 0. Note that since all countable atomless Boolean 
algebras are isomorphic (c.f. [ChK771 Proposition 1.4.5), F is isomorphic to FBA{W). 
\Ve show that C4 is isomorphic to a subalgebra of CmF. 

For any X F, there exists k E W such that X is a union of intervals in The 
subsets R ancl 5 of F are defined as follows: For X E F \ {to, 1). 0}, let X E R if X 
is the union cf an odd number of distinct intervals in I k , and let X E 5 otherwise. 
This is well-defined since if j > k then each interval in X splits into 3J - k intervals, 
so X is also the union of an odd, respectively even, number of intervals in I j , Since 
II;; has an odJ number of elements, 5 - -R = {-X: X E R}. We have IF in 
R S, 5+ 5 and R + R since 

F [ ) c 1) [1 ) , 'J) f1 ) r ") ,'> ) 1 0,1 LO, 3 U 3,1 ,0, 3 U [3,1 = [0, t u (3' 1 . 

To see that R T 5 Rand 5 + S ;2 R, consider X E R. Then I = 
some i < 3k and k E w. Since I E R and X \ IE S we have X E R 
we have 

X=. )~~-tnu(x\r¥,~~-ti) 5+5. 

) ~ X for 

The argument for R + 5 ;2 5 and R + R ;2 S is similar. Since one always has 
R T R ::2 Rand 5 + 5 5, it follows that Rand 5 are the atoms of a Boolean 
subalgebra of CmF isomorphic to C 4 . 

C 5 : The r'~presentation of C 5 is achieved by starting in FBA(XO) and colouring 
.TO and -Xo led (i.e. Xo) -Xo E R). \eVe then generate Boolean subalgebra of 
FBA cont,tining all red elements and ensure that each of these red elements will 
have two silver elements (i.e. elements of 5) below it. \Ve then produce new red 
elements such that each silver element has one red and one silver below it. \Ve 
iterate this pcocess until we've coloured the whole of FBA(W), 

An explicit description of the atoms of R,. i.e. all the red elements after i itera
tions, is givell by the following definition . 

• Ao=0 Do={{xo,-xo}}, 
• A, { {' . xd : t E X for some XEd, for i > 0 and 
• Di {.X· {-x,} : X D;-d U {Y . {.Ti) -Xi} : Y E Ai-I}, for i > O. 
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120 6. CASE STUDIES 

Let Ai = {t : {t} E Ai} and let 15, = {s V t : {s, t} ED;}. Finally we let 

R; = {V X : X ~ A; U 15;} and Si = FBA(XO, ... ,Xi) \ (Ri U {O, I}). We now define 
R = URi \ {(I. I} and S = USi. 

iE:..J iEw 

:'Jote that, J'or each i E W, Ai U 15i is the set of atoms of FBA(XO, ... ,Xi). Thus 
it follows thal Ri is a Boolean subalgebra of FBA(XO, . .. ,Xi) and so U Di <;;; Si. 
Since each Ri is a Boolean subalgebra of FBA(Xo, .... Xi) it follows that R = -R, 
S = -S and R + R :2 R U {I}. To see that R + R <;;; R U {I}, observe that t E Si 
if, and only if. there exists a {t1,td E Di- 1 such that tl :s; t and t2 :s; -t, thus 
t E Si-l implies t E Si. Hence Ri n Si-l = 0 and so R + R <;;; R U {I}. From 
Di :2 {y. {Xi, -xd : Y E Ai-d it follows that Si + Si :2 Ri- l and hence S + S :2 R, 
and so S + S = ",,0 and R + S :2 R. Recall that U Di- 1 is the set of atoms of 
FBA(XO, ... , X,-I) in Si-l and that Ri- l nSi-1 = 0. Thus by construction Ai ensures 
that there are elements of Hi below each element of Si-1 and thus R + S <;;; S. 

element of 8 i - 1 . 

C 6 : Take ); i to be the universe of FBA(XO, .... Xi-d. To demonstrate the repre· 
sentation of C 6 , let So = Sl = Ro = 0 and Rl = Xl \ {O, I} and then recursively 
construct Rk and Sk, for k > 1, in the following way. 

• R2i = R2 - l for i 2: l. 
• S2i = X 2, \ (R2i- 1 U X 2i- 2 U {O, I}) for i 2: l. 
• R2i+1 = X 2i+1 \ (S2i U X 2i- 1 U {O, I}) for i 2: l. 
• S2i+l = S2i for i 2: l. 

vVe let R = U Rk and S = U S k· 
kE.u kEw 

It follows that R = -R, S = -S, R n S = 0 and that R U S U {I} U {O} is the 
universe of FEA(W). To see that R <;;; S + S observe that if r E R then there exists 
i E w such tLat r E Ri, but r = r . Xi+1 + r . -Xi+1 and from our construction 
r· Xi+l and r· -Xi+1 are elements of Si+1 and hence of S. ~ote that if r E Ri then 
r = r + r· Xi+1 with r· Xi+l E Si+l and so R <;;; R+ S follows from a similar argument 
as before. D 

From the ccmment earlier we can see that all the universal formulas described so 
far give rise to equations that fully characterise any algebra B of the H BA similarity 
type up to sizl' :s; 24

, i.e. B satisfies the equations if. and only if, B E H BA. 

6.3.3. The undecidability of HBR. 

First we nole a result from [AGN97] (c.f. Corollary 2.1O(i)). 

THEOREM 6.~;. 7. Let K be a class of relation algebras that contains the complex 
algebra of an ,nfinite group. Then the equational theory of K is undecidable. 

So we restri(~t ourselves to reducts of HBR consisting of the external boolean oper
ations 'V, ",,' and 'I[', the internal symmetric difference 'and O. These algebras 
are symmetric relation algebras (symmetric means that the converse operation, a 
fundamental operation of relation algebras, is the identity map), with relation com
position given by EB and identity element 0. Let (2w. S. '. l. 0) be the countable 
product of 2-e.ement Boolean rings. Its complex algebra is in HBR. and its reduct is 
the complex algebra of (2W

, EB, 0) which is an infinite group. Hence the result follows. 

COROLLARY ().3.8. The equational theory of HBR is undecidable 
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6.4. Open problems 

We conclude: this chapter with a few open problems related to the work presented 
here. 

(1) In the plevious section we presented a finite set of equations which determine 
BAGs of the HBA similarity type of up to size 24. It is however still unknown 
whether either of the varieties HBA and HBR are finitely axiomatisable. 

(2) As we have seen the equational theory of HBR is undecidable. In [Go V99] 
Goranko and Vakarelov proved that HBML does not have the finite model 
property. which still begs the question as to whether the equational theory of 
HBA is decidable. 
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